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Why Cooking for Copyright?
Through FAIR (the campaign for Freedom of Access to Information
and Resources), ALIA and the Australian Libraries Copyright Committee
ran Cooking for Copyright Day on Friday 31 July. We used vintage Aussie
recipes for lamingtons, canteen biscuits and carrot marmalade to help
drive the copyright reform agenda.
Copyright law in Australia is a muddle. The Australian Libraries Copyright Committee (ALCC),
of which ALIA is a founder member, has lobbied long and hard for change but the challenge
has proved either too great, or too low down the priority list for successive governments. The
task of untangling the copyright regime currently lies with the Attorney-General, who is due
to respond to the findings of the Australian Law Reform Commission’s February 2014 report
into Copyright and the Digital Economy in September.
Within the copyright maze, there are several non-controversial issues that could be easily
fixed. Perpetual copyright in unpublished works falls into this category. We launched Cooking
for Copyright to raise awareness of the issue, provide an opportunity for active engagement
from libraries and the cultural sector, and generate media coverage.
Our story went like this:
The National Library of Australia has approximately two million unpublished works in
its collection, including handwritten letters from Jane Austen, Prince Albert, Captain
Cook, Charles Darwin, Sir Charles Kingsford Smith, Dame Nellie Melba, Henry Lawson,
Elizabeth Macquarie, Christobel Pankhurst and Banjo Paterson.
Yet none of these can lawfully be digitised and shared with Australians on the web
because of our archaic copyright system. Unlike Canada, the US, UK and all of the EU
countries, which have copyright terms for unpublished works that are in line with those
for published works (70 years after the death of the creator), in Australia copyright for
unpublished works lasts forever.
And it’s not just the National Library, this affects every library, museum, archive and
historical society with items from before the 1950s. For example, the Australian War
Memorial has diaries, letters, sketches from soldiers who died in World War I. Often
publication on the web is the only way to connect descendants with these family records.
The State Library of South Australia collection includes the records of Holden motor
company, including company records, correspondence and engineering design drawings,
from 1853. These national treasures are trapped by Australia’s outdated copyright laws.
We would like the same copyright terms for unpublished works as for published works.
Then our libraries, museums and historical societies could put these treasures on the web
for family historians, researchers, and everyone else who is fascinated by our social history.

We posted 35 handwritten recipes to the FAIR website – effectively contravening the current
copyright law – and we asked Australians to cook one of these recipes – or choose an old
favourite – and post a photo to facebook (facebook.com/cookingforcopyright) or tweet with
the #cookingforcopyright hashtag.
Within two weeks of launch we had a strong presence on social media, more than
500 people actively sharing recipes and ideas, and the promise of events in libraries up
and down the country. This fun approach to a serious subject not only galvanised the sector,
it also attracted the attention of the media – radio, print and online – helping to spread the
word, not only about perpetual copyright in unpublished works, but also about the need
for fundamental copyright reform.

Radio & Online Media Coverage
SBS, 19 July

612 ABC Brisbane, 29 July

ABC Radio National, 20 July

891 ABC Adelaide, 29 July

ArtsHub, 21 July

Australian Film Television and Radio School
- AFTRS FM, 30 July

6PR The Drive, Perth, 22 July
ABC News 24, 22 July
3BA Radio Ballarat, 23 July
ABC Newcastle Drive, 24 July
666 ABC Canberra, 24 July
91.7 ABC Gold Coast, 25 July
Radio 4BC Brisbane, 25 July
ABC Gippsland, 26 July
ABC Mid North Coast
612 Brisbane
774 ABC Melbourne, 27 July
City News, 27 July
4KQ Brisbane, 28 July
ABC News (Web), 28 July
666 ABC Canberra, 28 July

ABC Townsville, 31 July
891 ABC Adelaide, 31 July
BBC World Service, 31 July
2UE with Tim Webster, 1 August
American Libraries Magazine
Shepparton News
Riverine Herald
The City Journal
iDigital Times
Brisbane Times
Tech Dirt
Mashable
Trademarks and Brands Online
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Now this is an interesting cake. It
deﬁnitely needs to be in the public
domain! #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/david_bald/sta…

Holger Aman
@leatherboundlib

@McDonaldTracey pre librarian life as
a bartender comes in handy
#libraryparty #cookingforcopyright
#cocktailsforcopyright @jinglefrisbee

Harmonious Interplay

�

1 Aug 7:26pm

@twaklin

Historical explorations of the public
and the private

�

�

�

Tracey McDonald
@leatherboundlib Nice to see you
shaking up a storm for Copyright
reform #cookingforcopyright
�

1 Aug 6:54pm

�

1 Aug 6:57pm

@McDonaldTracey

�

�

�

�

virtualparlour.blogspot.com.au/2015/0
7/a-priv… including
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/18rCxkoPD2

Vipul Tank

�

�

�

�

@tank_vipul

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
fb.me/1V0Nmj8Ce

Figgles61
@figgles61

�

1 Aug 5:19pm

@ﬁggles61 @TrishHepworth You've
been quoted in my #Storify story
"#cookingforcopyright 2015"
sfy.co/f0yOf
�

1 Aug 4:56pm

�

1 Aug 8:05pm

�

misskirst • 3 days ago

�

�

�

�

�

alexthebakingboy • 3 days ago

A little late but here are my
grandmothers melt in your mouth butter

�

biscuits #cookingforcopyright

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

�

#CookingforCopyright Australian
Librarians are #BakingBad @techdirt
techdirt.com/articles/20150…
#copyright #auspol #ICYMI
pic.twitter.com/l3OqXBcsmE

alexthebakingboy • 3 days ago

�

1 Aug 4:59pm

�

�

Anna-Maria Sviatko
3 days ago
My #CookingforCopyright guest post for
Weekendparent's $5 Friday:

�

http://weekendparent.co/2015/07/30/5friday-mums-corn-fritterscookingforcopyright/

daniellevirgo • 3 days ago

Curry nights with @tosscat @domjw and

Like · Comment

@katherinejane1 #food #yummy

�

#amazing #foodporn #fresh #tasty
#eating #foodpic #eat #chef
#CookingForCopyright
One of the best chocolates ever! #food

#alexthebakingboy
�

#yummy #amazing #sweet #baking
#pastry #fresh #tasty #eating #foodpic
#eat #chef #CookingForCopyright
#alexthebakingboy #chocolate
#venezuela #elreychocolates
�

#cookingforcopyright #cakes #cooking

ascasewwen • 3 days ago

#eating #sweets #treats #cake

David Bald
@david_bald

@joinfair @ALIANational - Photo of my
'Muddle Cake' (MS 4258 recipe)
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/2O1O4i7HSc

#homecooking #oldrecipes #recipes
#whereweedsdontgrow #happiness
#food
�

�

1 Aug 1:43pm

�

�

�

preprint • 3 days ago
Kate Hewson
@MissKateHewson

Raspberry shortcake. Apparently my
grandmother used to make something
similar. #cookingforcopyright
�

Raspberry shortcake.
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/Zk7XJqGUya

S G Larner
@StaceySarasvati

�

1 Aug 1:35pm

�

ascasewwen • 3 days ago

�

�

The #cookingforcopyright Movement
(or, How Librarians Are Actually
Subversive)
foregoreality.wordpress.com/2015/08/
01/the… pic.twitter.com/P5FAgTFTBo
�

1 Aug 1:17pm

�

�

�
#cookingforcopyright this is my second
contribution to the librarian led
movement for copyright reform.
Граф/Graf, a traditional Macedonian
cannellini bean soup. Delicious with my
S G Larner

sourdough bread and hot green pickled

@StaceySarasvati

chillies. ---------------------------------------

Recipe for граф 2 red capsicums diced 2

It's a bit like the world's biggest iced
vovo #cookingforcopyright
#raspberryshortcake
pic.twitter.com/iGL1qx9TXF
�

1 Aug 12:57pm

�

onions diced 500 grams dried canellini
beans 4 litres Water A splash of olive oil 2
tablespoons of ground dried paprika 2 to
3 tablespoons of vegetable stock powder

�

or stock cubes if you prefer. Place
capsicum, onions beans and water in a

�

pot and bring to the boil on the stove.
Turn down and let simmer with lid on for
S G Larner
@StaceySarasvati

remaining ingredients and leave to

@ALIANational

#cookingforcopyright right now.
Raspberry Shortcake in the oven.
�

1 Aug 12:40pm

approximately 2 hours. Add the

Aust Lib & Info Assn

�

�

�

simmer for a further two hours. You can

#cookingforcopyright Tim Webster
@2UESydney says he will invite the
Raspberry
shortbread
ready
go into the
Attorney General
onto
nexttoweek's
oven.
#cookingforcopyright
show. Thank you Tim! ALIACEO
�
�

1 Aug 12:35pm

�

simmering stage, if it has dropped too
low. Voila, perfection in a bowl and
perfect with an added splash of tobasco if

�

�
preprint • 3 days ago

you desire more zing. #vegan #slowfood
Kate Hewson

#slowlife #macedonianfood #goodlife

@MissKateHewson

#australia #copyrightreform

My raspberry shortbread ready to go
into the oven. #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/pH6GjO1MGc
Aust Lib & Info Assn

Cherie Basile
@LibrarianOnSite

Love it !! : ) Last of my
#cookingforcopyright RTs. Well done,
everyone !!!
twitter.com/senatorludlam/…
�

1 Aug 12:18pm

add more water, during the final

�

�

@ALIANational
1 Aug 12:55pm

�
� �
Talking to 2UE this afternoon
�
@2UESydney #cookingforcopyright
�

1 Aug 12:06pm

�

�

�

�

�

EBLIP8
@EBLIP8

#cookingforcopyright. I'm contributing
my sourdough loaves just out of the oven
for this online librarian led movement for
copyright reform in Australia.
#sourdough #baking #breadmaking ------

Congratulations to all our Oz library
colleagues who were
#cookingforcopyright reform
yesterday. Inspiring stuﬀ!
�

1 Aug 10:34am

--------------------------------- This is in

�

�
Sean Walsh

�

memory of my grandmother, on my
mothers side, who lived a self-sufficient

@ryanblanchot

peasant lifestyle in the mountains of
Macedonia. Monday was bread baking

@seanow18

Catherine Ryan
Sharing recipes in person is easy, love
to free up the archives #aliaschools
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/lMqv3DesgF

travelnbeyond • 3 days ago

day and she would bake the sourdough
loaves for the whole week for a family
that had seven children. When I visited as

�

1 Aug 10:49am

a ten year old, her family had grown to
now incorporate partners of her children

�

My secret date scone recipe
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/3ajJwQV6cs
�

1 Aug 11:52am

�

�

�

�

�

and grandchildren. Many still living with
kimtairi • 3 days ago

her and I experienced bread making day
as a communal experience with all the

travelnbeyond • 3 days ago

women baking, laughing and telling
stories ❤ ️ -------------------------------------- Recipe for each loaf is 1 cup rye
sourdough starter 2 teaspoons of seasalt
3 cups of wholemeal biodynamic flour 1
cup of boiled then cooled water Mix
ingredients together then stretch and

Compulsory shot with the #freakshake

fold, stretch and fold, stretch and fold the

@patissez ... Stealing Joseph's Muddy Pat

dough for about ten minutes. Cover with

for Insta! #VisitCanberra I'm

cling wrap and leave to rest for half an

#eatingforcopyright instead of

hour. Repeat stretch and fold process

#cookingforcopyright #canberra

then form into a loaf. Place loaf on a

�

floured baking tray and leave to proof for

#cookingforcopyright #pikelets

at least 6 hours whilst covered with cling
wrap. Before baking, scorer the top of the
loaf and dust with flour. Place in an
preheated oven at 220degrees. Bake for
approximately 40 minutes then increase
heat and bake for a further 10 minutes In
the final 5 minutes of baking, spray water

Hana Hawaii

Drumroll..... Please... Joseph's Muddy Pat

@WaileaSunsets

$11.50 @patissez warm choc shake, chewy

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus… via
@mashable

mist over the loaf to create a beautiful
�

1 Aug 10:18am

crust.
�

�

�

�

fudge brownie, more chocolate fudge,
whipped cream and toasted house made
marshie #VisitCanberra #canberra
#cookingforcopyright
#eatingforcopyright
�

�

Alice/Nanette
@pinknantucket

Oh my goodness the kitchen is a
disaster post #cookingforcopyright
�

1 Aug 10:15am

�

�

�

travelnbeyond • 3 days ago

travelnbeyond • 3 days ago

Rosemarie and Joseph
@TravelnBeyond

Finally here @patissez having delicious
Dutch Pancakes while waiting for Joseph's
#freakshake #cookingforcopyright
@KatyaHenry

�

�

1 Aug 9:42am

#eatingforcopyright #canberra

Check it! #bakingbad @mawarre
@JacintaJSutton @LibrarySpice
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/kkx0ydskLq
�

toppings! @patissez I chose Nutella,
#cookingforcopyright

�

1 Aug 9:57am

Dutch Pancakes at $10 with choice of 3
banana and ice cream! #VisitCanberra

#eatingforcopyright #VisitCanberra

Katya Henry

Yum! Eating for #cookingforcopyright
at Urban Pantry #Canberra
#visitcanberra #thiscanberranlife
#sofranksocial
pic.twitter.com/BRDbuPcrYi

�

�

�

�
travelnbeyond • 3 days ago

�

�

girl with fox tattoo

Stephanie

@kimtairi

@StephanieBRouge

My fav tea towel #cookingforcopyright
#pikelets pic.twitter.com/Of80qoYGiq
�

1 Aug 9:34am

�

Rum Cake #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/VLOphxHH6r

�
�

1 Aug 9:09am

�

Delicious Urban Avacado at

�

�

�

@urbanpantrymanuka #yum I'm not
#cookingforcopyright but
WeAreBne/Taezar

#eatingforcopyright #canberra

@WeAreBrisbane

Don't forget you can
#cookingforcopyright until August 7th.
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
Ken Sawdon

�

1 Aug 8:54am

@kainous

�

�

#tastecanberra #tasteaustralia
#restaurantaustralia #VisitCanberra
�

�

�

They taste better than they look,
really. I tried #cookingforcopyright.
Best wishes from Canada.
pic.twitter.com/CEMRejkfXp
1 Aug 9:04am

�

#canberracafe #canberraeats

Kyla Stephan
@kylastephan

kimtairi • 3 days ago
�

�

@TrishHepworth Yum! Suspect it will
be an entirely hypothetical question as
we had #cookingforcopyright cake for
breakfast :)
�

1 Aug 8:35am

�

�
girl with fox tattoo
@kimtairi

�
Trish Hepworth

C'mon #copyright needs to change so much that I cooked
#cookingforcopyright
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
#pikelets
pic.twitter.com/MyYY6268Q0

@TrishHepworth

@kylastephan add jelly and custard
and call it triﬂe:) #tradition
#cookingforcopyright
�

1 Aug 8:28am

�

Kyla Stephan
@kylastephan

@TrishHepworth Any suggestions of
what to call a #cookingforcopyright
cake if it goes stale?
#crumblycopyright #pondering

�

�

kimtairi • 3 days ago

#cookingforcopyright #pikelets

�

1 Aug 8:27am

�

Michael Parry
@vaguelym

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright <<
@Timh01 your tweet made it onto
@mashable
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…

Krista Meulengracht
@krista_hayden

#Australie : cuisiner des cupcakes
illégaux pour les oeuvres jamais
publiées actualitte.com/t/caSDtzuP
#cookingforcopyright
�

1 Aug 8:07am

�

�

�

�

kimtairi • 3 days ago

�

�

�

#pikeletpalooza

�

1 Aug 8:37am

�

�

1 Aug 8:22am

�
�

�

�

�

Imperator Jaeger
@parody_bit

Last tweet, re: #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
Nice approach to protesting an
outdated law, though!

kimtairi • 3 days ago

�

1 Aug 7:52am

�

�

�
Hana Hawaii
@WaileaSunsets

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
#cookingforcopyright
#pikelets & via
@mashable
#pavola recipe #copyright
1 Aug 7:39am

�

�

�

�

�

kimtairi • 3 days ago
#cookingforcopyright #pikelets in loving
memory of my Nana who was an
excellent baker. Tea set used to be Nana's
too! C'mon our copyright laws need
reform.
Chloe
@chloemilli

�
I love a hard copy and authentic
editions, however, these 100y/o+
recipes/diaries/letters are too good
not to share #cookingforcopyright 2/2
�

1 Aug 7:16am

�

�

#pikelets #cookingforcopyright #yummy
�

kimtairi • 3 days ago

�
#cookingforcopyright Nana's #pikelets
#pikelets

Kwai Chi

�

@kwaichi

Chloe
@chloemilli

Fantastic spread from the rebellious
librarians at @WaverleyCouncil in aid
of #cookingforcopyright 1/2
pic.twitter.com/dFA6nTgryF
�

1 Aug 7:14am

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
�

1 Aug 5:10am

�

�

�

�

�
Up early to make #pikelets
Carol Stream Library
@CarolStreamPL

#cookingforcopyright is a fascinating,
hunger-inducing conversation about
copyright laws.
twitter.com/ALALibrary/sta…

Gabriel
@GaboMataGuzman

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
ift.tt/1KCYr4y
�

1 Aug 4:15am

�

#cookingforcopyright in memory of my

The News Dig

Nana who was the #pikeletQueen she

@TheNewsDig

used to make me pikelets in the shape of
teddy bears and had a special pikelet
griddle #bigLOVE
�

�

1 Aug 4:17am

�

�

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
ift.tt/1KCYr4y
pic.twitter.com/XiX5zTiJ24
�

1 Aug 4:23am

�

�

�

�

�

Julie Sobowale
@nslegal

Aussie #cookingforcopyright =
librarians posting food pics to
advocate copyright reform
bit.ly/1HaNShj
�

1 Aug 2:47am

�

Boutiqa Shop
DRP News Link
�

�

Daniele Dezi
Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/mashable/web?
s…
�

�

�

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
ift.tt/1KCYr4y
pic.twitter.com/2bXcw11tqv
�

@shoosocial

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright

�

�

�

1 Aug 4:13am

�

�

�

Rick Barron
@RedPhantom

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
on.mash.to/1LV4kZH
pic.twitter.com/iM5ykOCMGw
�

1 Aug 2:59am

�

�

�

Edu-CyberPlayGround

Christian Lauersen

@CyberPlayGround

@clauersen

"#Librarians trying to change
Australia's copyright laws with
#CookingforCopyright #baking
campaign via …" ow.ly/QkUtc
�

1 Aug 1:45am

Shoo Social Media

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
#fashion #shop #boutique #boutiqa
#jumia #hmall #…
pic.twitter.com/lY64esKXqK

@DRPNewsLink

1 Aug 4:11am

@danieledezi

1 Aug 2:29am

@BoutiqaShop

�

�

This is awesome! 'Librarians Are
Cooking to Protest Against Ancient
Copyright Laws' ﬂip.it/4f0Kx
#cookingforcopyright
�

dev.smqueue.2
@devsmqueue2

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
smq.tc/1KEkhSy

�

1 Aug 1:33am

�

�

�

buﬀ.ly/1KERTzC

pic.twitter.com/wnLSiXo6As
�

1 Aug 12:52am

�

�

�

1 Aug 2:16am

�

Liuzza Law Firm, LLC

�

�

�

@TweepMarketing

See Culinary Historian Allison Reynolds
post re #cookingforcopyright & her great
early ANZAC biscuit recipe find!
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.p
hp?
story_fbid=907151642705439&amp;id=45

�

1 Aug 12:42am

�

early ANZAC biscuit recipe find!

�

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.p

Deb Gersh Hernandez

hp?

@DebGH

story_fbid=907151642705439&amp;id=45
5170867903521&amp;substory_index=0
Like · Comment

Like · Comment

Emma Perot

�

@emmaIPerot

�

#cookingforcopyright bcuz there are
too many barriers to the
#publicdomain. Unpublished works
shouldn't receive inﬁnite protection
#auslaw

Ron_H
@Rabid_AU

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
smar.ws/AFaPl

�

�

1 Aug 12:22am

�

�

post re #cookingforcopyright & her great

�

5170867903521&amp;substory_index=0

�

�

See Culinary Historian Allison Reynolds

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
twib.in/l/Lg6p4pqo8kd | twibble.io
pic.twitter.com/6hr9W1v8e1

�

1 Aug 12:37am

3 days ago

Free Marketing Tools

3 days ago

�

Intellectual Property down under Aussie librarians engaging in civil
disobedience by cooking:
ab.co/1DKSXNj #cookingforcopyright

SA Community History

SA Community History

1 Aug 12:14am

@LiuzzaLaw

Austrialians tag #cookingforcopyright
pix of classic recipes to protest
#copyright law, @mashable reports.
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
�

1 Aug 12:25am

�

�

�
Queen of Sheba
@langridgep

�

@TrishHepworth #eattheevidence?
#cookingforcopyright
�

1 Aug 12:17am

�
�

�

�

�

�
schooldaysmagazine • 3 days ago
Kristen Thorp
@GingerReads

Nice idea to raise awareness| Why
Australians are tweeting cake photos
for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
�

31 Jul 11:05pm

�

�

�

Amanda Wakaruk
@awakaruk

Does baking count?
#cookingforcopyright check it out at
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
pic.twitter.com/X8hIgcXota
�

31 Jul 11:42pm

armin hamidian
@arminhamidian

�

�

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright via
@SJBetteridge sco.lt/5ddOJl
pic.twitter.com/SAuFOCBJS8
�

31 Jul 10:49pm

�

armin hamidian
@arminhamidian

�

�

Strawberry and chocolate ganache tart
with an orange infused shortcrust pastry
#cookingforcopyright #baking #cooking
#cookery #chocolate #strawberries

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright - See
on Scoop.it - Money Making...
tmblr.co/ZCC6Nl1qv5WbD
�

31 Jul 10:49pm

#delicious #dessert

�

�

Next Level iMedia
@nextlevelimedia

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…

�

�

�

Ollie Boermans

AUSTRALIA "@glambert: Librarians
stir the pot for #CookingforCopyright
brisbanetimes.com.au/queensland/lib
…"

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
�

�

31 Jul 10:16pm

�

�

�

AshgateICM

Kelly Wilson

�

31 Jul 10:05pm

I did more #eatingforcopyright than
#cookingforcopyright, but it was
delicious @suthlib staﬀ.
pic.twitter.com/FrHZj8fGyk

�

Lyndelle Gunton
@lyndelleg

Carole Pico
�

�

�

�
@carryl_p

Got there....... From the Evatt

mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus… /cc
@HungryAustralia
#CookingforCopyright
�

31 Jul 10:12pm

carryl_p • 3 days ago

.@joinfair #cookingforcopyright today
to address law reform bit.ly/1SntHZr.
Our book on this important issue
bit.ly/1Iu361W
@KellyWilson51

@ollicle

�

�

@AshgateICM

�

�

J. Anthony Chavez
@JAnthonyChavez

@DrAnitaSkolnick

31 Jul 10:24pm

�

�

Anita B Skolnick DDS

31 Jul 10:13pm

�

31 Jul 10:41pm

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus… --

�

�

�

Greg Lambert
@glambert

Librarians stir the pot for
#CookingforCopyright
brisbanetimes.com.au/queensland/lib
…
�

31 Jul 9:58pm

�

Collection, Flinders University LibraryI present Madeira Cake
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/JwTVDEVWYo
�

31 Jul 10:11pm

�

thanks for helping spread the word
@mashable
�

31 Jul 10:01pm

�

Madeira Cake from the Evatt Collection
presented to Flinders University Library by
�

#cookingforcopyright

�

�

�

�

�

Aaron Tay

sarah bel

@aarontay

�

Sarah Betteridge
Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright |
#WASLApln #austl #tlchat @scoopit
sco.lt/7WHhdB
�

31 Jul 9:46pm

�

@sarahbeltrame

Librarians stir the pot for
#CookingforCopyright bit.ly/1VRbhPZ

@SJBetteridge

�

31 Jul 9:50pm

�

�

�

�

�
Sutherland Shire Libraries

Sebastian

Ayla the MetaQueen
@TheStacksCat

Menai Library staff #cookingforcopyright

@LuminousROC

celebration. Yum!

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
on.mash.to/1KEkhSy
pic.twitter.com/4uR8kKfsa1

�

�
�

4 days ago

�

If I wasn't sick I'd have whipped out
some of nana's recipes!
#cookingforcopyright
31 Jul 9:49pm

�

�

31 Jul 9:40pm

Mary Alice Evatt in 1970.

Like · Comment

�

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/TheStacksCat?s…

�
�

31 Jul 9:29pm

�

�

�

�

Lyndelle Gunton
@lyndelleg

Thank you to Queenslanders
@usqedu Library and @uqlibrary for
supporting the #cookingforcopyright
campaign.
�

31 Jul 9:22pm

Holger Aman

�

�

�

@leatherboundlib

#cookingforcopyright
#cocktailsforcopyright Juleps!
pic.twitter.com/y8n3WatcjQ

Sarah Strugnell

Holger Aman

@tanuki_sarah

@leatherboundlib

Friday night tiramisu! #delicious
#foodie #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/U1FFk53gws
�

31 Jul 9:23pm

�

�

#can'tbakecanshake
#cookingforcopyright
#cocktailsforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/if70BSDTMX
�

31 Jul 9:29pm

�

�

31 Jul 9:27pm

mobile app market
@marketmobileapp

�

�

�

�

�

triantiwontigongolope • 4 days

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright: If
you woke up Friday morning and
found you... on.mash.to/1H8Vb9q
�

31 Jul 9:20pm

�

�

�

ago

�
Lyndelle Gunton

CookSchooling

@lyndelleg

@CookSchooling

Thank you to Queenslanders
@BondUniversity Library &
@SCLibraries for supporting the
#cookingforcopyright campaign

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright: Why
Australians are tweeting cake photos
fo... bit.ly/1H9SNz8
�

31 Jul 9:17pm

�

�

�

�

Copyright Law

�

�

31 Jul 9:18pm

�
@copyright_rr

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
rightrelevance.com/search/article…
pic.twitter.com/g2DoorVRIZ

Herkko Hietanen
@HerkkoHietanen

Australian twitter on innostunut
kakuista: #tekijänoikeus
#cookingforcopyright
yle.ﬁ/ylex/uutiset/k…
�

31 Jul 9:04pm

�

�

31 Jul 9:14pm

�

Made my Mum's popular chocolate chip
cookies - but ended up eating half the
cookie dough. #cookingforcopyright
�

�

�
�

�

ankarli • 4 days ago

Axelle Bergeret
@AxelleBC

@foodanddrink_eu do u know why
Australians are tweeting cake photos
for #cookingforcopyright
on.mash.to/1Iu0fWT
twitter.com/ErinLTurner/st…

@SedenAM

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright | via

�

�

@lindaxbarron

Ali Seden

�

31 Jul 9:10pm

Linda Barron
Ok this is too awesome have to post
on a Friday night
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
#cookingforcopyright

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

BBC World Service @BBCOS just

31 Jul 9:02pm

�

�

@ALIANational
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…

�

�

covered #cookingforcopyright. Great
to have the support of national and
international media. ALIACEO

�

�
�

31 Jul 9:02pm

�

�
@ManthanFromMars

aka Faust
Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
buﬀ.ly/1fO5slz
�

31 Jul 8:29pm

�

�

31 Jul 8:30pm

�

macheadfreemedia
�

�
Cooked
Bessie Sherrie's #applecake recipe
macheadfreemedia
@Macheadmedia
in support
of copyright reform

�

#cookingforcopyright
Lizelle sur Twitter : "I#delicious
show my
by
support for #cookingforcopyright
�
sharing recipes...
pearltrees.com/p/Km4ye #Australian

Kate Theimer
@archivesnext

�

31 Jul 8:02pm

�

�

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
twib.in/l/KG8p8Exz8Lz
pic.twitter.com/rZCcF2nwuN

�

�

�

�

.@TrishHepworth @MelissaParkeMP
@ﬁggles61 @joinfair @DrRimmer you
people know how to campaign
#cookingforcopyright
�

31 Jul 7:55pm

�

�

�

�

Ragged Chaos
@ragged_chaos

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
twib.in/l/yx4op67Mdab | twibble.io
pic.twitter.com/Y30rX8jzQF
�

31 Jul 7:57pm

�

�

�

�
New Stuff
@NewStuffonMESH

Cdub aka Chale,
@chalie9277

New Stuff
Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
fb.me/1NR4UN3A9
�

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
dlvr.it/Bhv9rp #themesh #technology

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
twib.in/l/dpEaBAynqBd | twibble.io
pic.twitter.com/YyeGfJlSkD

@NewStuffonMESH

�

31 Jul 7:52pm

�

�

Marius
�

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
twib.in/l/E6LxE7KXpLp | twibble.io
pic.twitter.com/P9x2FBCLGZ

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
dlvr.it/Bhv916 Health - Bing News

�

�

31 Jul 7:48pm

�

�

�

�

�

Luke Wiwatowski
�

@lukewiwa

#cookingforcopyright we're all
criminal

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
on.mash.to/1SQbNtb via @mashable

@khalidrafiq122

�

�

�

�

�

@Robtcb1942

khalid rafiq

�

31 Jul 7:52pm

Robert W. Howell

�

31 Jul 7:51pm

@MMNewzz

�

31 Jul 7:48pm

�

�

�

31 Jul 7:51pm

�

Scott Ludlam

Australians call for #copyright change
to unlock the value of unpublished
works - by cooking.
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
�

�

31 Jul 8:14pm

@SenatorLudlam

�

SCRIPT Centre

�

Matthew Rimmer sur Twitter :
"#CookingforCopyright:
@TurnbullMalcolm should
investigate...
pearltrees.com/p/Km4Gm #Australian

�

@swakgrafx_carr

@SCRIPTCentre

31 Jul 7:52pm

�

31 Jul 8:12pm

Andrea N. Carr

31 Jul 8:04pm

�

@Macheadmedia

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus… via
@mashable

�

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
j.mp/1KEipJm

@akaFaust

�

31 Jul 8:55pm

Manthan Thakar

�

�

31 Jul 7:50pm

�

�

�
Cassie Findlay

�

@CassPF

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus… feat.
@catharchivist and @baibi
�

31 Jul 7:47pm

�

�
VinA•
@REVfatherr

Russian254

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
twib.in/l/q49obkqEEXy | twibble.io
pic.twitter.com/jzA9lIzVsR

@jnr_martins

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
twib.in/l/MG8ydXyMrkM | twibble.io
pic.twitter.com/g11aFyM80y
�

31 Jul 7:46pm

�

�

�

31 Jul 7:46pm

�

�

�

K.K.
@KetiKomo

�

I can't cook or bake, (I set ﬁre to
things) here's my contribution. I do
what I can #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/mTAVCVUom5
�

31 Jul 7:48pm

�

�

On Beat Apps
@onbeatapps

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
twib.in/l/RgLbgpeGL6n | twibble.io

�

pic.twitter.com/9e3bY5oduS

@IPIustitia

MARTE PR Agency

Andrew Sperinck

@MartePRAgency

@sperinck1975

�

31 Jul 7:45pm

�

�

�

31 Jul 7:45pm

�

�

31 Jul 7:44pm

�

�

�

�

Carmel O'Sullivan
@C_OSulliv

#cookingforcopyright @usqedu
#usqlibrary
twitter.com/usqvc/status/6…
�

31 Jul 7:30pm

�

�

�

�
khalid rafiq

�

�

�

�

Can you own a recipe? Oz seems to
think so, but the position in the UK is
a bit diﬀerent:
ipiustitia.com/2014/09/can-yo…
#cookingforcopyright

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
twib.in/l/9x4oxojX7od | twibble.io
pic.twitter.com/0zsvqRP5FI

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
twib.in/l/r46npKd7E6E | twibble.io
pic.twitter.com/7ObOK4K6I7

�

31 Jul 7:46pm

IP Iustitia

@khalidrafiq122

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
dlvr.it/BhtK6G Health - Bing News

michella_mac • 4 days ago

�

31 Jul 7:18pm

�

Cathie Tracey
@catagain12

�

�
taste labs.

@LibDanielleJ @C_OSulliv I've got two
of these - about 70 years old - almost
afraid to turn the pages
#cookingforcopyright
�

31 Jul 7:11pm

�

�

@taste_labs

�

31 Jul 7:17pm

�

�

lizelle_s • 4 days ago

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright on.mash.to/1JV82xT
pic.twitter.com/aB0GzPMR06

Cardiff Uni Archives
@CU_ARM

�

We're thrilled to reach 400 followers!
Hope you all have a great weekend we'll be #cookingforcopyright to
support Australian colleagues!

�
It's been a massive week with some really
exciting news! #cookingforcopyright

�

31 Jul 7:06pm

#kitchenaid #brownies #croquembouche
#champagne #ghmumm #wine

�

�

�

#sparkles #tgif #baking #bigday
#sparkling #mumm #alcohol
�
Baking Butter cake for
#cookingforcopyright

3rdRockHome
@3rdrockhome

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos… dlvr.it/Bhsy5k #Australia
#Watercooler #Pics
#Cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/By7C9nZ9ds
�

31 Jul 7:04pm

�

peucechartreuse • 4 days ago

roger keyserling
@rkeyserling

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos… dlvr.it/Bhstzc #Australia
#Watercooler #Pics
#Cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/Wb2pqPvOLv

�

�

Julie Tatum

�

31 Jul 7:04pm

@samasters

Troy W
Cheers to copyright reform!
#cookingforcopyright - thanks for
leading the way @ALIANational
@joinfair @mvlibraries
pic.twitter.com/Bb3Sle2fkk
�

31 Jul 7:04pm

�

�

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright Mashable bit.ly/1gsGFo1

@tkzoidberg

�

31 Jul 6:59pm

�

�

�
#cookingforcopyright Raspberry

�

shortcake, so sugary it hurts.
�

aka Tweet
@akatweet_fr

ilkkalavas • 4 days ago

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
�

31 Jul 6:54pm

�

�

Hotel Crow
@HotelCrow

�

Hey Yuri, how was your trip to
#UnitedKingdom? Check this
out:hotelcrow.com/Place/London.h…
#cookingforcopyright
�

31 Jul 6:52pm

�

�

�

�

�

Ilkka O. Lavas
4 days ago
#cookingforcopyright

Danielle
@LibDanielleJ

My Nan's handwritten recipe books. I
love them and would love to share
them #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/Lz0aoFAiFc

#cookingforcopyright
�

�

31 Jul 6:51pm

�

�

�

Fozz
@Fozz3

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
dlvr.it/BhsL3P
�

31 Jul 6:48pm

�

�

�

Queen of Sheba

Ilkka O. Lavas

IPTJ
@langridgep
@IPTJournal

@lavas

Wait, how did that unpublished
Today
is #Australia's
manuscript
for Green Chicken Curry
#CookingForCopyright
day: help
get into my photo?!
make
unpublished
works
more
#cookingforcopyright
#copyright
accessible
today!
pic.twitter.com/Hr5MNIiGuU #ip
bit.ly/1Lgs5ee

#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/BzNpSEAIQR
Tim Sherratt
@wragge
31 Jul 6:51pm

�
� �
Hee hee — @baibi’s birthday cake
�
makes it into @mashable’s
#cookingforcopyright story:
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
�

31 Jul 6:41pm

�

�
�

31 Jul 6:58pm
31 Jul 6:42pm

�
�

�
�

�
�

�

�
Like · Comment

Matthew Rimmer

Lemon Curdle

�

@DrRimmer

@lemonslibrary

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright:
@SenatorLudlam receives his just
reward for his tireless #copyright work
twitter.com/SenatorLudlam/…
�

31 Jul 6:39pm

�

Some of my Nana's family recipes I
salvaged, they belong in the public
domain now #cookingforcopyright
#FAIR pic.twitter.com/3CGzgBFC8w
�

31 Jul 6:47pm

�

�

#CookingforCopyright #BakingBad:
Aussie Librarians promote #copyright
law reform @mgeist @doctorow
@glynmoody on.mash.to/1DdJvHK

�

�

�

�

�

�

31 Jul 6:41pm

�
Matthew Rimmer

Library Trainees

@DrRimmer

@LibraryTrainees

That's it! No more Twitter before lunch
time #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/Timh01/status/…
Andrea Scott

�

31 Jul 6:37pm

@YAYASISTAR

Just tried to make my Nana's old Jam
Rollypolly but not remembered
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/n6YLOIE2Ff
�

31 Jul 6:38pm

�

�

�

�

31 Jul 6:37pm

�

�

�

�

�

Michael D Smith
@micdousmi

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
michaeldouglassmith.com/whyaustralian…

Krista Meulengracht
@krista_hayden

Ready to celebrate
#cookingforcopyright in style.
#christmasinjuly with gløg.
@leatherboundlib @RobThomson2528
pic.twitter.com/qYTcQFwpye

IPTJ
@IPTJournal

31/07/15 is #Australia's
#CookingForCopyright day: help
make unpublished works more
accessible today! #copyright #ip
bit.ly/1Lgs5ee
�

31 Jul 6:28pm

#CookingforCopyright: Librarians take
over the Internet to promote
#copyright law reform @QUT
@qutlibrary @qutlaw
on.mash.to/1DdJvHK

�

�

31 Jul 6:34pm

�

�

�
�

jimmy alto

�

�

�

Infinite Spada UK
@spadapr

⭐ Ricardo Vilela ⭐
@casper_rv

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for

#IPLaw, #socialmedia and cakes: Why
Australians are tweeting cake photos
for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
�

Dr Shadaab Shaikh
@DrShadaabShaikh

Top story: Why Australians are

�

�

�

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
dlvr.it/Bhs5z7
pic.twitter.com/GpZGFLUjfC
31 Jul 6:34pm

�

�

31 Jul 6:29pm

@jimmyalto

Sally & Bruce Witt
�

@sallykwitt

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more tweetedtimes.com/v/7039?
s=tnp
31 Jul 6:27pm

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/media/mashable…
�

31 Jul 6:26pm

�

�

Omar
@OmarQaraman

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/media/mashable…
�

�

�

�

�

�

The Packin Granny

�

�

�

�

SerFiss

Joshua Seth Liew
Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
dlvr.it/Bhrjz3 via @mashable
�

�

�

31 Jul 6:26pm

�

�

�

�

�

Federica Premoso
@fedeprem82

fedeprem82 Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/media/mashable…
�

�

�

�

Hotel Crow
@HotelCrow

Travelling to #WinstonSalem? Check
out these sweet deals!
hotelcrow.com/Place/Winston_…
#cookingforcopyright
�

31 Jul 6:22pm

�

�

�

31 Jul 6:26pm

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/media/mashable…

@liewkongyee

�

31 Jul 6:26pm

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/media/mashable…
31 Jul 6:26pm

tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/media/mashable…

@Serfiss

�

31 Jul 6:23pm

�

@Packin_Granny

�

31 Jul 6:26pm

31 Jul 6:26pm

�

�

hjalmar hernandez
@hjalmarcito

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/media/mashable…

�

�

�

Bruce and Sally Witt
@BruceRWitt1

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/media/mashable…
�

31 Jul 6:26pm

�

�

�

�

بتيل األردن

�

ccmcknz • 4 days ago

�

31 Jul 6:26pm

4 days ago

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright

Milad Alavi

Why Australians are tweeting cake

@milad_a134

Check out "Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright" ift.tt/1SQcZwG
(via @Pocket)
�

31 Jul 6:15pm

�

�

photos for #cookingforcopyright If you
woke up Friday morning and found
yourself overwhelmed by tweets about
delicious cakes, you are not alone. The
hashtag #CookingForCopyright has
been trending in Australia, as people
twe...

�

0 +1s

0 replies

0 shares

�
Not quite #cookingforcopyright but
#oldfashioned trifle nonetheless

Fremantle Library

#xmasinjuly

@frelibrary

Yes! Great work @ﬁggles61 Baking
accepted (and eaten) by
@SenatorLudlam
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/ﬁggles61/stat…

�

Sean Walsh
@seanow18

Red chicken curry.
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/6ytSoTZy35
�

31 Jul 6:19pm

Scott Ludlam
@SenatorLudlam

�

�

�

militant copyright-infringing biscuits
have just been hand-delivered by
radical librarians #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/ﬁggles61/stat…
�

31 Jul 6:09pm

Twumblr Gram
@TwumblrGram

�

�

31 Jul 6:06pm

�

�

�

�

31 Jul 6:09pm

�

31 Jul 6:14pm

�

�

�

UWA Publishing
4 days ago
Have you noticed an inordinate amount
because it's is #cookingforcopyright day,

Ali SABKAR

kendall Mire

@AliSABKAR

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more tweetedtimes.com/AliSABKAR?
s=tnp

Book Tees

�

�

�

run by Freedom of Access to Information

@KendallMire

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more tweetedtimes.com/KendallMire?
s=…
�

31 Jul 6:05pm

�

and Resources (FAIR) and Australian
Library Information Association (ALIA). …

�

�

�

4 days ago
We whipped this semi-gluten free berry
and hand-made cherry blossom in

�

of cake in your news feeds today? That's

31 Jul 6:05pm

and banana sponge, with coconut cream

�

�

Pear muﬃns with lemon glaze, yum.
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/xmChKjatYk

�

�

Top News Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/TwumblrGram?
s=…

AJ Blythe
@anitajoywriter

Ellen 't Hoen
@ellenthoen

@juditrius lets hope they burn it. Am in

Blogkoch
@Blogkoch

Why Australians are tweeting cake

Like · Comment

�

a #cookingforcopyright mode today ;-)

support of FAIR and ALIA's copyright
reform campaign #cookingforcopyright.

�

31 Jul 6:03pm

Mr. Attorney General - George Brandis,
please do something!

�

�

�

�

photos for #cookingforcopyright
feeds.mashable.com/~r/Mashable/~3
…
�

31 Jul 6:04pm

�

�

�
Freyja
@Freyja_here

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus… via
@mashable
�

31 Jul 5:57pm

�

David Allen Pierson
@davidallenpiers

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
weeder.org/rLH8o1P #tech

�
�

31 Jul 5:53pm

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright
@SenatorLudlam was in!
@MelissaParkeMP wasn't but I left
some for her @joinfair
@TrishHepworth
pic.twitter.com/c9MvOutXx7

�

Antonio Ierano

Like · Comment

HInnovations

@Antonioierano

�

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/Antonioierano?…

nicholas
@nicohof1

DailyDominic: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright #smm
#socialmedia … ift.tt/1IAgbuw

�

31 Jul 5:50pm

�

�

�

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more tweetedtimes.com/HInnov8?
s=tnp

�

�
31 Jul 5:47pm

@HInnov8

�

31 Jul 5:50pm

�

�

�

31 Jul 6:03pm

�

�

�

Arjun
@DailyDominic

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
#smm #socialmedia
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…

�

�

Figgles61
@figgles61

�
travelnbeyond • 4 days ago

�

31 Jul 5:46pm

Andrea

�

�

�

@puchanada

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus… vía
@mashable
�

31 Jul 5:43pm

�

�

�

Matt Imrie
@mattlibrarian

�

Top story: Why Australians are
tweeting cake photos for
#cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…, see
more
tweetedtimes.com/Marbella24com?…

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
photonewsnow.com/13037
@mashable #photography
pic.twitter.com/ysZ1D5JmdO

Check out the #cookingforcopyright
tag - Aussie librarians cooking up a
storm for copyright reform!
�

@Marbella24com

@PhotoNewsN

�

31 Jul 5:45pm

31 Jul 5:36pm

Ralf Michael

Photo News Now

�

�

�

�

31 Jul 5:39pm

�

�

�

Delicious fudge from Hansel and Gretal
for #cookingforcopyright #Australia

�

�

peucechartreuse • 4 days ago

#libraries #LibrariesRock #canberra
Hotel Crow

#food #foodie #foodlovers #yum

@HotelCrow

#yummyinmytummy #GetInMyBelly

Claudia, here's the deal:
hotelcrow.com/Hotel/Days_Inn…
#cookingforcopyright #TeenChoice
�

31 Jul 5:35pm

�

#igers #igfood #igdaily #ig_today
#instafood #instayum #instagood
#all_shots
�

�

�
Harmonious Interplay
@twaklin

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus… via
@mashable
�

31 Jul 5:31pm

�

�

�

Parramatta Library
@parralibrary

Staﬀ cooked #family #recipes for
#cookingforcopyright afternoon tea Aussie brownies! ow.ly/QjiBR
pic.twitter.com/hOYT3370kv
�

31 Jul 5:35pm

booktees • 4 days ago

#cookingforcopyright
�

Click Whisperer
@ClickWhisperer

Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
feeds.mashable.com/~r/Mashable/~3
…

Kyla Stephan
@kylastephan

Bessie Sherrie's Apple Cake from
@statelibrarynsw completed!

�

�

�

�

31 Jul 5:20pm

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/6OaHHkIrZb
�

31 Jul 5:28pm

�

�

�
Jo Alabaster
@joalabaster

I've chosen this recipe for
#cookingforcopyright, but am having
trouble tracking down ethically
sourced dog fat. fair.alia.org.au/makepersons-a…
�

31 Jul 5:19pm

�

Shiv Infotech
4 days ago
Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright
http://dlvr.it/Bhpt9k

�

�

lyndall jenkin

Yay! First attempt at a gluten free and

Like · Comment

@lyndalldash

coconut cream icing sponge decorated

�

with hand made cherry blossoms, baked
in support of #cookingforcopyright #FAIR
Shiv Infotech #supportliteracy
#ALIA #supportreform

Anna Lender

4 days ago #drivechange
#supporteducation

statelibraryqld • 4 days ago

@BizAlertz

#copyrightreform
#copyrightlaw
Why Australians are
tweeting cake
#australianlawreform
photos for #cookingforcopyright
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Staﬀ cooked #family #recipes for
#cookingforcopyright afternoon tea here's custard caramel! ow.ly/QjixG
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Everyday Cookery book.
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@kimtairi well... political activism
doesn't only have to = protest
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Not quite the lemon "wafers" of the

Really want to get #cookingforcopyright?
We're looking for your recipes!
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delicious ANZACS to support copyright
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Spam tweet that has
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“raw” Snickers slice found at Mindil
beach market. NB: I didn’t cook it, I
ate it. #CookingForCopyright
pic.twitter.com/Zlj96EiHE2

Travelling to #Heraklion? Check out
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Staﬀ member's grandfather did his
apprenticeship as a pastry cook in the
1920s. #cookingforcopyright
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I love dal...here is my take on tarka
dal. #cookingforcopyright with
Newcastle Region Library :)
pic.twitter.com/8Ltb3Ugy18
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Copyright reform would unlock
archives & reunite resources with
community #cookingforcopyright
laal.cdu.edu.au/record/cdu:422…
pic.twitter.com/KoG7E4Y4Xj
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CWA with additions by Nana
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#CookingforCopyright campaign sees
librarians make vintage recipes in bid
to change laws ow.ly/Qjl8J
31 Jul 2:12pm

�

�

�

�

travelnbeyond • 4 days ago

Vik Olliver Ⓥ

@VikOlliver

@catharchivist @BR3NDA
#cookingforcopyright Freejoa Beer.
Malt, hops, sugar, sliced feijoas & a
little mandarin peel.
Bekti Mulatiningsih
pic.twitter.com/5EH9KT2t83
@bmulatiningsih

TrendsinAustralia

�
� �
at @uqlibrary
photo by Lucy Langford ow.ly/i/c6Yy6
�
31
Jul 2:06pm
#cookingforcopyright

@TrendsinOZ

Breaking News: #cookingforcopyright
is now Trending top in Australia. Visit
hashgurus.com/image.aspx?q=%…
pic.twitter.com/JlWKRge8gs
�

31 Jul 1:56pm

�

�

�

FAIR

�

31 Jul 1:56pm

@joinfair

We want copyright reform to take
place this year! #cookingforcopyright
has had tremendous support! Join the
cause! pic.twitter.com/AP3A75KoIZ
31 Jul 2:00pm
Matthew Rimmer

�

�

�

@DrRimmer

�
#CookingforCopyright: I have yet to
hear a cogent argument why there
should be perpetual #copyright in
unpublished works. #auslaw #auspol
�

31 Jul 1:55pm

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright is currently
trending in #Australia How awesome is

�

that? #LibrariesRock #libraries
#copyrightreform #igers #igfood #igdaily
#ig_today #instayum #instafood

Matthew Rimmer

#instadaily #GetInMyBelly

@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: #Copyright is
meant to promote the progress of
science and the useful arts, and the
encouragement of learning.
�

31 Jul 1:56pm

�

�

#yummyinmytummy #yum #all_shots
#australiagram #CBR #canberra
#thiscanberranlife tweetcanberra
�

�

�

�

Fiona Lake

Matthew Rimmer

@FionaLakeAus

@DrRimmer

.@brisbanetimes No doubt some
authors support #cookingforcopyright;
but what about people who wrote
private docs-why should they be
online?

#CookingforCopyright: We should
share Public Goods like these
cookies. #Copyright #CisforCookie
#CookieMonster
pic.twitter.com/eGvxaKwZVr
�

31 Jul 1:53pm

�

�

�

�

�

�

@c_hocking

@SladenIP

@ALIANational

�

Have you been #cookingforcopyright
today? Here's some of the spread my
colleagues and I put on
@monashunilib
pic.twitter.com/BNfLzi6yQF

#cookingforcopyright a unique law
reform lobby in Australia!
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…
@SladenLegal #copyright

Behind the scenes: Cooking for
copyright via @slqld bit.ly/1OEvsLA
#cookingforcopyright #Australia
#LibrariesRock
�

Catherine Hocking

SladenIP

Aust Lib & Info Assn

31 Jul 1:46pm

�

31 Jul 1:50pm

�

�

31 Jul 1:47pm

�

�

�

�

�

31 Jul 1:51pm

�

�

�

Harmonious Interplay
@twaklin

Traditions, copyright, cakes,
mysteries, disguises and celebrations.
virtualparlour.blogspot.com.au/2015/0
7/tradit… #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/53fciFeSyO

FAIR

History SA

@joinfair

@HistorySA

Looks like a wonderful collection of
unpublished recipes there!
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/ﬁggles61/stat…
�

31 Jul 1:45pm

�

�

�

31 Jul 1:46pm

�

�

Cooking for Copyright

�

4 days ago
It's #cookingforcopyright lunch at ALIA
House! We'd like to thank everyone for
their continuous support for reform!

Lea Makhoul My Idol

Albert Tamer

@lm_feb

@lea_fa9

�

31 Jul 1:41pm

�

�

Like · Comment

Your summer won't be complete
without hearing #GiveMeSunlight(
By #LeaMakhoul ) *
youtu.be/orvKqi-hw5E
#cookingforcopyright Learn to Fly

Your summer won't be complete
without hearing #GiveMeSunlight(
By #LeaMakhoul ) *
youtu.be/orvKqi-hw5E
#cookingforcopyright Learn to Fly
�

�

31 Jul 1:41pm

�

�

�

�

�

�

31 Jul 1:52pm

Behind the scenes: Cooking for
copyright via @slqld bit.ly/1OEvsLA
#cookingforcopyright #Australia
#LibrariesRock

�

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright because

Katy ❤ My Idol LM❤
❤
@lea_fa10

Your summer won't be complete
without hearing #GiveMeSunlight(

Brazilian Girl

goo.gl/6dZ0wo /#Packer #Douglas
#V8SC #cookingforcopyright
#ﬁeldworkfail #pyconau #Learn
#Goodes #Crystal
pic.twitter.com/wYNByVKgEm
�

31 Jul 1:36pm

�

31 Jul 1:36pm

@Brazilian_Girl5

31 Jul 1:35pm

�
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�

�

goo.gl/6dZ0wo /#Packer #Douglas
#V8SC #cookingforcopyright
#ﬁeldworkfail #pyconau #Learn
#Goodes #Crystal
pic.twitter.com/NAMboOhwua
�

�

Brazilian Girl

#w1itter

on t

@Brazilian_Girl5

�

@Brazilian_Girl5

goo.gl/6dZ0wo /#Packer #Douglas
#V8SC #cookingforcopyright
#ﬁeldworkfail #pyconau #Learn
#Goodes #Crystal
pic.twitter.com/RzYhH7kLNX
�

31 Jul 1:36pm

Brazilian Girl

�

�

�

Brazilian Girl

�

goo.gl/6dZ0wo /#Packer #Douglas
#V8SC #cookingforcopyright
#ﬁeldworkfail #pyconau #Learn
#Goodes #Crystal
pic.twitter.com/c343ePPIT4
�

�

�

Kate Ferguson
@ACatAteMyTweets @lizellesmith
@joinfair so pretty!
#cookingforcopyright
�

31 Jul 1:32pm

�

travelnbeyond • 4 days ago
Parramatta Library

�

@parralibrary

Staﬀ cooked #family #recipes for
#cookingforcopyright afternoon tea here's baklava! ow.ly/QjhLH
pic.twitter.com/SIVIJAzDpS

Fremantle Library
@frelibrary

Today is #cookingforcopyright - Show
oﬀ your baking skills while bringing
awareness to copyright law reform!
�

31 Jul 1:30pm

�

�

The One Umbrella

�

�

�

�

@Kate_Ferguson_

�

@TheOneUmbrella

�

@Brazilian_Girl5

31 Jul 1:34pm

�

�
�

goo.gl/6dZ0wo /#Packer #Douglas
#V8SC #cookingforcopyright
#ﬁeldworkfail #pyconau #Learn
#Goodes #Crystal
pic.twitter.com/WvuLsReptc
�

goo.gl/6dZ0wo /#Packer #Douglas
#V8SC #cookingforcopyright
#ﬁeldworkfail #pyconau #Learn
#Goodes #Crystal
pic.twitter.com/BmYfnontxJ
31 Jul 1:35pm

Feenicks
Librarians stir the pot for
#CookingforCopyright
brisbanetimes.com.au/queensland/lib
… via @brisbanetimes

�

�

�

@feenicks

�

Brazilian Girl
@Brazilian_Girl5

@Brazilian_Girl5

31 Jul 1:35pm

�

31 Jul 1:32pm

�

�

Brazilian Girl

31 Jul 1:35pm

�

�

�

goo.gl/6dZ0wo /#Packer #Douglas
#V8SC #cookingforcopyright
#ﬁeldworkfail #pyconau #Learn
#Goodes #Crystal
�

�

�

31 Jul 1:28pm

�

�

31 Jul 1:32pm

.@DrRimmer @MelissaParkeMP
@SenatorLudlam good idea. perhaps
all submissions should now be
accompanied by cake!
#cookingforcopyright

�

�

�

tamgeocap • 4 days ago

�

�

#cookingforcopyright lunch spread!
#food #foodporn #foodlovers
#GetInMyBelly #yummyinmytummy

miss_teagsc • 4 days ago

#yum #instayum #instafood #instagood
#igers #igfood #igdaily #ig_today
#canberra #libraries #Australia
#all_shots
�

Lawyer Laura
@g_falkner

Today is #cookingforcopyright day.
Look at this deliciousness that was
made at my university QUT!
twitter.com/DrRimmer/statu…

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

It's #cookingforcopyright lunch at
ALIA House! We'd like to thank
everyone for their continuous support
for reform! pic.twitter.com/15TjD0OAiJ
�
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�

�

�

�

31 Jul 1:25pm

Tee hee! A little library humour .
#cookingforcopyright #cookiesandcream
#oreo #library #noosa
�

�

�

Yumyumyum #cookingforcopyright
�

�

jransom
@jransom

lesttheybelost.blogspot.co.nz/2010/12
/cheese… I can't cook for
#cookingforcopyright but I suppport
you guys
�

31 Jul 1:25pm

Comrade Fair Go
@suthernx

Librarians stir the pot for

Samanthi Suraweera
@SamanthiSurawee

�

�

�

#CookingforCopyright
brisbanetimes.com.au/queensland/lib
… via @brisbanetimes
�

31 Jul 1:22pm

�

�

Supporting #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/C_OSulliv/stat…
�

31 Jul 1:21pm

�

travelnbeyond • 4 days ago

�

�

�

macheadfreemedia
@Macheadmedia

Matthew Rimmer sur Twitter :
"#Cookingforcopyright: Australia has
a huge appetite for...
pearltrees.com/p/KmNBa #Australian
�

31 Jul 1:20pm

Figgles61

�

�

�

@figgles61

#cookingforcopyright lunch! Over 1,500

Trying to decide which of my late
Nan's recipes to use
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/OICDJr36v9
�

31 Jul 1:20pm

�

Matthew Rimmer

Lizelle

@DrRimmer

@lizellesmith

�

�

�

31 Jul 1:17pm

Lucinda Edwards

#CookingforCopyright: Australia's
#Copyright Law Reform debate is
baking hot. abc.net.au/news/2015-07Margaret Bremner
2… pic.twitter.com/0LueTKP7XS

I show my support for
#cookingforcopyright by sharing
recipes (images) that were handed
down from grandma, mum, friends
and other family.

@LucindaMade

�

�

31 Jul 1:15pm

�

�

�

katie2600 • 4 days ago

�

#cookingforcopyright
Which
31 Jul 1:22pm
�
� recipe
� do
I try? Needs to be low GI.
�
31 Jul 1:17pm
�
� �
�

Contact_Alien
@contact_alien

James Packer Learn To Fly #V8SC
#cookingforcopyright
trendmedia.herokuapp.com ���38
� youtu.be/BEHCCc7DHvI #fail
#funny
�

31 Jul 1:15pm

�

campaigning for #copyright reform!
#igers #igdaily #ig_today #instafood
#foodie #foodlovers
�

@roaminglibrary

�

All these #cookingforcopyright posts
are making me hungry! For dessert
and tasty tasty law reform. To ﬁnd out
more: abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…

libraries across #Australia are

ironshush • 4 days ago

vlad
@xalexbaf

James Packer #V8SC
#cookingforcopyright #ﬁeldworkfail
trendmedia.herokuapp.com ���38
� LoL youtu.be/WN0WTXaJzMw
#funny
�

31 Jul 1:15pm

�

�

�

�

�

ANU Library
@ANULibrary

Amazing work Chiﬂey Library
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/brodprocan/sta…
�

31 Jul 1:10pm

Jo Croucher
@jo_croucher

�

�

Our CEO won our #cookingforcopyright
morning tea! Delicious!

�

�

My family shortbread recipe today as
we are #cookingforcopyright
nomnomnom...
pic.twitter.com/veAEuO30HC
�

31 Jul 1:10pm

#cookingforcopyright for the enjoyment
of my lovely colleagues at
�

janefeebles • 4 days ago

@stephoverton

�

31 Jul 1:09pm

�

Australian News
@newsonaust

#TrendingNow #Melbourne :
#cookingforcopyright is now trending
in #Melbourne
trendsmap.com/au/melbourne

�

�

�

31 Jul 1:04pm

�

�

I made a batch of Ag's Illicit Coconut

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#Cookingforcopyright: Australia has a
huge appetite for #copyright law
reform @QUTmedia
qut.edu.au/about/news/new…
pic.twitter.com/l3OqXBcsmE
�

31 Jul 1:02pm

�

�

�

Biscuits with GF flour. Delicious!

Trish Hepworth

#cookingforcopyright #caboolturequt

@TrishHepworth

Amazing! "@SarahTreweek: Finished!
#cookingforcopyright challenge Mr
Evans' Rhubarb Chutney
fair.alia.org.au/mr-evans-rhuba…
pic.twitter.com/f6VQVzpulm"
�

31 Jul 1:02pm

�

�

�

Steph Overton
Forget #cookingforcopyright, bring on
#cookingforcopywriters I say. Now
bring me chocolate cake.

@national_library_of_australia.

�

�

�

#librarylife
�

Jonathan Hodge
@JonDHo

Librarians stir the pot for
#CookingforCopyright

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#Cookingforcopyright: Australia is
hungry for #copyright law reform

�

brisbanetimes.com.au/queensland/lib
… via @brisbanetimes

Flinders University Library
4 days ago

Trendsmap Melbourne

It's #cookingforcopyright day today. Who
hoo! Our staff contributions...

#cookingforcopyright is now trending
in #Melbourne
trendsmap.com/au/melbourne
�

31 Jul 12:59pm

�

31 Jul 1:01pm

@TrendsMelbourne

�

�

�

@girlclumsy @brisbanetimes
bit.ly/1h9qBaE
pic.twitter.com/l3OqXBcsmE
�

31 Jul 1:01pm

�

�

�

�

�
Find Solar Power

�

@FindSolarPower

Real Time Solar Power Weather
Forecast
solarpowerservices.com.au/solarpower/so… #auspol #pyconau Evans
Head #V8SC #cookingforcopyright
#FriendshipDay

Ali Toohey
@AliToohey
Like · Comment

�

�

31 Jul 12:59pm

luisa

�

�

31 Jul 12:59pm

Supporting #cookingforcopyright
today. ..what better excuse to eat
delicious baked goods!
pic.twitter.com/3Thy4KHZ6b

�

�

�

�

�

@luisarossitto

What do we want? Copyright reform!
When do we want it? Now! Am I
hungry? No! #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/4APzdgTict
�

31 Jul 12:59pm

�

�

�

Trending Content In
@now_content_in

#cookingforcopyright details here
bit.ly/1DdAxdn #breaktheinternet
#trendingcontentnow #mustread
#now #hot #retweet
�

31 Jul 12:57pm

�

�

�

Bronwyn Bulmer
@BronBul

My grandmother's "family secret
recipe" Apple Turnovers (aka
dumplings), cooked especially for
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/zJLtb84Orx

MV Libraries
@mvlibraries

ANZAC biscuits #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/2HN1cYuPfV
�
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�

�

�

31 Jul 12:57pm

�

�

�

MV Libraries
@mvlibraries

�

ANZAC biscuit recipe
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/uagYqqWDur

Lizelle
@lizellesmith

@tegalex Maybe it will work ;-)
#cookingforcopyright #librariansrock
xx
�

31 Jul 12:54pm

�

�

31 Jul 12:56pm

�

�
Matthew Rimmer

�

@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: Long
#Copyright Terms are not a Triﬂing
Matter @lizellesmith
pic.twitter.com/Zogndufhnq

�

�

�

31 Jul 12:54pm

�

�

�

ironshush • 4 days ago
Margie Anderson
@MargieLibstudy

An awesome friend just gave me
amazing new knives! Swoon. Perfect
for cutting red tape while
#cookingforcopyright.
pic.twitter.com/4TGt0ty1Kr

trending
@trendingpc

#cookingforcopyright iphone app 100
ﬂoors walkthrough #SharpGuyBut...
pcapp.info/cookingforcopy…
pic.twitter.com/xtxupQnn3V
�
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�

�

�

�

Tegan Darnell
@tegalex

�

31 Jul 12:54pm

#cookingforcopyright morning tea at
work..

�

�

�

Lizelle

@lizellesmith there is just too much
YUM #cookingforcopyright
#librariansrock

@lizellesmith

Supporting #cookingforcopyright recipe from dear May's grandma
#library #shortbread
pic.twitter.com/Ab3HipcK6M

�

31 Jul 12:50pm

�

�

�
�

31 Jul 12:51pm

�

�

�
Kate Ferguson
@Kate_Ferguson_

Planning some #cookingforcopyright
for this evening.
pic.twitter.com/4vcyTVGZgr

kate_pickard • 4 days ago

TrendsinAustralia
@TrendsinOZ

�

31 Jul 12:50pm

�

�

�

Sarah Thomas

Lizelle

I wish I also have that. But my family
is just known for eating and not for
cooking. #cookingforcopyright

Triﬂe #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/5Blt2XbbF8
�
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�

�

�

31 Jul 12:48pm

�

�

31 Jul 12:50pm

@sthomasishere

@lizellesmith

Busy #cookingforcopyright gingerbread

#cookingforcopyright is trending
heights! Top Trends every hour for
Australia only @
hashgurus.com/image.aspx?q=%…
pic.twitter.com/AuuqvSa32Q

�

�

�

�

�

�

nuts from 1827 and Agi's coconut biscuits
from c1900 #uwapublishingofficial
Tegan Darnell

@uwapublishingofficial

@tegalex

�

SADUATION

�

31 Jul 12:47pm

Nora
@AsrffNp

#cookingforcopyright Saudi man ﬂy
with the application of the dreams girl
to 2070 See it via YouTube
m.youtube.com/watch?v=TAa1DL…

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: the UK is onto
its 2nd wave of reforms on #copyright
and #unpublished works
gov.uk/government/con… Cf #AusPol.
�

�

�

#CookingforCopyright: Australian
Librarians are #BakingBad @techdirt
techdirt.com/articles/20150…
#copyright #auspol
pic.twitter.com/l3OqXBcsmE
�

31 Jul 12:44pm

�

@DrRimmer @QUT @qutlaw
@qutlibrary Now that's #bakingbad !!
#cookingforcopyright
�

�

�
Matthew Rimmer

@mawarre

31 Jul 12:43pm

�

31 Jul 12:48pm

31 Jul 12:43pm

Margaret Warren

Supporting #cookingforcopyright by
downloading Breaking Bad. What?
You can't bring meth to a pot luck?
pic.twitter.com/Tjl1KukYDe

�

@DrRimmer
31 Jul 12:44pm

@SADUATION

#cookingforcopyright is so successful
we are being spammed! #trending

�

�

�

�

lawley_y • 4 days ago

�

Cockburn Library
@cockburnlibrary

Success Library staﬀ
#cookingforcopyright morning tea
pic.twitter.com/ACmSw1XmnQ

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: I have always
wondered whether perpetual
#copyright in unpublished works
would be open to a constitutional
challenge.
�
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�

�

�

�

31 Jul 12:43pm

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright because
unpublished works should not be
locked up forever and a day.
#copyright #auspol #auslaw
pic.twitter.com/ybIHWn9znd
�

31 Jul 12:42pm

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

�

#CookingforCopyright. Canada got rid
of perpetual #copyright in
unpublished works. Why can't we in
Australia? lawslois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-42/…
#auspol

"Moist orange cake"
#cookingforcopyright
�

�

31 Jul 12:39pm

Melissa

�

�

@MsDodgyDog

@ALIANational Yayyy!
#cookingforcopyright is now trending.
Keep up the good work everyone!
Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

�

Migration Museum
@MigrationMuseum

@FionaLakeAus @ALIANational

31 Jul 12:34pm

�

�

#CookingforCopyright: @qutlibrary
feeds your appetite for knowledge
and #copyright law reform.
pic.twitter.com/H1mlkuOlY7
�

31 Jul 12:36pm

�

�

�

�
Matthew Rimmer

Thanks for sharing your comments on
this complicated issue
#cookingforcopyright

Abbington
#cookingforcopyright Apple Cake
fair.alia.org.au/apple-cake
Fremantle Library
pic.twitter.com/p2RM6Mj1T8
@frelibrary

@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: Have a slice of
#FairUse, Australia. @QUT @qutlaw
@qutlibrary. #copyright #auslaw
@Auspol pic.twitter.com/JRcyHD5WlT
�

�

�
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�

�

Carmel O'Sullivan
#cookingforcopyright my grandma
also had cures for kidney stones,
mangy horses and chicken warts in
her recipes. Let's not hide these gems
/
�

31 Jul 12:31pm

�

�

�

Libraries ACT

�

�

@C_OSulliv

�

�

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright
making
31 Jul 12:34pm
� me
� �
hungry. Don't click that hashtag now
or you'll be salivating
� all day long.
Here's why
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…

Matthew Rimmer

�

31 Jul 12:33pm

�

�

@frelibrary Hope you will be sending
some #cookingforcopyright cakes
over to @MelissaParkeMP and
@SenatorLudlam...
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
@Abbington1

�

31 Jul 12:33pm

@DrRimmer

�

�

31 Jul 12:32pm

�

Huong Lockwood

4 days ago

@bookmnstr

What are you Cooking for Copyright?

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

https://fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyrig
ht
#cookingforcopyright

@SarahTreweek @joinfair @nlagovau
that looks amazing!!
#cookingforcopyright
�

31 Jul 12:29pm

�

I made double choc brownies for
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/71fbD7NyGj
�
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�

�

�

�

�
rory robertson
@OzParadoxdotcom

Awkward Most food photos
#cookingforcopyright look fab for
obesity #T2D #CVD
australianparadox.com/pdf/obesitysu
m… @DrRimmer @TurnbullMalcolm
@1petermartin
Matthew Rimmer
#CookingforCopyright: #Copyright
Law Reform is a Rocky Road, but we
can do it @lizellesmith
pic.twitter.com/DiFZ4ggrOb
�

31 Jul 12:28pm

�

31 Jul 12:28pm

@DrRimmer

�

�

�

�
Like · Comment

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

�

#Cookingforcopyright. Don't let these
cakes become #orphan works.
Reform #Copyright. @QUT @qutlaw
@qutlibrary #auspol
pic.twitter.com/rWGrAa4ZwZ

�

�

31 Jul 12:27pm

�

�

�

CanberraLibraryTribe

Nerida Quatermass

@CBRLibraryTribe

@NeridaQuatermas

@aliangac @joinfair Thanks for way to
highlight needed (c) duration reform
#cookingforcopyright Who could
disagree?
pic.twitter.com/FvmiROwBYi
Lizelle

�
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@lizellesmith

�

�

�

�
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�

�

Lizelle
@lizellesmith

Rocky Road #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/6U2Mn7zIr9
�
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�

�

�

�

�

Date muﬃns #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/kTOMi5aC8X
31 Jul 12:25pm

�

We like @fooﬁghters, cars, coding &
saving people from sharks, but we
hope #cookingforcopyright comes out
on top! twitter.com/joinfair/statu…

Jeannine Baker
�

�

Trendsmap Sydney
@TrendsSydney

#cookingforcopyright is now trending

@nenieb

What a brilliant campaign
#cookingforcopyright is! Support
@joinfair and copyright reform on
unpublished materials.
�

31 Jul 12:23pm

�

�

�

in #Sydney
trendsmap.com/au/sydney
�

31 Jul 12:23pm

�

�

�

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

@mikejonesmelb ha I've got a freezer
full after the #cookingforcopyright
challenge o_O
�

31 Jul 12:21pm

�

Lizelle
@lizellesmith

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

Banana bread #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/vHbY82Guev

#CookingforCopyright: Canteen
Biscuits at @QUT @qutlaw
@qutlibrary.
pic.twitter.com/v04EIPM55I

�

�

�

31 Jul 12:23pm

Margie Anderson

�

�

�

�

31 Jul 12:21pm

@PaulaCallan

�

My contribution to
#cookingforcopyright Yummy way to
make an important point.
pic.twitter.com/CCjS2epp6F

Matthew Rimmer

�

#librarians #bakingbad
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/DrRimmer/statu…
Paula Callan

@DrRimmer

�

�

@tegalex

�

�

�

�

�
Tegan Darnell

31 Jul 12:23pm

�

�

�

In the spirit of #cookingforcopyright
I'm sharing Beryl's Cinnamon Sponge
recipe. Layer with loads of whipped
cream. pic.twitter.com/aDazCh8Nqe

31 Jul 12:21pm

�

�

@MargieLibstudy

#CookingforCopyright: We are going
to continue to post pictures of yummy
cakes until #copyright reform takes
place. pic.twitter.com/fMYUTv1hvB

�

31 Jul 12:22pm

Matthew Rimmer

�

31 Jul 12:21pm

@DrRimmer

#FF A Big Shout-Out to all those
Rebel Librarians who are
#CookingforCopyright Today. I Love
You All (& Your Cakes).
pic.twitter.com/K4whghQ51b

�

�

�

Carmel O'Sullivan
@C_OSulliv

�

31 Jul 12:20pm

�

�

�

@tegalex well, only if you steal the
ones we're saving for @USQVC
#cookingforcopyright
#careerlimitingmove

@policyaust

Lyndsay Farlow
Librarians stir the pot for copyright
reform I #cookingforcopyright I
bit.ly/1h9qBaE
pic.twitter.com/FYXbuDuHm3
@brisbanetimes #auslaw
�

31 Jul 12:18pm

�

�

31 Jul 12:18pm

�

�

�

�

�

@tegalex

love watching #cookingforcopyright
pass over #Australia relative to
#morningtea #teatime #smoko
#timezones

FAIR
{{In the News}} Librarians stir the pot
for copyright reform bit.ly/1fNeoYh via
@brisbanetimes #cookingforcopyright
#australia

{{In the News}} Librarians stir the pot
for copyright reform bit.ly/1fNeoYh via
@brisbanetimes #cookingforcopyright
#australia

�

31 Jul 12:16pm

�

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

�

31 Jul 12:17pm

#CookingforCopyright: Don't Censor
these Delicious Unpublished Works.
@QUT @qutlaw @qutlibrary.
pic.twitter.com/tQNdMwNI5L
�

31 Jul 12:17pm

�

�

31 Jul 12:19pm

�

@ALIANational

�

�

�

�

�

�
�

CHASS
@CHASS_Aus

Wow, all these #cookingforcopyright
tweets are making us super hungry!
alia.org.au/news/13354/coo…
Congrats @ALIANational for a great
initiative
�

31 Jul 12:16pm

�

�

Richard Anderson ☕
@RicksDesk

�

Australian #librarians have gone
radical and begun cooking illegal
recipes #cookingforcopyright
#copyright #auslaw
twitter.com/1petermartin/s…
�

31 Jul 12:15pm

�
Matthew Rimmer

Chocolate cake #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/tWA0eAj0QO

@joinfair

�

Lizelle
@lizellesmith

Tegan Darnell

Aust Lib & Info Assn

�

�

�

�

31 Jul 12:16pm

�

�

Librarians stir the pot for
#CookingforCopyright m.brisbanetimes.com.au/queensland/l
ib… via @brisbanetimes

@LyndsayFarlow

�

31 Jul 12:19pm

Policy Australia

�

�

Lizelle
@lizellesmith

Anzac biscuits #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/FctnziOe1g
�

@DrRimmer

31 Jul 12:16pm

Librarians stir the pot for #copyright
reform #cookingforcopyright
@girlclumsy @brisbanetimes
bit.ly/1h9qBaE
pic.twitter.com/ug7LVuFMkB
�

31 Jul 12:15pm

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
Libraries ACT

Libraries ACT

@LibrariesACT

4 days ago
We had a delicious Cooking for Copyright
morning tea today (cheesecake, Anzac
biscuits, teacake mini muffins, chocolate
coconut slice and fruitcake)
https://fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyrig
ht

Delicious #cookingforcopyright
morning tea today
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
#CBR pic.twitter.com/JcBsv9amE4
�

31 Jul 12:15pm

�

�

CentralWestLibraries
�

@CentralWestLibr

#cookingforcopyright

We're in love with Aunty Norma's
Rocky Road. Thanks Lyn for sharing
#cookingforcopyright
�

31 Jul 12:12pm

�

�

�
FAIR
@joinfair

Central West Libraries
4 days ago
We're in love with Aunty Norma's Rocky

Like · Comment

Road. Thanks Lyn for sharing

�

#cookingforcopyright

#cookingforcopyright is trending in
position No 4 right now in #australia
Keep up the great work!
#LibrariansRock
pic.twitter.com/WlQEZMD4j8
�

31 Jul 12:14pm
Like · Comment

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

�

�
�

#cookingforcopyright is trending in
position No 4 right now in #australia
Keep up the great work!
#LibrariansRock
pic.twitter.com/qR36tjIoEc
�

31 Jul 12:14pm

�

�

�

Lyndelle Gunton
@lyndelleg

Rachael Browning

Thank you to Queenslanders
@612brisbane @slqld @qutlibrary for
doing an outstanding job of promoting
#cookingforcopyright campaign

@LibrarySpice

#cookingforcopyright is whipping up
copyright reform #love should last
forever not copyright on unpublished
works pic.twitter.com/DwUuyMetEh
�

31 Jul 12:12pm

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: Copyright
Owners may have the money, but we
have the cake. @DrRimmer at
@QUTmedia @qutlaw
pic.twitter.com/GsREx45L3l

�

�

�

31 Jul 12:12pm

�

�

31 Jul 12:10pm

�

�

�

�

�

Lizelle
@lizellesmith

Grandma's Apple tart
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/VCIbj5EqJG
�

31 Jul 12:12pm

Brisbane Times

�

�

�

Matthew Rimmer

@brisbanetimes

@DrRimmer

Librarians stir the pot for copyright
reform I #cookingforcopyright I
bit.ly/1h9qBaE
pic.twitter.com/LQPpKB0a4o
�

31 Jul 12:10pm

�

�

#CookingforCopyright: Let them eat
cake, says @DrRimmer
qut.edu.au/about/news/new…
#copyright #libraries #auslaw #auspol
pic.twitter.com/gdltxuHIgD

Central West Libraries
4 days ago
�

Elsie loved to cook from a young age and
always sought out new and exotic recipes.

�

31 Jul 12:10pm

Her daughter Jan has many of these in her
Mum's hand in her own recipe exercise

�

�

book - many of them sent to her when
she was newly married in Armidale.

FAIR

(She's …

@joinfair

Like · Comment

�

#cookingforcopyright is now trending
at #4 in Australia
pic.twitter.com/gpDBDfMnlD
�

Nerida Quatermass
@NeridaQuatermas

@DrRimmer looks like Librarian is
dubious about Capt. Cook's carrot

�

31 Jul 12:09pm

�

�

�

�

State Library of Qld
@DrRimmer @QUT @qutlibrary
@QUTmedia Beautiful spread
copyright peeps. Love it!
#cookingforcopyright
�

�

@tegalex

�

�

MT @killerjoules: Multicultural
#cookingforcopyright with recipes
from mothers & grandmothers across
the globe pic.twitter.com/I59yxELtKX
�

31 Jul 12:06pm

Matthew Rimmer

�

@DrRimmer

Thanks @DrRimmer 4 sharing yr
knowledge & bringing a dash of
pizazz, humour & fun 2
#cookingforcopyright @qutlibrary
twitter.com/DrRimmer/statu…
�

31 Jul 12:05pm

�

�

�

Elizabeth Cornally
@ECornally

�

�

#cookingforcopyright at @uonlib
today pic.twitter.com/KgAP1S5q1S

Nerida Quatermass
@NeridaQuatermas

#CookingforCopyright: #Copyright
Law aﬀects us all - Librarians, Cooks,
Scholars, and Foodies. @qutlaw
@qutlibrary
pic.twitter.com/DT13Yf4YjZ

�

�

Stephanie Bradbury

Lyndelle Gunton

�

�

@stephbradbury

@lyndelleg

31 Jul 12:05pm

�
�

�

�

@C_OSulliv They really are VERY
good - Are there any left?
#cookingforcopyright
31 Jul 12:07pm

#CookingforCopyright: Great to see
so many students discovering
#copyright law at the @QUT @qutlaw
@qutlibrary today!
pic.twitter.com/vn2czNFNbd
�

�

31 Jul 12:04pm

�

Danielle
@LibDanielleJ

We are totally loving the spirit with
which everyone is
#cookingforcopyright although there
are no baked goods in our vicinity.
#sendcookies

Central West Libraries
4 days ago
Jas's mum, Coral, loved cooking and

�

31 Jul 12:03pm

@DrRimmer

�

creative process. This has paid off (to

�

�

�

Jasmine often bringing in treats for us to
share. Here's some handwritten gems
from her …
�
Like · Comment

�

#CookingforCopyright: #Copyright
Law Reform is best served with
balance, style, and elegance @QUT
@qutlaw @qutlibrary
pic.twitter.com/6PfwatmBiR
�

�

Library staff's benefit) with daughter

�

31 Jul 12:02pm

�

31 Jul 12:03pm

baking, involving the family in the

#CookingforCopyright: can we
interest you in cooking up some
#copyright law reform
@billshortenmp?
pic.twitter.com/eX2eWSQgak

�

�

�

@DrRimmer

�

�

�

Matthew Rimmer

�

31 Jul 12:06pm

@DrRimmer @qutlibrary Thank YOU
for a wonderful talk! Lucky students
today! #cookingforcopyright

�

Matthew Rimmer

�

�

@DrRimmer

31 Jul 12:08pm

�

Tegan Darnell

�

Matthew Rimmer

�

31 Jul 12:07pm

@slqld

31 Jul 12:07pm

marmalade recipe
#cookingforcopyright

�

�
TrendsinAustralia
@TrendsinOZ

Breaking News: #cookingforcopyright
is trending top:
hashgurus.com/image.aspx?q=%…
for more info
pic.twitter.com/rJnhkqYWwX

Flinders Uni Library
@FlindersLib

It's #cookingforcopyright day. Who
hoo! Our staﬀ contributions...
ow.ly/Qg3dq
pic.twitter.com/o1e0hWefGj
�

31 Jul 12:00pm

�

Carmel O'Sullivan
�

�

4 days ago
Found in a diary kept by Ros's mother,
Libby Cass
@misslibbyc

@statelibrarywa thanks for the recipe

Pauline was this handwritten recipe for
Claufoutis. Ros remembers her mother as
a cook who liked to explore new

�

And here's what they look like
#cookingforcopyright #usqlibrary
tested and approved!
pic.twitter.com/6yMOd2CEfs
�

31 Jul 12:00pm

Central West Libraries

�

�

31 Jul 12:01pm

@C_OSulliv

�

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright
fair.alia.org.au/kiss-biscuits
pic.twitter.com/PrkDJ6GIsm
�

31 Jul 11:59am

Matthew Rimmer

directions - using every pan in the kitchen

@DrRimmer

in the process!

#CookingforCopyright: A Feeding
Frenzy for #Copyright Law Reform at
@QUT @qutlaw @qutlibrary
@QUTmedia.
pic.twitter.com/7TSJqDfjXm

#cookingforcopyright

�

�

Like · Comment

�

�
Carmel O'Sullivan
@C_OSulliv

#cookingforcopyright here's the
amazingly delicious gingernut recipe
from my grandma. Hint: Use butter for
dripping. pic.twitter.com/p45X990uNK

Hugo
@hugobrown

#Australia checkout this amazing
selection of Baking from the
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/DrRimmer/statu…
�

31 Jul 11:58am

�

�

31 Jul 11:58am

�

�

Sarah Treweek
�
And here's my post about
#cookingforcopyright @TrishHepworth
@joinfair
greatlibraryexpectations.wordpress.co
m/2015/07/31/coo…

�
Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

We are #CookingforCopyright
because our Grandmas would want
these recipes to be shared over the
Net: @NeridaQuatermas
pic.twitter.com/VuS96vqN3K
�

31 Jul 11:58am

�

�

31 Jul 11:57am

�

�

�

Dr Siobhan O'Dwyer
@Siobhan_ODwyer

@SarahTreweek

�

�

31 Jul 11:59am

�

Loving all the pics coming through
from #cookingforcopyright!!
�

31 Jul 11:57am

�

�

�

�

�

�
Central West Libraries

�

4 days ago
Marking Cooking for Copyright at Orange
City Library with a particularly retro

State Library of Qld

sponge cake from Roberts, an Orange

@slqld

Why are SLQ staﬀ are
#cookingforcopyright and what illegal
delicacies did we eat for morning tea?
buzz.mw/b6r0d_f
�

31 Jul 11:54am

Edgar Crook

�

institution. We'd like to see their recipe
book! #cookingforcopyright

#CookingforCopyright: Would you
care for some #copyright law reform
@TurnbullMalcolm? Its quite tasty.
pic.twitter.com/ug7LVuFMkB

�

�

@eacrook

I didn't get around to cooking, best I
can do for #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/MvUpxiAFtF
�

31 Jul 11:57am

�

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

�

31 Jul 11:56am

�

�

�
Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

Shannon Franzway

Great that Senator Peter WhishWilson @SenatorSurfer is a supporter
of #CookingforCopyright
twitter.com/SenatorSurfer/…
�

31 Jul 11:54am

�

�

@shannonfranzway

really enjoying the baking puns for
#cookingforcopyright! Just a moment
while I get myself some cake . . .
Like · Comment

�

31 Jul 11:54am

�

�

�

�

�
Maryanne
@imwebgurl

Hilarity may ensue....
#cookingforcopyright
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
twitter.com/EasternRegiona…

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

Finished! #cookingforcopyright
challenge Mr Evans' Rhubarb Chutney
fair.alia.org.au/mr-evans-rhuba…
@TrishHepworth @joinfair
pic.twitter.com/B1F4ItosRJ
�

31 Jul 11:54am

�

�

�

Erin Turner

�

31 Jul 11:52am

@ErinLTurner

Delicious recipes - like my GreatGrandma's 3 Minute Cake - should be
in the public domain.
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/FA4W4gruuW
�

31 Jul 11:52am

�

�

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: This Bad Boy
was the Piece de Resistance of our
@QUT @qutlaw @qutlibrary spread.
pic.twitter.com/wAIGbVfVYA

�

�

This is a great campaign that shows
how farcical Australia's copyright laws
are. #cookingforcopyright
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
�

31 Jul 11:50am

@DrRimmer

#Cookingforcopyright: #ANZAC
Biscuits at @QUT @qutlaw

�

�

�

@SenatorSurfer

Matthew Rimmer

�

31 Jul 11:52am

Peter Whish-Wilson

�

�

�

UWA Publishing

Carmel O'Sullivan

@uwapublishing

@C_OSulliv

UWAP's apple cake for
#cookingforcopyright - @joinfair
@statelibrarywa @LibrariesACT
pic.twitter.com/p1lgwXkNTr

I reckon my grandma's gingernut
recipe also belongs in the public
domain #cookingforcopyright @joinfair
twitter.com/drrimmer/statu…
�

@qutlibrary.
pic.twitter.com/nT3gzraYFp
�

31 Jul 11:51am

31 Jul 11:52am

Richmond-Upper Clarence

�

�

�

�

�

Regional Library

�

31 Jul 11:50am

�

�

�

�

4 days ago
ERL Libraries

It's #CookingForCopyright day! We're

@EasternRegional

showing our support for copyright reform
by sharing unpublished recipes

laulau218 • 4 days ago

�

throughout the day. If you have any old
family favourites, please join us in sharing
them!

Today is #cookingforcopyright day!
Any favourite family recipes you'd love
to share? webgurl will attempt one
this weekend. @joinfair :O
�

31 Jul 11:48am

�

�

�

pinknantucket • 4 days ago

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: We are hungry
for #copyright law reform at @QUT
@qutlaw @qutlibrary.
pic.twitter.com/Icj2jE5Iy9
�

31 Jul 11:48am

#cookingforcopyright #alia

�

�

�

�

ironshush • 4 days ago
Like · Comment

�
Muddle Cake under attack from
#cookingforcopyright scofflaws
�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright. Iron Chef
@DrRimmer talkin' about a #Copyright
Revolution at @qutlibrary. (I love my
job). pic.twitter.com/2K5UOnWvH5

Julie Gardner
@killerjoules

Multicultural #cookingforcopyright as
well, with recipes from mothers &
grandmothers across the globe
pic.twitter.com/Thr0sGBEKg

31. I bought it! #cookingforcopyright
morning tea at work today #cakefail
#fmsphotoaday #littlemomentsapp

�

31 Jul 11:45am

�

�

�

Tegan Darnell
@tegalex

@theprojecttv #cookingforcopyright is
trending today Australian #librarians
are #bakingbad for copyright reform
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
�

�

�

�

Jessie Michael
As great as #cookingforcopyright is,
#eatingforcopyright is better 1 1 1
�

�

�

31 Jul 11:45am

�

�

�

�

31 Jul 11:43am

�

Jade Koekoe
@misskokolib

�

Some of the treats we had for
morning tea #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/a1i7aFx4Xl

�
�

31 Jul 11:44am

�

�

�

�

�

�

#CookingforCopyright. This Gingernut
recipe is so yummy it belongs in the
public domain @QUT @qutlaw
@qutlibrary.
pic.twitter.com/7KPJkLxiz6

Taking part in #cookingforcopyright
ow.ly/Qj7Wf for #copyright reform
^KB

@JessieMichael83

31 Jul 11:42am

Matthew Rimmer

ACU Library

Matthew Rimmer

�

�

@LibraryACU

@DrRimmer

31 Jul 11:43am

�

�

�

#CookingforCopyright. We should end
perpetual #copyright for unpublished
works @DrRimmer @QUT @qutlaw
@qutlibrary.
pic.twitter.com/mIggglaOeQ

�

@DrRimmer

�

31 Jul 11:43am

�

31 Jul 11:46am

Kimberlee Weatherall
@kim_weatherall

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

Sarah Steed of @LibrariesACT speaks
with Philip Clark on @666canberra
about #cookingforcopyright
ab.co/1LU6ysm Listen 18mins in.
31 Jul 11:41am

�

�

�

�

Australia still grants perpetual
copyright to unpublished works. Silly,
and impacts libraries' digitisation
projects. #Cookingforcopyright.
�

31 Jul 11:42am

�

�

FAIR
@joinfair

Sarah Steed of @LibrariesACT speaks
with Philip Clark on @666canberra
about #cookingforcopyright
ab.co/1LU6ysm Listen 18mins in.

�
�

31 Jul 11:41am

�

�

�

Kimberlee Weatherall

Leanne O'Donnell

@kim_weatherall

@MsLods

Wondering what #cookingforcopyright
is about? Explained here:
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…. A
gentle call for no-brainer Aust
copyright reform.

It's still over an hour to lunch time and
today's #cookingforcopyright tweets
are making me hungry!
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
#AusLaw
�

31 Jul 11:40am

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

�

�

31 Jul 11:41am

�

�

�

�

�

#CookingforCopyright.
@GinnyBarbour and Tom Cochrane
Cooma Monaro Express
welcome the #copyright bounty at
days ago@qutlibrary.
@QUT 4@qutlaw
pic.twitter.com/8kst1Wneu0
Monaro Regional Libraries were

Frederick Stark
@Coagmano

#cookingforcopyright this morning at
31 Jul 11:41am
�
� �
Cooma Library. Library staff and visitors
� about copyright
were raising awareness

#cookingforcopyright is delicious civil
disobedience

Hyacinth Steele
@Virtualhyacinth

#cookingforcopyright yummy
brownies pic.twitter.com/Hy6YLqfb6y

laws.

�

31 Jul 11:41am

�

�

31 Jul 11:37am

�

�

�

�

�

Kyle K. Courtney
@KyleKCourtney

Please follow my friend @DrRimmer &
#CookingforCopyright as Austrailian
libraries call for reform of #copyright
law techdirt.com/articles/20150…

Like · Comment

�

Lyndelle Gunton
@lyndelleg

�

31 Jul 11:35am

MT @JamesMcGoran: Don't have
great baking skills. Here's some man
food for tonight #cookingforcopyright
#manbrarian
pic.twitter.com/ea7ygaSBEm
�

31 Jul 11:37am

�

�

�

�

Katalin Mindum
@KatMMin

Monash Uni Library staﬀ sharing
favourites and #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/DXfSQRbvAU

�

ACU Library

�

31 Jul 11:36am

4 days ago

�

�

�

Today is #cookingforcopyright to

�

highlight copyright reform! Our very own
librarian Stephanie cooked up an apricot

Violetblue

date bar....details

@PalladiumGravur

http://blogs.acu.edu.au/library/?p=14650

CHOICE

#cookingforcopyright you blog reason
you want people to see it.why get
upset when someone uses it ?
�

31 Jul 11:33am

@choiceaustralia

�

�

Violetblue
@PalladiumGravur

�

#cookingforcopyright you post on the
net you lose all rights to copyright
simple

�
Amelia
@sparrow_bee

J Charles
@JCharRoL

All of the #cookingforcopyright tweets
are making a little desperate for cake.
slice and other yummy treats....sigh
�

31 Jul 11:32am

�

�

Meringues on a mission to campaign
for copyright reform courtesy of my
librarian colleagues
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/epKUiVXP5J
�

31 Jul 11:33am

�

�

�

�

@dent_stu

@PalladiumGravur

#cookingforcopyright Copyright sucks
�

�

�

�

Librarians cook up vintage recipes in
bid to change copyright laws
#CookingforCopyright.
ab.co/1MAzyqB

Keep up the great work!
#cookingforcopyright is trending
across #Australia
twitter.com/trendinaliaAU/…
�

�

�

�

31 Jul 11:31am

�
�

�

�

�

Stu Dent

Violetblue

@pinknantucket I'm guessing you
can't share the #recipe because it's
illegal? #MuddleCake
#cookingforcopyright
�

31 Jul 11:32am

@wordsinedgeways

@joinfair

�

�

�

Dana Hawkins

FAIR

�

31 Jul 11:33am
Like · Comment

31 Jul 11:32am

31 Jul 11:31am

�

�

It's #cookingforcopyright day! We
could really get used to this :) via
@SarahLouiseAgar
pic.twitter.com/v2aAqcXPlP
31 Jul 11:35am

�

�

�

�
Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

Keep up the great work!
#cookingforcopyright is trending
across #Australia
twitter.com/trendinaliaAU/…

All the #cookingforcopyright folks out
there—are we scoﬄaws??

31 Jul 11:31am

31 Jul 11:31am

Alice/Nanette
@pinknantucket

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Matthew Rimmer

QUT Media

@DrRimmer

@QUTmedia

MT @DrRimmer:
#CookingforCopyright: #Copyright
Law Reform's delicious says
@DrRimmer @QUT @qutlibrary
#auslaw pic.twitter.com/Ioe1kWTGFt
�

31 Jul 11:28am

�

#CookingforCopyright is a #Cupcake
Revolution at @QUT @qutlibrary
@QUTmedia. #Copyright #auslaw
#auspol pic.twitter.com/jVU9R7y1xh
�

31 Jul 11:28am

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: the BakedGoods Armada of @QUT @qutlibrary
@QUTmedia. Top that, @slqld!
#Copyright #Libraries
pic.twitter.com/qD9iQ5ZYIM

�

�

�

Lemon Curdle
Loving all the #cookingforcopyright
posts. I often bake handwritten
recipes I salvaged when my Nana
passed, it keeps her memory alive for
me
�
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�

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright is trending!
twitter.com/trendinaliaAU/…

@lemonslibrary

�

31 Jul 11:26am

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

�
Broderick Proeger

�

@brodprocan

#cookingforcopyright at ANU's Chiﬂey
library @joinfair @ANULibrary
pic.twitter.com/k9NHu6IMmV

�

�
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�

�

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: Spanish
Cream. For those who prefer their
#copyright revolution Gluten-Free.
pic.twitter.com/Q2dSLspraj

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#cookingforcopyright: Wilful and
ﬂagrant infringement of this Raspberry
Shortcake taking place at @QUT
@qutlibrary.
pic.twitter.com/7psKYwBxFh
�
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�

�

�
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�

Krista Meulengracht
@krista_hayden

�

�

State Library of Qld
@slqld

Numurkah Leader
4 days ago

�

#Numurkah library is
#cookingforcopyright with tasty

Elve's nutties. #cookingforcopyright
#bakingbad We need sensible reform
of our Copyright law.
pic.twitter.com/gDykFqx1OW
�
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chocolate chews

Numurkah Leader

Hey @philipruddockmp
@Matt_KeanMP, let's talk
#cookingforcopyright over a glass of
gløg. #auspol #nswpol #auslaw
pic.twitter.com/RfQuHQWulR

�

�

�
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�

�

�

Numurkah Leader

#Numurkah library is

Like · Comment

#cookingforcopyright with tasty

�

chocolate chews
Like · Comment

�
uwapublishingofficial • 4 days ago

�

�

4 days ago

�

@NumurkahLeader

#Numurkah library is
#cookingforcopyright with tasty
chocolate chews

�
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�

Stu Dent
@dent_stu

@Timh01 @museumvictoria I *need*
this #recipe please!
#cookingforcopyright
�
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�

�

Katya Henry
@KatyaHenry

�

#cookingforcopyright at @slqld. We're
baking bad!
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
pic.twitter.com/EWqVuGNfUP
Today is #cookingforcopyright day, and

31 Jul 11:18am

�

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: Grandmother's
Christmas Cake at @QUT @qutlaw

@qutlibrary.
pic.twitter.com/4RPqkJspO7

�

this is our Apple Cake. Freedom of Access
to Information and Resources (FAIR)'s
campaign raises awareness of Australia's

�

31 Jul 11:17am

outdated copyright laws that

�

�

�

unnecessarily limit access to a wealth of
unpublished works, such as notes, diaries,
and, of course, recipes. This Apple Cake
recipe comes from a book of recipes and
knitting patterns compiled by Annie
Elizabeth "Bessie" Sherrie (nee Hunter)
between 1835-1891.

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

�

#CookingforCopyright:
@NeridaQuatermas @qutlibrary on
#Copyright Civil Disobedience with
Taboo Recipes.
pic.twitter.com/vhkv7sCYUz
�
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�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

CatherineHay
@cat_hay

�

�

@C_OSulliv @usqedu @tegalex
@TahneePearse that looks delicious.
#CookingforCopyright
�
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�

#CookingforCopyright: #Copyright
Law Reform is delicious says
@DrRimmer at @QUT @qutlaw
@qutlibrary. #auspol #auslaw
pic.twitter.com/EGukTPtpPo

State Library of Qld
@slqld

�
�
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�

�

�

�

We came, we ate, we did a little
copyright quiz. #cookingforcopyright
@joinfair Ag's coconut biscuits were a
hit! pic.twitter.com/xGSuKbQppX
�
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�
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�

sheona • 4 days ago

well_read_cookie • 4 days ago

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright:
@NeridaQuatermas @qutlibrary says
that grandparents would love to share
their secret recipes.
pic.twitter.com/AtNVY6FBu1
�
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�

�

�

FAIR
@joinfair

Australian Librarians Start 'Cooking
For Copyright' Campaign To Change
Law For Unpublished Works
bit.ly/1KDRqO0 #cookingforcopyright
�
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�

�

At #cookingforcopyright day at #qut

Julie Gardner

library #yum #cooklikeyourgrandma

@killerjoules

�

let's eat our way to copyright reform
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/kQf6cPujmG
�
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�

�

Baking for copyright! Help ALIA change
copyright laws so recipes can be shared
�

for everyone! #cookingforcopyright

Aust Lib & Info Assn

#madeiracake #vintagerecipe

@ALIANational

Australian Librarians Start 'Cooking
For Copyright' Campaign To Change
Law For Unpublished Works
bit.ly/1KDRqO0 #cookingforcopyright

�

�
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�

�

�

Mark F. Christopher
@Markfchris

The Down Under book and ﬁlm
remind us our copyright law's still
unfair for artists
theconversation.com/the-downunder… #cookingforcopyright #aliafair

�

�
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�

�
Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: @DrRimmer
and @qutlibrary promote the sweet
taste of #copyright law reform.
#auspol #auslaw
pic.twitter.com/ACASQAotIx
�
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�
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�
Policy Online
@ozpolicyonline

Cupcakes at Policy Online, supporting
copyright reform #cookingforcopyright
@joinfair @ALIANational @KrissyLevon
pic.twitter.com/Xkg8Vtw2RJ
�
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�

�

nancy a ladas
@naladas

Delicious treats at #museumvictoria
for #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/QIfSBi0Tfu

Lauren Woodlands
@QuirkyWoodlands

�

�
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�

�

�

My 1871 muddle cake! Take that

�

�

Folly's Antidote

#copyright #cookingforcopyright
#bakingbad @qutlibrary @joinfair
pic.twitter.com/aBXYCq9Afs

@follysantidote

Judging by all the
#cookingforcopyright tweets right
now, everyone is having much more
fun than me today (or at least more
food!)
�
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�

�

�

�

qutlibrary • 4 days ago

�

sewmadcat • 4 days ago

Matthew Fallon
@yossarianC22

#cookingforcopyright goodies at the
Waverley Library... Roll on the
copyright reform.
pic.twitter.com/J5qARk3hL0
�
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�

Tim Hart
@Timh01

Seriously delicious muddle cake
@museumvictoria
#cookingforcopyright morning tea.
pic.twitter.com/Hkzat5BTce

�

�

�
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Amazing muddle cake made for

�

#qutlibrary is #cookingforcopyright
today to turn up the heat on
#copyrightreform. This is an 1871 recipe
�

unpublished works like letters, diaries or

�

recipes have unlimited copyright. #library

#cookingforcopyright by @pinknantucket

#copyright #bakingbad #baking #tasty

is a big hit at #museumvictoria

#food #qut #qutstudents #cooking

�

Kari Dalane

#yum

@KariDalane

Amy

�

Go Australian librarians!
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…
#cookingforcopyright
#copyrightreform

sara_penny • 4 days ago

@missayme

for #muddlecake. Under current laws all

Mmmm tasty, tasty illegal cupcake
#cookingforcopyright #eatforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/T66gD2bcqT

�
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thorpe_clare • 4 days ago

�

�

�
�
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�

�

�
sewmadcat • 4 days ago

Gluten free Nutella brownies today for
#cookingforcopyright and the gluten

#cookingforcopyright at @statelibraryqld

intolerant girl in the office isn't even in

�

today 2
�
Kat

Amanda Menzel
@ajandsg

@BookThingo

Guyra Shire Library

Wannon Water's
#cookingforcopyright! Staﬀ enjoyed
these tasty treats today!
pic.twitter.com/GiQM5cBWHd
�
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�

#cookingforcopyright

Help yourself to a FREE cupcake or

�

ANZAC biscuit at the Library today for
�

yourself enjoying our creations on social
media using the hashtag

�

We scoﬀ at copyright law as we scoﬀ
down biscuits #librarylife
#cookingforcopyright

�

Jessica Howie

�

�

�
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�

Melissa
@MsDodgyDog

�

�

�

EFA
@efa_oz

Librarians around Australia are
#cookingforcopyright today to
promote #copyright reform
ow.ly/Qj3Gg ow.ly/i/c6T4f
�
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.@ALIANational Especially for those of
us who laid up in bed who can't enjoy
the fun in person. #librarians #library
#cookingforcopyright
31 Jul 10:46am

�

�

Fiona Lake
.@MigrationMuseum @ALIANational
Unpublished works are personal; not
created for public consump. Laws asis make sense. #cookingforcopyright

Like · Comment

Libraritor!

�

@FionaLakeAus

#cookingforcopyright.

@ThomasMullins2

�

31 Jul 10:52am

#cookingforcopyright. Share a photo of

�

31 Jul 10:48am

I think #cookingforcopyright is hands
down my favourite book-related
awareness campaign.

Good turn out at #museumvictoria for

4 days ago

�

�

�

�

ainead • 4 days ago

�

�

�

@JesselizH

The #cookingforcopyright hashtag is
making me hungry!! #aliafair
�
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�

�

�

Cooking for Copyright
4 days ago
{{Announcement}} To all libraries having
morning tea today for

Cooking for Copyright

#cookingforcopyright please send us your

4 days ago

official photos to fair@alia.org.au

{{Announcement}} To all libraries having

Ely Wallis

Like · Comment

morning tea today for

@elyw

Yum! @museumvictoria has been
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/7CaeqzreIy

�

#cookingforcopyright please send us your
official photos to fair@alia.org.au
Like · Comment

�
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�

Copyright morning tea. "I would have told
�

Kristy Kokegei

#cookingforcopyright @ANMMuseum
Mrs Johnson's Pavs
pic.twitter.com/kcC51edERS
CatherineHay

�

31 Jul 10:42am

@C_OSulliv @usqedu @tegalex
@TahneePearse Ipswich are also
going to #eatforcopyright
#cookingforcopyright.
pic.twitter.com/Hfb5tQdl1U
�

�

�

@KristyKokegei

@GilliancSimpson

@cat_hay

her, put a commons copyright on that
blog Grandma!"

�

gillian

31 Jul 10:42am

�

Speeches at the QUT Cooking for

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright - well buying for
copyright. I'm sure
#StPetersBakehouse uses traditional
family recipes ;)
pic.twitter.com/gzRf8XysD6
�
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�

�

Carmel O'Sullivan
@C_OSulliv

#cookingforcopyright recipes from
#onionpickles #teacake @usqedu
#usqlibrary grandma's recipes
pic.twitter.com/KUTIQ3unhc

�
ainead • 4 days ago
�

�
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�

�

�

�

FAIR

Aust Lib & Info Assn

@joinfair

@ALIANational

To all libraries having morning tea
today for #cookingforcopyright please
send us your oﬃcial photos to
fair@alia.org.au
�
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�

Libraritor!
@ThomasMullins2

Librarians living dangerously. A table
full of cakes made from illegal
unpublished recipes
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/6lstShFpJ7

�

�
I attended a morning tea at QUT in
support of the Cooking for Copyright

�
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�

To all libraries having morning tea
today for #cookingforcopyright please
send us your oﬃcial photos to
fair@alia.org.au
�
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�

�

�

�

�

campaign.
�

Clare Thorpe
@thorpe_clare

Illegal cupcakes at @slqld.
#cookingforcopyright becomes
#eatingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/rAsWsciT3R

Tegan Darnell
State Library of NSW
@statelibrarynsw

Happy #cookingforcopyright Day!
Raspberry shortcake anyone? The
recipe is from ca.1940. bit.ly/1JNvNx9
pic.twitter.com/zonFA8DvVz

@tegalex

@C_OSulliv grandmother's recipe
book for #cookingforcopyright
#bakingbad #copyrightreform
pic.twitter.com/yG2Pnddgop

�
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�

�
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�
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�

�

�

�

�

�

CSU Library
@CSU_Library

Morning teatime! Take a look at
what's cooking at
#cookingforcopyright Well done
@joinfair it's all very scrumptious!

katejm • 4 days ago

Dr Jos
@redruby17

@1petermartin we're #bakingbad
@qutlibrary for #cookingforcopyright
�
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�

�
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�

�

�

�

�

Tracy Z. Maleeff
@LibrarySherpa

@ALIANational You have the most
delicious-looking re-Tweets today! :)
#cookingforcopyright
�
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�

Yes! Today's the day. Instead of picketing

�

the Attorney General, we're

�

#cookingforcopyright! It's time to clean
Rhondda Orchard

up our copyright laws and release

@paddablue

unpublished materials from the dark

#cookingforcopyright @ANMMuseum
.. yum pic.twitter.com/GxSbh3elut
�
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�

�

�

recesses of the archives! Let them be
loved by researchers like me, and share
their insights, words, dreams, knowledge
with the world! Follow
#cookingforcopyright for some great

Marg Donaghue

stories and Australia wide pix.

@margd1

�

QUT Library

Tegan Darnell

@qutlibrary

@tegalex

#cookingforcopyright #usqlibrary
peeps pic.twitter.com/UzQdEHDNlr
�
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�

�

�

�

�

�

Thank you for joining @qutlibrary for
#cookingforcopyright #bakingbad
twitter.com/DrRimmer/statu…
�

�

�

Catie
@isigfethera

Taish
Today I made Anzac Biscuits for
#cookingforcopyright #anzacbiscuits
#yum pic.twitter.com/mjOuYx7lUQ

Dr Jos
@redruby17

�

�

@Taish787

�

�
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Christmas in July? @PaulaCallan
shares her Grandmother's Christmas
cake #cookingforcopyright
#bakingbad
pic.twitter.com/ldcLYehBoX
31 Jul 10:31am

31 Jul 10:22am

Getting my cooking on today and
channelling Ama while I'm
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/aTB2mE2WjO

�
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�

�

Totally forgot to cook for copyright,
contemplating making Gran's
chocolate cake tonight to make up for
it #cookingforcopyright

�

�

�

�

�

�
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�

Trish Hepworth
@TrishHepworth

Sad but probably true
"@living_archive: "If you guys got
sued more often we'd have much
better laws" @TrishHepworth
#cookingforcopyright"
�
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�

�

Tegan Darnell

luisa

@tegalex

@luisarossitto

�
Carmel O'Sullivan
@C_OSulliv

#cookingforcopyright in #Toowoomba
@usqedu yum!
pic.twitter.com/7O1CNLAKps
�
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�

�

�

We support copyright reform in
Australia! And if it means we must eat
cake then we'll do it!
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/ie7Q3SXZJP
�
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�

�

#scones #cookingforcopyright reform
#usqlibrary #usqedu
pic.twitter.com/eJvnSnbvlE
�
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�

�
hepworthtrish • 4 days ago

Tegan Darnell
@tegalex

#cookingforcopyright #usqlibrary

�

�

pic.twitter.com/IdUI4qWmtY
�
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�

�

�

In the top end #cookingforcopyright perpetual copyright in unpublished works
robs Australians of their history

Tegan Darnell
@tegalex

�

#usqlibrary #cookingforcopyright
spread @C_OSulliv @TahneePearse
@usqedu
pic.twitter.com/VZSJfNxmfm
�
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�

�

�

QUT Library

@C_OSulliv

@qutlibrary

We are about to #eatforcopyright
@usqedu #cookingforcopyright
@tegalex @cat_hay @TahneePearse
pic.twitter.com/ZWbLU9xgXU
Migration Museum

Thank you @stephbradbury We're
loving this Muddle Cake
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/ZqqRn4RYpP

@MigrationMuseum
31 Jul 10:15am

�
� �
Today we're loving all the
� photos. Keep it
#cookingforcopyright

Carmel O'Sullivan
Yay - can't wait to try them.
#cookingforcopyright @usqedu
twitter.com/TahneePearse/s…
�

�

�

�

�

�
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�

Stephanie
@stephmcg

Slice up your life #cookingforcopyright
bookgrrl.wordpress.com/2015/07/31/
sli… pic.twitter.com/QTIxLpIovG

�

�

�

Tegan Darnell
Living Archive
@living_archive

Krista Meulengracht
@krista_hayden

Thanks to all our local, state & federal
Members of Parliament who
acknowledge this issue.
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/janbarham/stat…
�

�

"If you guys got sued more often we'd
have much better laws"
@TrishHepworth #cookingforcopyright
�
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�

#usqlibrary got busy
#cookingforcopyright @TahneePearse
#hedgehog
pic.twitter.com/2EGﬂkWFvT
�
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�

�
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@tegalex

�

31 Jul 10:07am

�

31 Jul 10:14am

coming and ﬁnd out more about the
campaign here:
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…

@C_OSulliv

31 Jul 10:10am

Carmel O'Sullivan

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

hipsterdirtbag7 • 4 days ago
Tegan Darnell
@tegalex

goodbadandtheitalian • 4 days

@C_OSulliv #cookingforcopyright
grandma's #gingernuts ... seriously
pic.twitter.com/eGjd5UTMo4

ago

�
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�

�

Cakes cakes cakes

QUT Library

#cookingforcopyright#cake#cupcake

@qutlibrary

�
Another batch of mini #mandarin &
ginger puddings baked for

#cookingforcopyright oﬀ to a delicious
start here at @qutlibrary
pic.twitter.com/iXFFEv0Rba
�

31 Jul 10:07am

#cookingforcopyright day Fri 31 July Great
campaign. Extra #Italian #liqueur added.

�

�

�

#Solerno #usqlibrary
�
alexandradaw • 4 days ago
pinknantucket • 4 days ago
Jan Barham
Tegan Darnell
@tegalex

#cookingforcopyright #applecake
@usqedu #usqlibrary

@janbarham

Today is #cookingforcopyright day, support reform & access to
unpublished works @ALIANational

�

@nswpla @GreensNSW
pic.twitter.com/LiatcDpvZG

pic.twitter.com/9M0PaQ3zUd
�
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�

�
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�

�

�

�

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

emilybeimers • 4 days ago

My 34th #cookingforcopyright recipe
is on the stove. Nearly there now!
�
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�

�

�
Fanny Hulbert's 1871 recipe for Muddle

#cookingforcopyright exhibit A variation
laurapetals • 4 days ago
on a theme strawberry shortcake

Cake, before it is rooned. Looks ok, hope
it tastes good too! #cookingforcopyright
Tracy Z. Maleeff
@LibrarySherpa �
What's this #cookingforcopyright
thing about?
�
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�

�

�

#maybeishouldhavecookeditlonger

Krista Meulengracht

�

@krista_hayden

@jinglefrisbee @joinfair
#cookingforcopyright
#cocktailsforcopyright
#eatingforcopyright
#everythingforcopyright
�

31 Jul 9:56am

�

Harriet decided to join me in

�

#cookingforcopyright . Her version of

�

Thora Greenwood's Anzacs contained
much more kale
https://fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyrig

Sonja Barfoed

ht

@SonjaBarfoed

Support copyright reform! I'm

@BYoungBris @mawarre
@SpencerHowson Mmm, illegal
pattycake! #cookingforcopyright
�
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Catherine Robinson

�

�

#cookingforcopyright today because I
believe that making our cultural heritage
more accessible will benefit everyone
�

�

�

@catharchivist

#cookingforcopyright Caramel tarts
for morning tea #archivists also care
about #copyrightreform
pic.twitter.com/mAKIoaaE1A
�
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�

Cherie Basile
@LibrarianOnSite

�

�

Hear, hear (um, or is that Here, here?).
Either way, lending my support tweetwise today on #CookingForCopyright
Day twitter.com/DrRimmer/statu…
�
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�

Ambra Sancin
@ambradambra

Another batch of mini mandarin &
ginger puddings. Baked for
#cookingforcopyright day Fri 31 July
@joinfair
pic.twitter.com/OAaMXmN8hm

�

�

�
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at3280 • 4 days ago

�

�

�

Kate Harbison

emilybeimers • 4 days ago

@Librekate

#cookingforcopyright our family
recipes that we're giving away
pic.twitter.com/Ca3hw0EsCA
�
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�

�

�
Elizabeth S
@jinglefrisbee

Can't cook, but love to eat baked
goods! #eatingforcopyright?
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/5OH00QXVsC
�
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�

�

#cookingforcopyright
�

�

#cookingforcopyright Anzacs from Thora
Greenwood's Cookbook (1950-1980), John
Oxley Library, State Library of QLD. Treats
for work @hblibraries

History SA
4 days ago
Today you might notice librarians and
archivists #cookingforcopyright (and

https://fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyrig
ht
�

maybe some museums and other people
History SA

who are passionate about this issue)

@HistorySA

We'd love to see copyright laws updated
enabling organisations to share more of
the unpublished gems …

We're sharing this image for
#PhotoFriday because today is all
about #cookingforcopyright facebook.com/HistorySA/phot…
pic.twitter.com/mDsLZjt5nr
�
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�

�

�
Krista Meulengracht
@krista_hayden

Sounds promising! @leatherboundlib
@RobThomson2528 @ALIANational
#cocktailsforcopyright
#cookingforcopyright

Like · Comment

�

�
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�

�

If you are wanting inspiration for your
future baking - Follow
#cookingforcopyright @joinfair today.
Great cooking everyone! Yum!

�

�
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Donna

�

�

�

My workmates at the library beneﬁt
from my #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/SXnsYzXk3D

Sue Hutley
@suehutley

�

Jenny Crosbie
@jenncrosbie

don't search #cookingforcopyright if
you are hungry.

@randomknits

�
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Saffron Howden
@saffronhowden

�

31 Jul 9:44am

�

The way to copyright reform is
through the stomach! Thanks
@laurapetals #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/RhgpjinkHl
�
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�

�
�
kate_hux • 4 days ago

�

�

�

Haxelbot

Katie Mills

@Hazelbot

.@joinfair #cookingforcopyright is 3
People are more than happy to hear
me talk about copyright reform if they
get a cookie after!
�
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�

�

@KatieMillsAU

When life gives you lemons...make
lemon butter! #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/YMzHUdy7BU
�
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�

�

�

�

Cathy Kelso

Bessie Sherrie's apple cake, circa 1900!

@ironshush

I had a cake fail for
#cookingforcopyright but I've really
enjoyed the interactions from sharing
mums book on fb/inst
pic.twitter.com/BgLNZELVMk

Impossible turnip

megsie09 • 4 days ago

@wizzyrea

#cookingforcopyright is a thing we
should be doing all the time.
twitter.com/1petermartin/s…
�

31 Jul 9:33am

�

�

31 Jul 9:37am

�

�

#cookingforcopyright #FAIR
#intellectualproperteatime
�

megsie09 • 4 days ago

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright
�

@DeaDmiaowBounce

@feraldata

�

�

�

My Zingy Lemon tart for
#cookingforcopyright @joinfair
pic.twitter.com/Z7eYYiomq5

A remarkable initiative from home ..
perhaps Anzac biscuits
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/vonMsolicitors…
31 Jul 9:29am

#cookingforcopyright

Dead Cat Bounce

Genevieve Bell

�

31 Jul 9:29am

�

�

�

Mum's boiled fruit cake. Not sure I did
her proud, waiting ﬁr the verdict later
today. #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/xw8l6AJjVf

�
Dani Daniel
Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

"We need to reform & modernise
Australian copyright law for our
libraries" @DrRimmer
#CookingforCopyright #BakingBad
qut.edu.au/about/news/new…

Kym Andrews
@kym_andrews

�

@Daniiprettygal

GSQPresident: #happy
#cookingforcopyright #day support
#copyright reform 4 unpublished
diaries #Letters #photograp…
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…

�

31 Jul 9:30am

�

�

�

�

�

�

31 Jul 9:28am

�

�

31 Jul 9:28am

�

�

Peter Martin

�

@1petermartin

�

�

Today is #cookingforcopyright day.
Many of our great recipes can't be
published. Seriously. goo.gl/vOMxq5
pic.twitter.com/YU3gg2PX8a

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

Genealogical Soc Qld

#CookingforCopyright @slqld vs
@qutlibrary. Who will be the Iron Chef
of the Brisbane River?
twitter.com/slqld/status/6…

@GSQPresident

#happy #cookingforcopyright #day
support #copyright reform 4
unpublished diaries #Letters
#photographs #recipes
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
�

31 Jul 9:25am

�

�

31 Jul 9:25am

�

�

�

�
Julie Gardner

�

@killerjoules

�

�

�

31 Jul 9:29am

Impressed with the range of goods
arriving for #cookingforcopyright. How
long till morning tea?!

�
hazelbot • 4 days ago

�

31 Jul 9:24am

�

�

�

Georgena Bowmer
@BowmerGeorgena

Muddle cake #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/GOF0ewFd79
�

31 Jul 9:27am

�

�

�
Broderick Proeger
@brodprocan

hazelbot • 4 days ago

Madeira cake & my own rhubarb &
strawberry jam shortcake (gf) (had no
raspberry jam) #cookingforcopyright
@joinfair pic.twitter.com/MlQXaYkrob
�

31 Jul 9:22am

�

�

Serina Huang

Gingerbread nuts for

@Weekendparent

#cookingforcopyright day

�

$5 Friday: Mum’s corn fritters
(#cookingforcopyright)
weekendparent.co/2015/07/30/5-f…
pic.twitter.com/E0h2EWM8Rs

�

Matthew Rimmer

�

�

�

Anzac biscuits for #cookingforcopyright

von Muenster

day :D

@vonMsolicitors

�

�

Richmond-Upper Clarence

@DrRimmer

Geelong Regional Libraries

by sharing unpublished recipes

4 days ago

family favourites, please join us in sharing
them! The first one is for Ngarie's …

It's COOKING FOR COPYRIGHT Day! Did
you know copyright on unpublished
works lasts forever? FAIR (Freedom of

MV Libraries

Access to Information and Resources) and

@mvlibraries

librarians are calling for a shake-up of the

We're #cookingforcopyright at Sam
Merriﬁeld 3pm today - recipes like
these from the 1920s should be
copyright free!
pic.twitter.com/6rhXrj4cQG
�

31 Jul 9:17am

�

system.Whip up your favourite recipe to
support the …

�

�

Melbourne on my Mind
@melbsonmymind

All the #cookingforcopyright photos
are making me really hungry.
Geelong Libraries

�

31 Jul 9:15am

@geelonglibrary

It's Cooking for Copyright Day! Whip
up your favourite recipe to support
copyright reform #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/Kd5cJzvrcP
�

�

�

showing our support for copyright reform
throughout the day. If you have any old

�

�

�

It's #CookingForCopyright day! We're

Media Alert. Free Baked Goods at
@qutlibrary @QUT @QUTmedia 10 am
#CookingforCopyright.
qut.edu.au/news/news?news…
pic.twitter.com/NSORxbL9Qq

�

�

31 Jul 9:17am

4 days ago

�

�

Today is #cookingforcopyright day.
Read more about the campaign here:
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…

Regional Library

Matthew Rimmer

31 Jul 9:19am

�

�

Why are we #CookingforCopyright?
As @jpalfrey says, 'The Law is a
stumbling block on the route to a
bright future for libraries.' #auslaw
31 Jul 9:18am

�

31 Jul 9:22am

@DrRimmer

�

�

�
Like · Comment

�

Like · Comment

�

31 Jul 9:15am

�

�

Cheryl J

�

�

Bond University Library &

Moonee Valley Libraries

@TimsRedPants

Loving all the #cookingforcopyright
Tweets. Looking forward to the
#eatingforcopyright ones. . 4 1 5
678
�

31 Jul 9:15am

�

�

Computing

4 days ago

4 days ago

THIS is why we're #cookingforcopyright
at Sam Merrifield this afternoon...
Beautiful recipes from the 1920s written
by the great grandmother of a staff
member which should be copyright free!

Our Manager of Scholarly Publications &
Copyright Antoinette Cass cooked some
delicious ANZAC cookies to support
copyright reform. #cookingforcopyright

�
https://library.bond.edu.au/news/46965/
cooking-copyright-day-31-july-2015

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright Free Baked
Goods. Get 'em while they're hot.
They're lovely. @DrRimmer @qutlaw
@qutlibrary
qut.edu.au/about/news/new…
�

31 Jul 9:10am

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

�

�
Like · Comment

�

#CookingforCopyright. Fight the
#Copyright Term Extension #TPP.
Unlock our cultural heritage
qut.edu.au/news/news?news…
pic.twitter.com/NSORxbL9Qq
�

31 Jul 9:11am

�

�

pimmski • 4 days ago
Like · Comment

�

�

�
S G Larner
@StaceySarasvati

Matthew Rimmer

sonjabarfoed • 4 days ago

#cookingforcopyright day!

@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright We're
#BakingBad today @DrRimmer
@qutlaw @qutlibrary Pic
@SarahTreweek
qut.edu.au/about/news/new…
pic.twitter.com/x7DbIMeCOK
�

31 Jul 9:08am

#cookingforcopyright

�

�

31 Jul 9:02am

�

�

�

�

�

#fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyright
@ALIANational @ANMMuseum My
version of Mrs A Murray's cupcake recipe
#StateLibrarySouthAustralia
�
Last night's crunchy ginger slice on the
way to work for #cookingforcopyright

CSU Library

#vegan #libraryfood #baking

@CSU_Library

Margaret Warren
@mawarre

Nom nom nom. #cookingforcopyright
@slqld today. Its all about sensible
copyright law reform.
pic.twitter.com/WWUz5HslEP

We are #cookingforcopyright today
and showing our support for copyright
reform in #Australia. fb.me/4CxijbTat

�

�

31 Jul 8:54am

�

�

�

Nikki May

jessamyn west

�

31 Jul 8:44am

�

�

�
Margaret Warren

�

�

�

Kalamunda Libraries
4 days ago
Kalamunda Library staff have been
cooking this week in support of the
Cooking for Copyright campaign for
copyright law reform.
#cookingforcopyright

#cookingforcopyright is a reform
initiative by Australian librarians.
Copyright disobedience for a good
cause.
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…

Marie-Helene
@bretonne58

#cookingforcopyright Baked this
vintage Apple Cake from Bessie
Sherrie papers for copyright reforms
in Australia<3
pic.twitter.com/vDHCGbpCnw
�

31 Jul 8:54am

@mawarre

�

�

�

31 Jul 8:42am

Nerida Quatermass

�

�

�
�

�
Living Archive
@living_archive

Looking forward to learning about
#copyright from @TrishHepworth
@Aus_Digital @NTLibrary today.
Who's bringing snacks?
#cookingforcopyright

https://fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyrig
ht

�

@jessamyn

Whoop whoop the lovely @Librarenee
has made us all lovely cupcakes ...!
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/Librarenee/sta…

31 Jul 8:53am

�

�

@NixLib

#cookingforcopyright is today and
libraries are advocating, in a delicious
way, for balanced copyright
law.@joinfair
pic.twitter.com/QR0NyKHyVp

�

31 Jul 8:57am

�

31 Jul 8:40am

�

�

�

@NeridaQuatermas

Pat-a-cake pat-a-cake baker's librarian. Bake me a cake a fast as you can!
Today @qutlibrary @DrRimmer
@joinfair #cookingforcopyright
�

31 Jul 8:32am

�

stephmcg71 • 4 days ago

�

�

Apricot date bar baked!

Like · Comment

#cookingforcopyright #nomnomnom

�

�

Tegan Darnell
4 days ago
Margaret Warren
@mawarre

�

�

Bernadette Young

#eatingforcopyright today #applecake

@BYoungBris

Cooking for Copyright
4 days ago

.@mawarre force-feeding
@SpencerHowson an 'illegal'
pattycake for #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/EQwxbB5o2E

#cookingforcopyright

#cookingforcopyright baking on its
way to @SpencerHowson as
promised. Libraries want balanced
copyright law.
pic.twitter.com/IJb1xToW3v
31 Jul 8:14am

my lucky colleagues and I will be

Like · Comment

�

�

31 Jul 8:35am

�

Aprons on! Double knotted! Let's
campaign for copyright reform!
#cookingforcopyright

�

�

�

�

�

�

Renee Eales
@Librarenee

Cupcakes for work on
#cookingforcopyright day
pic.twitter.com/ﬀJ761DD2S
Anne Fisher
Fanny Hodgson’s Victoria Cake
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/8HzNYG8FGa
Renee Eales

�

31 Jul 8:02am

@Librarenee

banana muﬃns #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/qUIDaKQsx1
�

31 Jul 8:02am

�

�

31 Jul 8:03am

@AnneTFisher

�

Like · Comment

�

�

�
Mark F. Christopher

�

@Markfchris

Emily Dickinson’s Handwritten
Coconut Cake Recipe Hints at How
Baking #cookingforcopyright
openculture.com/2015/07/emily-…

�

�

�

31 Jul 7:50am

�

�

�

Bronwyn Bulmer
@BronBul

Love this quote! “@anita_kasumovic:
Librarians are a peaceful lot. We
protest by cooking!
#cookingforcopyright”
�

31 Jul 7:21am

�

�

@MorleyCam

@rurallibrarian1

@TahneePearse

#cookingforcopyright today - my
mother-in-law's Hedgehog Slice.
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
@usqedu
pic.twitter.com/yYCS8VM4vE

�

31 Jul 7:42am

�

�

31 Jul 7:03am

�

�

�

�
�
Linda Barron
@lindaxbarron

�

�
girl with fox tattoo
@kimtairi

�

�

�

31 Jul 7:44am

#cookingforcopyright ? Emily is on
board twitter.com/openculture/st…

It's #cookingforcopyright day, keep
sharing those unpublished recipes
@joinfair here's a family favourite
pic.twitter.com/NngtzH67Gw

Tahnee Pearse

#cookingforcopyright #kissbiscuits
great recipe #bakingbad @joinfair
pic.twitter.com/6G4FLBnhdc

Cameron Morley

Jenny Mustey

Libby Cass
@misslibbyc

�

Today is about #cookingforcopyright I
didn't so I'm going to
#eatthegoodsforcopyright . 1 4
�

31 Jul 7:37am

�

�

�

not #CookingforCopyright today but I
will be tomorrow - I can't wait to see
all the yummy delights - I ( 1 6 9
7 <-- food great campaign!

lanky010 • 4 days ago

�

�

31 Jul 6:44am

�

31 Jul 6:49am

�

�

�

�

�

�

neet19_81 • 4 days ago

Baking to demand change to copyright
Sue Hutley

law. The most librarian thing ever.

@suehutley

#cookingforcopyright #alia #baking

@DrRimmer @NeridaQuatermas
#cookingforcopyright at @qutlibrary
qut.edu.au/news/news?news…
@joinfair pic.twitter.com/I2qY3B7JGW
�

31 Jul 6:30am

�

mel
@melchivers

#bikkies #librarian #librarylife

Hijacking @NJMunn's baking for
colleague. #cookingforcopyright
Always allow derivatives - this one has
added coﬀee!
pic.twitter.com/L5k2d8Rt2F

#librariesofinstagram #nofilter
�

�
Librarians are a peaceful lot. We protest

�

�

�

�

#raspberryshortcake #recipe
#copyrightlaw

Nicholas Frota

�

@nonlinear

Australian Librarians Start
#CookingForCopyright Campaign To
Change Law For Unpublished Works
techdirt.com/articles/20150…
�

31 Jul 12:18am

�

31 Jul 5:55am

by cooking! #cookingforcopyright

�

�

Sonja Barfoed
@SonjaBarfoed

@C_OSulliv @cat_hay Cat dripping is
hard to come by these days...
#cookingforcopyright

Sonja Barfoed
@SonjaBarfoed

�

31 Jul 12:24am

�

�

30 Jul 11:54pm

Don't cry over spilt sugar: my version
of @mawarre's vintage ginger slice
bit.ly/gingerCC #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/c8lK16bqfs

�

�

�

�

�

�

Holger Aman
@leatherboundlib

@amyecroft @ALIANational that's
absolutely happening! I love a good
julep!#cookingforcopyright
#cocktailsforcopyright
�

30 Jul 10:33pm

Carmel O'Sullivan

�

�

@C_OSulliv

Nearly there #cookingforcopyright
@cat_hay
pic.twitter.com/UVZmPWNkPy
�

30 Jul 10:41pm

�

Carmel O'Sullivan
@C_OSulliv

�

#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/W7EmbBQcAG
�

30 Jul 10:50pm

�

�

�
Amy Croft
�

�

@amyecroft

There's a mint julep recipe on the
website! #cocktailsforcopyright
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/leatherboundli…
�

30 Jul 10:28pm

�

�

Kris Paterson
@krispaterson

�

Is it still #cookingforcopyright if I
baked from a box and stuck recipe
copyrighted cartoon characters on
top? pic.twitter.com/UgeeQaCcsb
�

30 Jul 10:39pm

�
Mel McKenna
@MelMcKenna

miss_teagsc • 4 days ago

Be free, apple chutney!
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/EiltTE3gCB

analise wright
@analisey

30 Jul 10:22pm

�

�

�

�

Pav's in the oven!
#cookingforcopyright

�

�

pic.twitter.com/0jm1BF1omP
�

30 Jul 10:26pm

pinknantucket • 4 days ago

�

�

�

pinknantucket • 4 days ago

CatherineHay
@cat_hay

The three layers of Muddle Cake mooshed
into a tin. Dubious about likely success.

Kym Andrews
@C_OSulliv
I used my Thermomix,
@kym_andrews
just like Granny used to. :
My
eﬀorts for #cookingforcopyright,
#cookingforcopyright
#bakingbad
Mum's boiled fruit cake. #tradition
#morningtea
#cookingattempts
30 Jul 9:57pm
�
� �
pic.twitter.com/OC9FnxmlDu
�
30 Jul 10:17pm
�
� �

#cookingforcopyright

So impressed with these babies. Cookies
and cream cupcakes. Was almost to slack
to make these and ALMOST bought a
packet mix #1 #cookingforcopyright
#cupcakes #oreo #cookiesandcream
#bakingwin
Carmel O'Sullivan
�
@C_OSulliv

�

�

And no, I'm not using dripping
@cat_hay #cookingforcopyright

The three layers of Muddle Cake (and
back-up brownies) #cookingforcopyright

�

30 Jul 9:54pm

�

�

�

�
Louise Denoon
@Louisedenoon

.@QuirkyWoodlands @joinfair can
smell and taste it from here! Fabulous
eﬀort. #cookingforcopyright
�

30 Jul 9:37pm

�

�

�

Carmel O'Sullivan
@C_OSulliv

#cookingforcopyright @cat_hay my
grandma's gingernut recipe. I accept
your challenge ;
pic.twitter.com/N2jnJwWj6p

Carmel O'Sullivan
@C_OSulliv

#cookingforcopyright recipe book
from 1911#thanksmum
pic.twitter.com/d5Uxrdl5ZM
�

30 Jul 9:45pm

�

�

30 Jul 9:48pm

�

�

�

Chan
@Channy_mc

�

#cookingforcopyright Raspberry slice
pic.twitter.com/zqBmgIC1EG

�
bec_heath_interacts • 5 days ago

�

30 Jul 9:34pm

�

�

�

Lauren Woodlands
@QuirkyWoodlands

.@Louisedenoon @joinfair It's very
unusual. Rich, wet, fruity. Test
cupcakes are buttery
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/LkIﬁArLUi
�

30 Jul 9:26pm

�

�

�
#cookingforcopyright @uonlibrary
@ALIANational Muddle FAIR Cake, it's
not perfect.. I'm guessing Fanny was a
natural cook, no measurements required!

Krista Meulengracht

�

@krista_hayden

My gløg recipe for
#cookingforcopyright, main
ingredients are Aquavit and wine. Who
wants to help? @ALIANational
pic.twitter.com/QKAyttZdJm
�

30 Jul 8:56pm

�

bev_laing • 5 days ago

Alice/Nanette
@pinknantucket

Ok I’m about to attempt baking
“Muddle Cake” for tomorrow’s
#cookingforcopyright. Step 1: buy red
food coloring.
�

30 Jul 8:40pm

�

�

�

Lauren Woodlands
@QuirkyWoodlands

In progress #cookingforcopyright of
1871 recipe for Muddle Cake, minus
the cochineal #bakingbad @joinfair
pic.twitter.com/tHmj0FbK2z
�

30 Jul 8:53pm

�

�

�

�

�
Clare McKenzie
@ccmcknz

Cassie Findlay
@CassPF

@rurallibrarian1 @CampaspeLibrary
@joinfair Oh yes! Of course I could do
my own #cookingforcopyright

#butIamlazy

Copyright for unpublished works in
Aus lasts forever. For more archives in
the public domain please support
@joinfair #cookingforcopyright
�

30 Jul 8:34pm

�

�

30 Jul 8:35pm

�

�

�

�

�

Jenny Mustey
@rurallibrarian1

@ccmcknz @CampaspeLibrary
@joinfair maybe I need to make
another road trip and bring some
#cookingforcopyright
�

30 Jul 8:33pm

So it's a little sweet protest tonight: these

�

�

�

are Canteen Biscuits and mighty fine.
#cookingforcopyright is about rustling up
vintage recipes to bring to light an out of
ironshush • 5 days ago
date copyright law that prevents libraries

Catherine Robinson

from sharing old marginal works. More:

@catharchivist

https://fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyrig
ht
�

@CassPF I'm #cookingforcopyright,
are you? pic.twitter.com/c96EbJpe7u
Clare McKenzie
@ccmcknz
30 Jul 8:37pm

�
� �
@rurallibrarian1 @CampaspeLibrary
�look great Jenny
@joinfair Yum! They
#postpacksomeuptomeplease
#cookingforcopyright

Donna
@randomknits

�

�

30 Jul 8:30pm

Again! #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/fuM4yHeskk
30 Jul 8:33pm

Megan Bowmer
@MeganBowmer

�

Food, history & libraries unite:
"Librarians cook up vintage recipes to
change copyright laws"
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…
#cookingforcopyright
�

30 Jul 8:31pm

�

�

�

�

�

�

tongmel • 5 days ago

�

�

Well, this cake can't come to work with
me - I stuffed up getting it out of the tin! I
can confirm it is yummy though/

Beverley Laing

#cookingforcopyright

@bev_laing

@joinfair @nlagovau Nice! I was all set
to get a muddle on but a dearth of
butter meant it's Canteen Biscuits
instead #cookingforcopyright
�

30 Jul 8:20pm

�

�

�

�

Haxelbot
@Hazelbot

Only grated part of my ﬁnger so far
#cookingforcopyright
�

30 Jul 8:15pm

�

�

Chocolate cupcakes ....yum

�

Haxelbot

#cookingforcopyright

@Hazelbot

�

Learning what the bumpy side of the
grater is actually for
#cookingforcopyright
�

30 Jul 8:13pm

�

Beverley Laing
@bev_laing

The Canteen Biscuits are a hit.
#cookingforcopyright @ALIANational
@joinfair pic.twitter.com/qKmyf2BK1e

�

�

�

30 Jul 8:23pm

�

�

Jeannine Baker

�

Haxelbot
@Hazelbot

Three quarts of golden syrup!! <
#cookingforcopyright

�

@nenieb

Librarians and archivists rock!
#copyright #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/Library_Vic/st…
�

30 Jul 8:10pm

�

ironshush • 5 days ago

�

�

ironshush • 5 days ago

�

30 Jul 8:12pm

CatherineHay
@cat_hay

My Jam Squares. Show me yours
@C_OSulliv #cookingforcopyright
#bakingbad
pic.twitter.com/g6R0W3PebL
�

30 Jul 8:13pm

�

�

�
Mum's cookbook is full of clippings here's one for a "dinner party of the
month" - the tarragon chicken in phylo

ironshush • 5 days ago

(presumably filo) looks rather nice.

Taish
@Taish787

�

�

#cookingforcopyright

Getting my Anzac biccies ready for
tomorrow #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/nBex5dJb9M

�

�

30 Jul 7:59pm

�

�

�

kath odonnell
@AliaK

Here's Mrs Hall's Balachaung recipe (fried
prawn relish) - when Mum cooked this,

@JohnLacey wow did you make
those! yumm. try some of the
#cookingforcopyright recipes?
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
Here it is - Mum's scrappy cookbook. She
emigrated to Australia

�

�

30 Jul 7:53pm

started it in 1983 - the year after we

the house stank #cookingforcopyright

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright
�
Libraries ACT
5 days ago
Ginny Barbour

Tomorrow’s Cooking for Copyright day!

@GinnyBarbour

Cook, photograph, tag & share to show

p2 of recipe and the ﬁnished
Lamingtons #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/VKqDMlra0C
Donna

�

30 Jul 7:55pm

�

your support for copyright reform
https://fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyrig
�

@randomknits

�

I did it! #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/WRcAZRitth
�

30 Jul 7:51pm

ht
#cookingforcopyright

�

�
Jenny Mustey

�

@rurallibrarian1

'catalogue card' recipe ginger nuts
ready for tomorrow's
#cookingforcopyright arvo tea
@CampaspeLibrary @joinfair
pic.twitter.com/ANCtggP56A
�

30 Jul 7:49pm

�

�

�

Like · Comment

�
Catherine Robinson
@catharchivist

Starting my #cookingforcopyright
#copyrightreform
pic.twitter.com/m5zOuUDxC5
�

30 Jul 7:30pm

�

Leanne Tinsey
@letinsey

Cooking for Copyright honouring
great cook and his recipe
#cookingforcopyright #sjrcport
#library #mauriespeppersoup
pic.twitter.com/7bH6xT5j2e

�

�
Leia Supe
@LeiaSupe

Cooking my aunt's Blueberry Muﬃns
#cookingforcopyright #familyrecipe
#copyrightreform @joinfair
pic.twitter.com/TUgvwN18XH
�

30 Jul 7:16pm

�

�

30 Jul 7:42pm

�

�

�
Kate Bagnall ��
@baibi

My Scottish New Zealander great
grandmother's Louise Cake recipe
made by my 3 girls.
#cookingforcopyright #yum
pic.twitter.com/xrFzLaMkki

�

�

�

30 Jul 7:15pm

�

�

�

Sonja Barfoed
@SonjaBarfoed

@smittenkitten I like the repurposed X
self-raising ﬂour container!
#cookingforcopyright

Donna
@randomknits

I'm #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/x3GzoRqIPd
�

30 Jul 6:56pm

�

�

Ginny Barbour
@GinnyBarbour

�

�

30 Jul 5:50pm

�

�

�

�

p1 of father-in-law's Lamington
recipe. Materials, methods avail on
request! p2 & photo to come
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/nq8zDVsM1m
�

30 Jul 6:48pm

�

�

�

Cherie Basile
Aust Lib & Info Assn
Sarah Treweek

#CookingforCopyright Day is
tomorrow! bit.ly/1JNvNx9 Get your
aprons on! @MWhitbourn
@ABCNews24 @joinfair
pic.twitter.com/JQPHaCo4Ga
�

�

@SarahTreweek

�

@TrishHepworth @DrRimmer if its a
#cookingforcopyright book after
we've achieved reform... please make
Rhondda
sure you
leave Orchard
out the oatcakes /
for @ANMMuseum
�
�
#cookingforcopyright morning tea
�
pic.twitter.com/LHhFN7gxmJ
�

30 Jul 6:16pm

Cherie Basile
@LibrarianOnSite

�

�

�

30 Jul 5:32pm

�

�

�

�

Cherie Basile
@LibrarianOnSite

�

More background on the
#cookingforcopyright campaign
twitter.com/louisedenoon/s…

�

�

�

30 Jul 5:26pm

More #cookingforcopyright yaaay!
twitter.com/cbrlibrarytrib…
30 Jul 5:24pm

�

�

�

Cherie Basile �

�

�

�

@LibrarianOnSite

cook-cook-#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/monashunilib/s…
30 Jul 5:25pm

�

30 Jul 5:27pm

Some of the #cookingforcopyright
activity happening in our libraries
pic.twitter.com/T9sR0LsFC4

@paddablue

Getting
ready
30
Jul 5:27pm

�

@LibrariesACT

Another shout-out for
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/rurallibrarian…

@ALIANational

30 Jul 5:30pm

Libraries ACT

@LibrarianOnSite

�

�

�
�

�

Cherie Basile
@LibrarianOnSite

And continuing the
#cookingforcopyright theme ...
qut.edu.au/about/news/new…

Kitty-Jasmine
@kittyjasmine23

= > Gearing up for donning my
apron: #CookingforCopyright is
tomorrow!? 1

�

30 Jul 5:21pm

�

�

�

James McGoran
@JamesMcGoran

�

30 Jul 5:02pm

�

�

�

Kate Bagnall ��

Maker Faire Sydney

@baibi

@MakerFaireSYD

They're #cookingforcopyright!
pic.twitter.com/nMHIp7VoY1
�

30 Jul 5:17pm

Brimbank Libraries

�

�

5 days ago
One of our staff members has made these

�

traditional Italian biscuits for
#cookingforcopyright day.This delicious

@joinfair are campaigning for
copyright reform with cupcakes. Join
them Friday as they are
#cookingforcopyright.
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
�

30 Jul 5:00pm

�

Don't have great baking skills, so
here's some man food for tonight
#cookingforcopyright #libchat
#manbrarian
pic.twitter.com/fbKoWwtMcj

�

�

�

�

�

treat is called Pizelle and is made from an

�

30 Jul 5:26pm

Matthew Rimmer

old family recipe. Stay tuned for more pics

5 days ago

tomorrow!

#CookingforCopyright @DrRimmer
@QUTLaw @NeridaQuatermas
@QUTlibrary @QUTMedia
@SarahTreweek
https://www.qut.edu.au/about/news/n
ews?news-id=93355
0 +1s

0 replies

0 shares

�

FAIR

Tracey McDonald

Like · Comment

@joinfair

�

�

Rebecca Dale
@BexLibrarian

�

�

Libby Cass
@misslibbyc

@_ClaireConnelly why not write about
#cookingforcopyright

�

30 Jul 4:03pm

I really want to say something
productive today but all I can think
about is baked goods. I blame
#cookingforcopyright
�

30 Jul 4:01pm

�

Nerida Quatermass
@NeridaQuatermas

#cookingforcopyright This is the link
to Toﬀee recipe I used.
fair.alia.org.au/cinnamon-sandw…
pic.twitter.com/CIQepuKdyz

�

#CookingforCopyright Day is
tomorrow! bit.ly/1JNvNx9 Get your
aprons on! @MWhitbourn
@ABCNews24 @ALIANational
pic.twitter.com/qIaLY15cmW
30 Jul 4:05pm

@McDonaldTracey

�

�

�

�

@D3vils_Helper @DrRimmer @qutlaw
@qutlibrary @QUTmedia
@SarahTreweek LOL But low blow in
context of feel good
#cookingforcopyright :-)
�

30 Jul 4:02pm

�

�
�

Gareth Dixon
@wightbear

@ewing @TrishHepworth Can you
explain the concept of "too much
chocolate"? Doesn't compute
#cookingforcopyright

Libraries ACT
@LibrariesACT

#cookingforcopyright in #CBR
twitter.com/Taphophile_au/…

�

fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
@joinfair
�

30 Jul 3:38pm

�

Matthew Rimmer

�

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn

"Our cultural treasures and national
histories should not be locked up
because of unbalanced copyright
laws." @DrRimmer
#CookingforCopyright

Unlocking the way we were: Cooking
for Copyright bit.ly/1It8MO1 via @QUT
#cookingforcopyright #australia
�

30 Jul 3:34pm

�

30 Jul 3:37pm

@ALIANational

�

�

�

�

30 Jul 3:43pm

@DrRimmer

�

�

�

�

30 Jul 3:38pm

�

�

�

�

FAIR
@joinfair

�

Unlocking the way we were: Cooking
for Copyright bit.ly/1It8MO1 via @QUT
#cookingforcopyright #australia

�

�

30 Jul 3:34pm

Brimbank Libraries
5 days ago

�

�

�

We're #cookingforcopyright with Rosie's
freshly baked Raspberry Shortcake! Learn
more about how librarians are using

Matthew Rimmer

vintage baking to make unpublished

@DrRimmer

materials more accessible here:

@MWhitbourn Our press release on
#CookingforCopyright - @DrRimmer
@qutlibrary
qut.edu.au/about/news/new… Please
investigate the baked goods!
�

30 Jul 3:25pm

�

http://tinyurl.com/p6xjc3w

QUT Media
@QUTmedia

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

�

#CookingforCopyright - Only 1 Day to
Go! Mmmm, Baked Goods.
qut.edu.au/about/news/new…
pic.twitter.com/NVN9kPEllm
Like · Comment

�

30 Jul 3:35pm

�

�

�

MT @DrRimmer:
#CookingforCopyright @qutlaw
@NeridaQuatermas @qutlibrary
@SarahTreweek
qut.edu.au/about/news/new…
pic.twitter.com/5Xfzhj1eHA
�

30 Jul 3:27pm

�

�

�

�

GenealogySA
@GenealogySA

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright @DrRimmer
@qutlaw @NeridaQuatermas
@qutlibrary @QUTmedia
@SarahTreweek
qut.edu.au/about/news/new…
pic.twitter.com/x7DbIMeCOK
�

30 Jul 3:23pm

�

Friends SA Archives

Do you have any treasured old recipe
books? Dig them out and get cooking
for #cookingforcopyright
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
#familyhistory
�

30 Jul 3:05pm

�

�

Sarah Treweek

@FSAArchives

@SarahTreweek

@joinfair #CookingForCopyright Day
in support of FAIR copyright laws for
#archives #records #manuscripts
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
�

30 Jul 2:57pm

�

�

�

�

�
sortius
@sortius

@slqld

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

Follow @SarahTreweek - LibrarianBaker. She is cooking up a copyright
storm for #cookingforcopyright.
twitter.com/SarahTreweek/s…

�

�

�

State Library of Qld

�

�

30 Jul 2:54pm

�

�

30 Jul 2:40pm

@sortius @DrRimmer there's still time!
Tomorrow's the oﬃcial
#cookingforcopyright day

@SarahTreweek @DrRimmer if only I'd
known I'd have cooked up a storm!
#cookingforcopyright

It's ON @qutlibrary @DrRimmer
#cookingforcopyright #bakingbad
@alia @joinfair Unlock unpublished
collections!
twitter.com/DrRimmer/statu…
�

30 Jul 2:42pm

�

�

30 Jul 2:49pm

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Judi Jones
@jodiediefenbach

jodiediefenbach : #BreakingBad DrRimmer and qutlibrary are
#CookingforCopyright 31 July …
bit.ly/BrakingBadNew
pic.twitter.com/NBjYJ20LMD
�

30 Jul 2:41pm

�

�

Charis Cain
@charisedanopir

�

jodiediefenbach : #BreakingBad DrRimmer and qutlibrary are
#CookingforCopyright 31 July …
bit.ly/BreakingBAdNew
pic.twitter.com/1iBYpPfNyv
�

30 Jul 2:33pm

Matthew Rimmer

�

@DrRimmer

Judi Jones
@jodiediefenbach

#BreakingBad - DrRimmer and
qutlibrary are #CookingforCopyright
31 July 2015 … bit.ly/BrakingBadNew
pic.twitter.com/x61TlocW1O
�

The Battle of Bris Vegas @slqld vs
@qutlibrary #CookingforCopyright
#MasterChef #BakedGoods @alia
@joinfair pic.twitter.com/naZHy9p6wA
�

30 Jul 2:26pm

�

�

�

�

�

30 Jul 2:23pm

�

�

�

�

�

Krista Meulengracht

Matthew Rimmer

@krista_hayden

@DrRimmer

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: This Raspberry
Shortcake belongs in the public
domain @brimbanklibrary ow.ly/Qg2oK
pic.twitter.com/x02azSmytt

#CookingforCopyright - #FairUse for
this Orange Cake. @Louisedenoon
pic.twitter.com/UV0pCvB4Rg
�

30 Jul 2:15pm

�

�

Recipes so good they are LITERALLY
illegal. I'm #cookingforcopyright
tomorrow, are you? @ALIANational
pic.twitter.com/2CbtLqe0hh

�
�

30 Jul 2:11pm

�

�

30 Jul 2:16pm

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

#BreakingBad - @DrRimmer and
@qutlibrary are #CookingforCopyright
31 July 2015
qut.edu.au/about/events/e…
pic.twitter.com/H6FgYPu4xn

�
Matthew Rimmer �

30 Jul 2:16pm

�

�

�

@DrRimmer

�
#CookingforCopyright - the Kitchen
Revolution against Bad #Copyright
Law #copdis abc.net.au/news/201507-2…

�
Katrina Mac
@KatrinaMacADL

FAIR
@joinfair

@MWhitbourn We're cooking for
copyright reform that is much needed!
#cookingforcopyright Join us!
ab.co/1h3TANf
�

30 Jul 2:02pm

�

If you enjoy food, YOU can help
change a silly law while enjoying a
delicious treat! #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/alianational/s…
�

�

�

�

�

�

#CookingforCopyright - Don't Let
these Cupcakes be Orphaned Works!
@AMoodiLibrarian @SLSA @joinfair
@ALIANational
pic.twitter.com/EzFLD3fOS8

Michaela Whitbourn
@MWhitbourn

�

30 Jul 2:09pm

Ooh. Illegal recipes.
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/drrimmer/statu…
�

30 Jul 2:00pm

�

�

�

�

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

@MWhitbourn We're cooking for
copyright reform that is much needed!
#cookingforcopyright Join us!
ab.co/1h3TANf
�

30 Jul 2:02pm

�

�

�

@DrRimmer
30 Jul 2:04pm

�

30 Jul 2:07pm

Matthew Rimmer

�

�

�

SIMON BENSLEY
@fatuussapiens

�

#CookingforCopyright reminds me of
an IP exam about copyright in
unpublished recipes & whether a
chef's meal could be an artistic work.
�

30 Jul 1:58pm

�

�

�
Matthew Rimmer
@DrRimmer

TAMS

#CookingforCopyright: @DrRimmer
@qutlibrary 31 July 2015
qut.edu.au/about/events/e… Come
and enjoy our free baked goods.
pic.twitter.com/H6FgYPu4xn
�

30 Jul 2:00pm

�

�

@tamsmediaroom

Tomorrow is #cookingforcopyright day
- Plan your baking party now!
ow.ly/QgbkA
pic.twitter.com/zIDQ3SVgbZ
�

Matthew Rimmer

�

�

�

Doc
Marion Rae
@Mazzaphrenia

�

30 Jul 1:54pm

Michaela Whitbourn
This #cookingforcopyright caper looks
delicious.

@DrRimmer

#CookingforCopyright: @DrRimmer
@qutlaw is serving law reform at
@qutlibrary 31 July 2015

�

30 Jul 1:47pm

�

�

@MWhitbourn go the librarians!!
#cookingforcopyright
�

30 Jul 1:48pm

�

�

�

�

�

@MWhitbourn

Matthew Rimmer

�

@Doclach

Yum #cookingforcopyright #auspol
#auslaw pic.twitter.com/1nXQUI8qH8

�

�

�

#CookingforCopyright: @DrRimmer &
@qutlibrary have an appetite for
#copyright law reform
qut.edu.au/about/events/e…
pic.twitter.com/FnGuzL7Ass
30 Jul 1:55pm

�

30 Jul 1:55pm

@DrRimmer

�

�

Flinders Uni Library
@FlindersLib

Tomorrow we're
#CookingForCopyright so get out
those old recipe books! #Librarians for
FAIR #copyright law
fair.alia.org.au/copyright-law-…
@joinfair
�

qut.edu.au/about/events/e…
pic.twitter.com/FnGuzL7Ass

30 Jul 1:43pm

�

�

�

�
�

30 Jul 1:51pm

�

�

�
Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

#cookingforcopyright lunch. Recipes
here fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
modiﬁcations as follows: (1/3)
CanberraLibraryTribe
pic.twitter.com/deD4lFANdM

Librarians Cooking for Copyright
bit.ly/1eBAJXQ via @CityJournalRMIT
#cookingforcopyright #australia
�

30 Jul 1:30pm

�

�

�

@CBRLibraryTribe

See
people at the "heart"
30 Jul the
1:42pm
�
� [cake]
� of
our beloved local #Canberra libraries!
� #CBR #GLAMR
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/Taphophile_au/…
Libby Cass
collected 3 fresh eggs this morning
#cookingforcopyright tonight
#kissbiscuits fair.alia.org.au/kissbiscuits pic.twitter.com/Jh9eQfpBlp
�

30 Jul 1:40pm

�

�

30 Jul 1:03pm

�

�

30 Jul 11:34am

�

�

�

FAIR
Librarians Cooking for Copyright
bit.ly/1eBAJXQ via @CityJournalRMIT
#cookingforcopyright #australia
�

�

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn

�

30 Jul 11:24am

�

@AlanKirkland Green with envy on
how wonderful your morning tea is
looking! #cookingforcopyright
@choiceaustralia
�

�

30 Jul 11:11am

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn

�

30 Jul 11:30am

�

Margaret Warren

�

�

@slqld

Libraries want a balanced approach to
copyright law. That's why we're
#cookingforcopyright and #bakingbad
@joinfair pic.twitter.com/93jsdJw2Rd
�

30 Jul 11:55am

�

�

�

�

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn
�

�

@ALIANational

@Louisedenoon Love the way you
have used the #cookingforcopyright
logo! The Madeira cake looks delish!
�

30 Jul 11:09am

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

�

�

�

@Louisedenoon Wow, its too beautiful
to eat! What cake is it?
#cookingforcopyright @SarahJMorley

Catherine Stead
@readliftrun

�

30 Jul 11:07am

Cannot take part in
#cookingforcopyright b/c our kitchen
is out of commission due to
#renovations! Sad face.
�

30 Jul 10:53am

�

State Library of Qld

�

30 Jul 11:14am

�

�

�

Looking for a vintage recipe for
#cookingforcopyright. Try this
Crunchy ginger slice - #bakingbad
wp.me/p2MvBN-oj

@ALIANational

We're #cookingforcopyright with
Rosie's freshly baked Raspberry
Shortcake! Learn more here:
ow.ly/Qg2oK
pic.twitter.com/uUiYy8WbSf

�

@mawarre

�

Brimbank Libraries

�

30 Jul 12:01pm

@ALIANational

@joinfair

@brimbanklibrary

@SonjaBarfoed

Cooking for Copyright Reform
bit.ly/1H47fsn via @InterLibNet
#cookingforcopyright #australia

30 Jul 11:30am

�

@Taphophile_au @toni_buchanan
@LibrariesACT So organised! I am
hoping to make something tonight (DF
mod-ed too) #cookingforcopyright

�

�

�

�

@annabelcrabb Heard about our
#cookingforcopyright campaign?
ab.co/1h3TANf We're cooking vintage
recipes in bid to change laws.
�

�

Sonja Barfoed

Aust Lib & Info Assn

Chia Amaretti #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/rBcHWlLDwM

�

fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy… Hey
@ma_petite6 looks like I was wrong
about #cookingforcopyright
30 Jul 12:03pm

@ALIANational

Timothy Ferguson

�

�

�

@TimothyFerg1

�

30 Jul 12:21pm

@misslibbyc

Rebecca S. Randall
@rebeccasrandall

�

�

�

�

�

�
Louise Denoon

Erin Turner

@Louisedenoon

@ErinLTurner

Trish Hepworth
@TrishHepworth

People pls help! "@ewing: OK, I need
a good #cookingforcopyright recipe
for tomorrow" @ALIANational
@nlagovau @slqld @Taphophile_au

@TrishHepworth @ewing just made a
three minute cake for our
#cookingforcopyright event. Very
easy! pic.twitter.com/5xOD2KH6s2
�

30 Jul 10:55am

�

This is Madeira cake, used 8 eggs connecting to the past through food..
A taste sensation for
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/Y2irfm0k4z

�
�

30 Jul 10:56am
30 Jul 10:50am

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Erin Turner
@ErinLTurner

Louise Denoon

We had a delicious morning
#cookingforcopyright
@choiceaustralia
pic.twitter.com/49um0xLI3P

@Louisedenoon

Thankyou @SarahJMorley & grandma
- cake delicious! A good reason to
free unpublished collections
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/wVefyDGGDG
�

30 Jul 10:48am

�

�

30 Jul 10:47am

�

�

�

�

�

Sarah Agar
@SarahLouiseAgar

We're #cookingforcopyright at the
@choiceaustralia oﬃces today! Law
reform is delicious.
pic.twitter.com/90LTODhtjd
�

30 Jul 10:46am

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn

FAIR

@ALIANational

@joinfair

Rachel Franks
@cfwriter

�

�

@TrishHepworth @Louisedenoon Tim
Tams vs Temptins was the big
#copyright issue of 2003
#cookingforcopyright
�

30 Jul 10:32am

�

@SaywhatNathan
OCLC ANZ Eating for
#cookingforcopyright
is great too!
@OCLC_ANZ
@statelibrarynsw
Thank you @Jacloney for these
yummy treats. The @OCLC_ANZ team
30 Jul 10:35am
�
� �
are enjoying them immensely
#cookingforcopyright
�
pic.twitter.com/Fm77n9BMv4

�

�

Katya Henry
@KatyaHenry

@joinfair

Cooking for Copyright Reform
bit.ly/1H47fsn via @InterLibNet
#cookingforcopyright #australia
�

�

�

�

�

30 Jul 10:38am

�

�

�

Robert Ewing
@ewing

�

30 Jul 10:32am

�

30 Jul 10:26am

�

OK, I need a good
#cookingforcopyright recipe for
tomorrow - any suggestions
@TrishHepworth ? Possibly something
with too much chocolate?

�

Baking bad and Copping for
Cookieright
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
#cookingforcopyright

FAIR

30 Jul 10:22am

�

30 Jul 10:51am

@AlanKirkland Oh wow! Those cakes
look delicious! #cookingforcopyright

�

�

�
�

�

�

�

Rachel Franks
@cfwriter

Of course I've forgiven
@Louisedenoon because she brought
#LowGI muesli slice treats for
#cookingforcopyright #yum
pic.twitter.com/UBbl9KICct
�

30 Jul 10:31am

�

�

Monica Mor

Matthew Burgess

@MonicaMLib

@matthewpburgess

FAIR: Cooking for Copyright Reform
wp.me/p31Tqf-15M via @InterLibNet
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/SZeACEAEN4

I can't bake so I'm eating for
copyright! #CookingforCopyright at
#SLNSW
pic.twitter.com/tKWPUoXyU9

�
�

30 Jul 10:19am

�

�

�

�

30 Jul 10:22am

�

�

�

Rachel Franks
@cfwriter

@Louisedenoon has sent me and my
Tim Tams to the naughty table
#cookingforcopyright
#shouldhavegonetoDJsFoodhall
pic.twitter.com/IvRIRpYttH
�

30 Jul 10:20am

�

�

�

Nathan Sentance
@SaywhatNathan

Taphophile
@Taphophile_au

Rachel Franks
@cfwriter

Staﬀ of Woden Public Library,
Archives ACT & the ACT Heritage

@joinfair @statelibrarynsw Tried to
cook for copyright, but failed and ate
it all. #SLNSW #cookingforcopyright
#ALIA #FAIR
�

30 Jul 9:59am

�

�

�

Geelong Libraries
@geelonglibrary

Librarians and @joinfair are protesting
against ancient copyright laws by

�

30 Jul 10:16am

�

�

Library #cookingforcopyright
@LibrariesACT @joinfair
pic.twitter.com/352OSQ41xY

My eﬀort could be today's biggest
#cookingforcopyright fail.
#copyrightrelated #timepoor
pic.twitter.com/rkFYYwAagP

�

30 Jul 10:12am

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright owl.li/QfUgr
pic.twitter.com/sLArrMp4Aa

@tegalex

�

�

�

�

Made stewed apples last night for
#applecake #cookingforcopyright
tomorrow

�

�

30 Jul 10:00am

Tegan Darnell

FAIR
@joinfair

�

30 Jul 9:41am

ALIA NGAC
@aliangac

�

�

�

�

Countdown to #cookingforcopyright
and it looks like Happy Birthday is in
the public domain! ow.ly/QfU3u
30 Jul 9:37am

�

@SarahTreweek That looks so good!
You're a star Sarah!
#cookingforcopyright
�

30 Jul 9:40am

Jenny Mustey

�

�

�

@rurallibrarian1

Too funny, loving what we are ﬁnding
to help drive copyright change
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/CampaspeLibrar…

�
Tracey McDonald
@McDonaldTracey

#Cookingforcopyright Just made
Toﬀee waiting for it to set
pic.twitter.com/JectS0Bpkl
�

30 Jul 9:39am

�

�

�

30 Jul 9:05am

�

�

�
�

�

Culture Works
@MuseumsAtMQ

InterLibNet

#cookingforcopyright this Friday!
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…

@InterLibNet

FAIR: Cooking for Copyright Reform
wp.me/p31Tqf-15M
#cookingforcopyright #interlibnet
interlibnet.org/2015/07/30/fai…
pic.twitter.com/dBuyMp6pzA
�

30 Jul 4:11am

�

�

@MahaliaDobson

@libstanmore

girl with fox tattoo
@kimtairi

librarians intent on liberating
Australia's historical treasures
#cookingforcopyright
libcopyright.org.au/news/cooking-c…

�

�

Another 'librarianish' unpublished
recipe, written on the back of date
due slip 1970s #cookingforcopyright
@joinfair
pic.twitter.com/VBu3aHoGND

Mahalia Dobson

Glenn Wells

�

�

�

�

29 Jul 8:56pm

�

29 Jul 10:43pm

Campaspe Library
@CampaspeLibrary

#CookingforCopyright: Australian
librarians are campaigning for
changes to Aus' copyright laws
bit.ly/1fGCbcy #RMITJournos2015

Getting a little 'help' for my apple
cake from the papers of Bessie
Sherrie, 1891-1935
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/TDHi0dOVMr
�

29 Jul 10:03pm

�

�

29 Jul 9:20pm

�

30 Jul 9:03am

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

#cookingforcopyright challenge recipe
#30 Raspberry Shortcake w
homemade rasp/plum/lime jam
fair.alia.org.au/raspberry-shor…
pic.twitter.com/FaTbpIjUpW

@SarahJMorley

�

29 Jul 8:16pm

Sarah Treweek

�
�

�

@ALIANational

�

Margaret Warren

�

�

�

29 Jul 8:00pm

#Librarians are baking "copyright
infringing" foods to try & change an
archaic law. #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/ALIANational/s…
�

�

�

�

�

�

�

All the recipes on my food blog are
licensed using Creative Commons so
anyone can use them for
#cookingforcopyright
simplefood4you.wordpress.com

Maxine Mullock

�

An old family recipe for caramel slice,
delicious every time, my colleagues
will be pleased! #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/PF5gjI1R8X

@mawarre

@TwoDinosauria

29 Jul 6:05pm

Aust Lib & Info Assn

�

29 Jul 8:31pm

�

#cookingforcopyright challenge day
19. May's Victoria Sandwich
fair.alia.org.au/state-library-…
pic.twitter.com/6ctgOrJJ6p
29 Jul 8:14pm

�

�

�

Grandma's recipe Grandma's tools
#cookingforcopyright a'la Orange
Cake pic.twitter.com/aCZ6ZAWSFr

@SarahTreweek

�

29 Jul 8:17pm

Sarah Morley

Abby
@shabbyd

�

�

Twaklin Adelaidezone
6 days ago

Have you been #cookingforcopyright ?
0 +1s

0 replies

0 shares

�

Adelaide Adagia News
@AdelaideAdagia

Secret serendipity sandwiches and

gnosis gâteau - baking and
#cookingforcopyright Historical
record:
twaklin.blogspot.com.au/2010/11/gno
sis…

Cooking for Copyright - librarians
intent on liberating Australia's
historical treasures bit.ly/1IpPrsP
#cookingforcopyright
�

29 Jul 5:40pm

�

�

�

29 Jul 5:44pm

�

�

�

�

Geelong Regional Libraries
6 days ago

Diane Samson

Margaret Warren

Did you know copyright on unpublished
works (like old diaries, letters - even
recipes) lasts forever? FAIR (Freedom of
Access to Information and Resources) and
librarians are calling for a shake-up of the
system by COOKING FOR COPYRIGHT on
Friday 31st …

@IWriteTechStuff

@mawarre

�

29 Jul 5:25pm

�

Sandra McCormack Lis
Improvising on my Nan's banana
cupcake recipe by adding almost
gone blueberries @ALIANational
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/rXdwywLzlM

@joinfair

Librarians are cooking to protest
against ancient copyright laws via
@idigitaltimes #australia
#cookingforcopyright
�

29 Jul 3:28pm

�

Did you know copyright on unpublished
�

�

@joinfair

works lasts forever? This means old
diaries, letters - even recipes - remain
inaccessible to the public. Fair (Freedom

Librarians are cooking to protest
against ancient copyright laws via
@idigitaltimes #australia
#cookingforcopyright
29 Jul 3:28pm

FAIR

�

of Access to Information and Resources)
and librarians are calling for a shake-up of
the system by …
�

�

@leatherboundlib Yes it does count.
#cookingforcopyright is not just about
baking. Looking forward to your pics.
bit.ly/1JNvNx9

Holger Aman
@leatherboundlib

@ALIANational do cocktail recipes
count in #cookingforcopyright?
#cocktailsforcopyright perhaps? Can't
bake, can shake.
�

29 Jul 2:58pm

�

6 days ago

Aust Lib & Info Assn
�

�

�

Geelong Regional Libraries

@ALIANational

�

�

�

29 Jul 5:58pm

�

�

@sandramc_lis

FAIR

�

29 Jul 4:33pm

�

�

Like · Comment

#CookingforCopyright: Aussie
Librarians Are Cooking to Protest
Against Ancient Copyright Laws
au.idigitaltimes.com/librarians-are…

Ag's coconut biscuits in the oven. I'm
#cookingforcopyright @slqld
@Library_Vic Setting content free!
pic.twitter.com/3O2WrqdKPI

�

�

29 Jul 3:06pm

�

�

�

�
Cooking for Copyright

�

Like · Comment

6 days ago

�
Skye Baines made oatcakes and they look

FAIR

fantastic! Recipe:

@joinfair

Skye Baines made oatcakes and they
look fantastic! Recipe:
fair.alia.org.au/state-library-…
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/5IETR2zVqF

https://fair.alia.org.au/state-libraryvictoria-recipes #cookingforcopyright

�

29 Jul 2:54pm

�

�

�

Edgar Crook
@eacrook

Need a recipe for "Indian meal' as
eaten by Australia's ﬁrst known
vegetarian John Grant c1805 - papers
at NLA MS737 #cookingforcopyright
�

29 Jul 2:43pm

�

�

�
Edgar Crook

Catherine Moore

@eacrook

@catschinwag

or ﬁnd some Nuttolene as used in this
recipe book from 1905 by Alice
Jevons #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/BTeQUzKiY5
�

29 Jul 2:48pm

�

�

Other than the FAIR website, are there
any other unpublished recipes listed
that people can cook?
#cookingforcopyright

Like · Comment

�

�

�

29 Jul 2:16pm

FAIR

�

29 Jul 1:47pm

�

�

Thanks @ALeighMP for sharing
#cookingforcopyright
m.facebook.com/AndrewLeighMP
Librarians (& this lawyer) in your
electorate appreciate support!
�

29 Jul 2:08pm

�
Theresa
@RenegadeStormie

�

Hey #cookingforcopyright people, can
you please help me out; do those
primary school made recipe books
count as published recipes?
�

29 Jul 1:03pm

@CampaspeLibrary

�

�

@joinfair

Cooking for Copyright - librarians
intent on liberating Australia's
historical treasures bit.ly/1IpPrsP
#cookingforcopyright

Campaspe Library

�

Trish Hepworth
@TrishHepworth

�

�

�

�

�

Where else would librarians ﬁnd an
unpublished recipe - on an old
catalogue card!#cookingforcopyright
@joinfair pic.twitter.com/MSSAJnXLdL
�

29 Jul 1:40pm

�

�

�

FAIR
@joinfair

{{In the News}} Margaret Warren CoOrdinator of Discovery Services
@slqld speaks to @612brisbane
ab.co/1h45FlB #cookingforcopyright
�

29 Jul 12:16pm

�

�

�

Au Digital Alliance

Trish Hepworth

@Aus_Digital

What's the connection between carrot
marmalade, copyright and scurvey?
#cookingforcopyright
libcopyright.org.au/news/cooking-c…
pic.twitter.com/K0AEn8nOHf
�

29 Jul 12:36pm

�

�

@thehistoriann

For unpublished works, copyright
lasts forever in Australia!
#cookingforcopyright
#digitalhumanities #twitterstorians
pic.twitter.com/aLephK7LAs

@thehistoriann

�

29 Jul 12:10pm

�

�

�

@wlis

We've been #cookingforcopyright
reform and to provide morning tea for
our Carers' Workshop
#nswpubliclibraries
pic.twitter.com/KGNmYG33o3
�

�

�

�

@SarahTreweek -I'll ﬁx this attribute in
a bit if ok with you?
#cookingforcopyright
Aust Lib & Info Assn
libcopyright.org.au/news/cooking-c…
@ALIANational
pic.twitter.com/waPoaDIH7L"
{{In the News}} Margaret Warren CoOrdinator
29 Jul 12:44pmof Discovery Services
�
� �
@slqld speaks to @612brisbane
ab.co/1h45FlB #cookingforcopyright
�

�

Aussie librarians cook vintage recipes
in protest of messy copyright laws
#cookingforcopyright #twitterstorians
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…

29 Jul 12:10pm

�

29 Jul 12:22pm

Kristie Flannery
�

Wollondilly Library

@TrishHepworth

Kristie Flannery

�

29 Jul 12:16pm

�

�

�
State Library of Qld
@slqld

SLQ's @mawarre talking
#cookingforcopyright and copyright
reform with @SpencerHowson on
@612brisbane this morning.
buzz.mw/b679s_f
�

29 Jul 12:02pm

�

�

�

�

�

@slqld

@Schooldaysmag

@TheOneUmbrella

Are you #cookingforcopyright? Cook
up and tag your favourite recipe with
@joinfair on 31 July! ow.ly/PziYQ
�

29 Jul 11:01am

State Library of Qld

Elizabeth

The One Umbrella

�

�

#cookingforcopyright and scurvy
prevention in the one recipe. Captain
Cook's carrot marmalade. @alia
@joinfair pic.twitter.com/CIgk8Rwb9n

or what about some super chocolate
mousse for #cookingforcopyright
bit.ly/1GXOkGf
pic.twitter.com/GET0xHp8Ky
�

29 Jul 11:32am

�

�

�

29 Jul 11:42am

�

�

�

�

�
Elizabeth
@Schooldaysmag

I will be making these little delicious
pikelets / pancakes for
#cookingforcopyright bit.ly/1T8pk2f
pic.twitter.com/kkYrDVEaYe

Catherine Robinson
@catharchivist

I'm cooking my mother's caramel
sauce for morning tea Friday.
Archivists also care about
#cookingforcopyright
#copyrightreform
�

29 Jul 10:49am

�

�

29 Jul 11:22am

�

Linda
@LSB1701

�

�

Kitchen renovations means I can't do
any #cookingforcopyright but get
involved to help in a creative way to
change copyright rules!

�

�

�

29 Jul 10:55am

�

�

�
FAIR
@joinfair

Here's our #Storify story "Cooking for
Copyright" sfy.co/b0cLX
#cookingforcopyright #australia

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

@amywalduck @CampaspeLibrary
You've been quoted in our #Storify
story "Cooking for Copyright"
sfy.co/b0cLX #cookingforcopyright

UOW Library
@UOW_Library

#cookingforcopyright campaign sees
librarians make vintage recipes in bid
to change laws
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…
pic.twitter.com/4gCb3NC6rZ
�

29 Jul 10:54am

�

�

�

�

29 Jul 10:34am

�

�

29 Jul 10:37am

�

�

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

Here's our #Storify story "Cooking for
Copyright" sfy.co/b0cLX
#cookingforcopyright #australia

Sonja Barfoed
@SonjaBarfoed

"Librarians stirring the pot..." (I'm glad
you cooked up this headline, it's not

�

�

�

�

�

29 Jul 10:37am

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

@rurallibrarian1 @774melbourne
You've been quoted in our #Storify
story "Cooking for Copyright"
sfy.co/b0cLX #cookingforcopyright

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

@abcnews @slqld @ccAustralia
You've been quoted in our #Storify
story "Cooking for Copyright"
sfy.co/b0cLX #cookingforcopyright

29 Jul 10:34am

�

�

half-baked) #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/BMCLibrary/sta…

�

�

�

�

LibrariAnne

�

29 Jul 10:06am

@ohthatisbadnews

@amywalduck @ALIANational
@terrimbutler Amy this is a great idea!
Do any of our #cookingforcopyright
bakers live in the A-G's electorate?
�

29 Jul 9:58am

�

�

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn

@C_OSulliv

I'm making my grandmother's gingernuts on Friday for
#cookingforcopyright
#copyrightreform

BlueMountainsLibrary
@BMCLibrary

@amywalduck Fantastic!
#cookingforcopyright ab.co/1h3TANf
via @abcnews @terrimbutler
�

29 Jul 9:21am

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Margaret Warren
@mawarre

Thanks @SpencerHowson for a fun
chat about #cookingforcopyright. I'll
drop some gingernuts in to the station
on Friday.
�

29 Jul 9:49am

�

�

�

�
Mara Gold
@MaraJRGold

Librarians using vintage baking to
make unpublished materials more
accessible! Love it!
#cookingforcopyright
mobile.abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…

Kate Harbison
@Librekate

#cookingforcopyright

Nick Pavlovski

�

29 Jul 9:56am

�

�

29 Jul 8:15am

�

Carmel O'Sullivan

�

29 Jul 9:34am

@ALIANational

�

�

�

Librarians stirring the pot with
#cookingforcopyright campaign in a
drive to overhaul copyright laws.
storify.com/abcnews/cookin…

�

�

29 Jul 10:34am

�

�

�

29 Jul 9:16am

�

�

�

�

6 days ago

"Join #cookingforcopyright
FAIR is campaigning for copyright law

Noel Benison R

reform – it’s long overdue – and right

@NoelBenison

now we’re focused on one thing in
particular, the fact that in Australia,
while copyright is limited to 70 years
after the death of the creator for
published works, for unpublished works
copyright lasts forever. Unpublished

ABC Radio Brisbane
@612brisbane

Librarians cook up vintage recipes in
bid to change #copyright laws
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2… via
@abcnews #CookingForCopyright #IP
#Australia
�

28 Jul 11:36pm

works include old diaries, letters,

�

@DrRimmer Hi Dr Rimmer, we're keen
to chat to you this morning about
#cookingforcopyright - are you
available at 7:35am? Thanks.
�

29 Jul 6:17am

�

�

�

�

�

company records, theses – even recipes.

Amy Walduck
@amywalduck

Hi @terrimbutler! Just dropped this oﬀ
at your #Brisbane oﬃce.
#cookingforcopyright
#copyrightreform
pic.twitter.com/sghKKFS2IJ
�

29 Jul 9:06am

The copyright rules as they currently

Cherie Basile

stand mean that these manuscripts,

�

�

@LibrarianOnSite

valuable pieces of social history, are

�

#cookingforcopyright -- ah, now I get
it!! Worth a thorough read. Check it
out here:
mobile.abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…

locked away – to no one’s benefit. We’d
(ALIA) like the same copyright terms for
unpublished works as for published
works.

�

28 Jul 10:45pm

More information here:
https://fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyri

�

�

�

ght"

0 +1s

0 replies

0 shares

ODC UB
@ODC_UB

Bibliotecaris d'Australia lluiten per
canviar la llei de copyright amb
receptes antigues bit.ly/1Lgs5ee
#cookingforcopyright
�

�

�

�

�

�

I'm #cookingforcopyright reform!
pic.twitter.com/DIVIzPkG32
�

28 Jul 9:17pm

�

�

Read Watch Play

Queen of Sheba

@readwatchplay

#cookingforcopyright and #chillread great combination for #rwpchat
twitter.com/langridgep/sta…

@cfwriter I lurve triﬂe! Is now a good
time to mention
#cookingforcopyright? #chillread
#rwpchat

�

�

28 Jul 9:11pm

�

@langridgep

Starting to plan for
#cookingforcopyright this Friday.
Pretty conﬁdent (hopeful?) that
@nlagovau people are hundreds-andthousands people!

@Mary_Debrett

�

Georgina
@georginakonstan

�

Katherine Crane

Mary Debrett

�

Ok, I've decided, @ALIANational. I'm
making a Raspberry Shortcake for
#cookingforcopyright
fair.alia.org.au/raspberry-shor…

�

@andKatiesmiled

�

�

28 Jul 9:27pm

�

28 Jul 6:28pm

S G Larner
@StaceySarasvati

Just adapted muesli slice recipe,
ginger instead of sultana all for the
#cookingforcopyright cause
morningtea at work
pic.twitter.com/54kbP1z4hd

�

28 Jul 8:42pm

Louise Denoon
@Louisedenoon

�

�

28 Jul 8:11pm

�

�

28 Jul 8:15pm

�

�

�

Kim
@LISKim

Commenters on the ABC News piece
posted on their Facebook don't seem
to understand it. Wish I knew enough
to comment. #cookingforcopyright

�
�

28 Jul 7:13pm

�

�

�

�
Christian Villum
@villum

Matt Imrie

In Australia, librarians are ﬁghting the
copyright regime....with cake!
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…
#cookingforcopyright

@mattlibrarian

I like the approach that Aussie
Librarians are taking towards
copyright reform down under!
#CookingforCopyright
twitter.com/JustJenKing/st…

�

28 Jul 6:11pm

�
�

�

�

paula bray
@paulabray

Great idea- 'Librarians cook up
vintage recipes in bid to change
copyright laws'
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…
#cookingforcopyright
�

Librarians cook up vintage recipes in
bid to change copyright laws
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2… via
@abcnews #auspol
#cookingforcopyright
�

28 Jul 4:59pm

�

28 Jul 5:47pm

�

�

�

28 Jul 5:43pm

�

�

girl with fox tattoo

�

@kimtairi

You can join in the fun with
#cookingforcopyright this Friday
#recipes

raeallen
@raeallen

�

28 Jul 4:28pm

Try oat cakes: Librarians cook up
vintage recipes in bid to change
copyright laws abc.net.au/news/201507-2… via @abcnews
#CookingforCopyright
�

�

monashunilibrary
Heard of #cookingforcopyright? Enjoy
delicious food AND promote copyright
law reform!
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
pic.twitter.com/P6kgtquoX8

Collie Library

�

28 Jul 4:35pm

girl with fox tattoo

The #cookingforcopyright subject is
mostly just making me hungry
�

�

�

Join the fun this #Friday
#cookingforcopyright
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
#recipes pic.twitter.com/Hqu3Ghs0Or
�

28 Jul 4:30pm

�

�

�

Julie Gardner

�

�

�

@kimtairi

�

Art Gallery of NSW
@ArtGalleryofNSW

FAIR

We're #cookingforcopyright with artist
David Strachan’s salmon fricassé.
Find out more bit.ly/1Mw4PuT
pic.twitter.com/xjlDeTXy5y

@joinfair

@laslig That's awesome! Here's the
recipe fair.alia.org.au/carrotmarmala… #cookingforcopyright

�

28 Jul 4:24pm

@killerjoules

Librarians at Vic Uni (St Albans)
undaunted by Master Chef ﬁnale and
planning to cook up a storm for
#cookingforcopyright this Friday.
�

28 Jul 4:10pm

�

�

#CookingforCopyright is very cool,
and I want the recipe for that muddle
cake!
�

�

�

FAIR
@joinfair

�

�

�

�

�

@laslig

�

�

�

�

�

laslig

28 Jul 3:56pm

28 Jul 2:32pm

�

28 Jul 4:16pm

�

The Sam Merriﬁeld Library is holding
an afternoon tea in support of
#cookingforcopyright reform. What
will you be doing? @mooneevalleycc

�

@monashunilib

�

@collielibrary

�

�

�

28 Jul 4:24pm

�

�

�

28 Jul 4:25pm

�

Cooking for Copyright

Adelaidia
@Adelaidia

Alex Millier
@alexmillier

#CookingforCopyright campaign sees
librarians make vintage recipes in bid
to change laws
mobile.abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…
via @abcnews cc @Lindapapa
�

28 Jul 2:48pm

7 days ago

�

Every campaign is better with baked
goods! Will be interested to see the
results of #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/MitchellLibSer…
�

28 Jul 3:26pm

�

�

�

�

�

The Sam Merrifield Library in Moonee
Ponds will be holding an afternoon tea in
support of copyright reform. What will
you be doing? #cookingforcopyright

�

Moonee Valley City Council
Like · Comment

World News 24h

�

@WorldNews_24h

#Librarians trying to change
Australia's copyright laws with
#CookingforCopyright #baking
campaign via 774melbourne …
�

28 Jul 1:20pm

�

Mitchell Libraries
@MitchellLibServ

�

�

We will happily receive baked goods if
anyone in our community want's to
get behind #cookingforcopyright
campaign.
twitter.com/abcnews/status…
�

28 Jul 1:20pm

�

�

Jen King
@JustJenKing

�
ABC Radio Melbourne
@774melbourne

Australian News
@newsonaust

#Australia #News ; #Librarians trying
to change Australia's copyright laws
with #CookingforCopyright #baking
campa…
twitter.com/abcnews/status…

Eleanor
@EleanorColla

Fresh from the oven!
#CookingForCopyright
pic.twitter.com/k023wHgKBX

�

28 Jul 1:13pm

�

Librarians cooking up campaign to
'ﬁx' copyright abc.net.au/news/201507-2… pic @AMoodiLibrarian
#CookingforCopyright
pic.twitter.com/bKGd5hSy5G
�

28 Jul 1:23pm

�

Yum! #Librarians start
#CookingforCopyright campaign to
overturn "daft" copyright clauses
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…
pic.twitter.com/ue0GLnID2w
�

28 Jul 1:52pm

�

�

�

�

ABC News
@abcnews

�
�

FAIR

#Librarians trying to change

�

�

28 Jul 1:14pm

�

�

@joinfair

�
Aust Lib & Info Assn

�

@ALIANational

#cookingforcopyright raises extremely
important issues. CC licences can
help stamp the future bit.ly/1GWvTeD
via @ccAustralia

#cookingforcopyright raises extremely
important issues. CC licences can
help stamp the future bit.ly/1GWvTeD
via @ccAustralia
�

28 Jul 1:06pm

�

Australia's copyright laws with
#CookingforCopyright #baking
campaign via @774melbourne
abc.net.au/news/2015-07-2…
�

28 Jul 1:12pm

�

�

�

�

�
�

28 Jul 1:06pm

�

�
Fremantle Library

�

@frelibrary

Almost morning tea time... You bake
and I'll eat cake for copyright
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/ALIANational/s…

monashunilibrary
@monashunilib

@ALIANational The wheels are in
motion... Watch this space! :) @joinfair
@nlagovau #cookingforcopyright
State Library of Qld

�

28 Jul 11:28am

@slqld

We're #cookingforcopyright
Unpublished and published works
should have the same copyright term.
Set content free!
pic.twitter.com/FYyBDNTr8t

�

�

�

�

�

Eleanor

�

@EleanorColla

Getting my #CookingForCopyright
bake on. Afternoon tea will be a vegan
version of Bessie Sherrie's Apple
Cake. pic.twitter.com/OxUzI1XNrW

Nerida Quatermass
QUT is cooking up some interest in
#cookingforcopyright
qut.edu.au/about/news/new…
�

28 Jul 11:02am

�

�

�

@NeridaQuatermas

�

28 Jul 12:32pm

�

28 Jul 12:16pm

�

�

28 Jul 11:48am

�

�

�

CC Australia
@ccAustralia

#cookingforcopyright raises extremely
important issues. CC licences can
help stamp the future
creativecommons.org.au/blog/2015/0
7/s… @alia
�

28 Jul 11:19am

�

�

�

�

�

monashunilibrary
@monashunilib

@ALIANational Yes, this might be a
necessity @joinfair @nlagovau
#cookingforcopyright

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

@monashunilib We would like a slice
too if they are willing :) @joinfair
@nlagovau #cookingforcopyright
�

28 Jul 9:44am

�

�

28 Jul 9:56am

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

�

�

�

@monashunilib Hahaha... we can plan
for a stupendous morning tea on 31
July to curb this #foodenvy @joinfair
@nlagovau #cookingforcopyright
�

28 Jul 9:53am

�

�

�

�

Timothy Ferguson
@TimothyFerg1

Facing the terrors of antediluvian
vegetarianism for Cooking for
Copyright wp.me/ptLdB-68k
#cookingforcopyright
�

27 Jul 10:03pm

�

�

FAIR
@joinfair

�

Kate Boesen @nlagovau made F.
Hulbert’s Muddle Cake bit.ly/1HPEjGk
How gorgeous is this?
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/0QHJbDs4mn

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

#cookingforcopyright mustard (for
proﬁt by easy deception)
fair.alia.org.au/mustard-proﬁt… made
it myself @
pic.twitter.com/7OE1xbOJD7

�

28 Jul 9:32am

�

�

�

�

�

UWA Publishing
Getting ingredients for our
#cookingforcopyright Apple Cake love this campaign for open access to
resources! @joinfair @LibrariesACT
�

27 Jul 8:19pm

�

�

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

Power back on & I went
#cookingforcopyright crazy. L =
gingerbread nuts, R = school biscuits
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
pic.twitter.com/p8FANR1JUE

�
�

27 Jul 9:22pm

�
Kate Bagnall ��
@baibi

@TrishHepworth Yep, thought I'd take
advantage of fact that

�
�

�

@uwapublishing

#cookingforcopyright apple cake
fair.alia.org.au/apple-cake. They look
really good but I ate too many
biscuits!!
pic.twitter.com/qaGCYLhPGn
27 Jul 9:25pm

�
28 Jul 10:07am

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

Trish Hepworth
@TrishHepworth

�

�

Louise Denoon
@Louisedenoon

#Cake #recipe in Rex Mortimer's hand
of a neighbours recipe. Our copyright
laws need to change
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/OdmKKZiyyr
�

27 Jul 8:56pm

�

�

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright and I share a
birthday. But not many cakes!

@baibi #cookingforcopyright?
�

27 Jul 8:06pm

�

27 Jul 8:08pm

�

�

�

�

�

Cardiff Uni Archives

�

@CU_ARM

�

skiourophile

Boroondara Libraries

@skiourophile

@BoroondaraLib

Copyright takes the Cake |
@diamond_marion |
learnearnandreturn.wordpress.com/20
15/07/27/cop… (handwritten recipes
& #cookingforcopyright)

Have you heard of the
#cookingforcopyright challenge?
Cook a beautiful old recipe from the
archives.
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
�

27 Jul 4:51pm

�

�

�

27 Jul 6:08pm

�

�

Cooking for Copyright

�

�

Market Power PLugin
8 days ago

#interesting #blog about the
Libraries ACT

wondrous joys of having to deal with

Copyright takes the Cake
bit.ly/1ImEaJN via @diamond_marion
#cookingforcopyright #australia
�

�

�

�

the awesomeness of #copyright

helping understand how people lived at
different times.

�

27 Jul 2:30pm

@LibDanielleJ Yum! Your mum rocks!
#cookingforcopyright

�

Louise Denoon
Great article from historian Marion
Diamond on copyright in unpublished
material #cookingforcopyright
learnearnandreturn.wordpress.com/20
15/07/27/cop…

reminder …

�

copyright
4 +1s

0 replies

�

Timothy Ferguson
@TimothyFerg1

�

Preparing for #cookingforcopyright.
gcbooks.wordpress.com/2015/07/27/
cla…

Cooking for Copyright
8 days ago

ALIA NGAC

�

27 Jul 2:15pm

Danielle's mum has been busy

�

�

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright

@aliangac

1 shares

�

�

�

@baibi

laws is encouraged to find a recipe,
Thinkit,
I've
decided
Louise
for
cook
and
post a on
#photo
of Cake
the dish
#cookingforcopyright.
and the manuscript recipe it is based
pic.twitter.com/Pq8blKGjDq
on with the hashtag
#cookingforcopyright
on�Twitter
27 Jul 8:20pm
� or �
on FaceBook'
�
https://www.facebook.com/cookingfor

@Louisedenoon

showing generosity. Food can be a

�

�

communities and are a great resource in

connecting with others as well as

@ALIANational

�

'Next Friday, 31 July, is Copyright Day.
Kate
Bagnall ��
Anyone
concerned
about copyright

�

"Recipes are part of the social history of

Sharing recipes can be a way of

Aust Lib & Info Assn

�

27 Jul 4:03pm

8 days ago

@joinfair

27 Jul 2:24pm

�

#cookingforcopyright in #CBR
twitter.com/tamsmediaroom/…

FAIR

27 Jul 2:41pm

�

27 Jul 7:04pm

@LibrariesACT

�

�

Australian Library & Info Professionals
are #cookingforcopyright this
Friday!fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy
… Good opportunity for #archivecake!

What next after #nls7?
#cookingforcopyright day on Friday!
�

27 Jul 1:51pm

�

�

�

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

@joinfair yes very inconvenient! No
#cookingforcopyright & trying to study
via mobile rather than laptop. Please
have power back *prays*
�

27 Jul 1:00pm

�

Like · Comment

�

�

FAIR

@SarahTreweek

@SarahTreweek On no! Hope you get
your power back!
#cookingforcopyright

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

{{In the News}} @LibrariesACT
campaigning for copyright reform via
@city_news #cookingforcopyright
bit.ly/1D4kn5R #australia

�

My mum has been
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/Rp37IrkU4v

Sarah Treweek

@joinfair

�

Danielle
@LibDanielleJ

�

�

27 Jul 11:30am

Like · Comment

�

�

27 Jul 12:52pm

�

�

No #cookingforcopyright on weekend,
too busy. None today, no power!! Will I
get last 10 recipes done in 4 days?!
�

27 Jul 12:38pm

�

�

�

Campaspe Library
@CampaspeLibrary

FAIR
{{In the News}} @LibrariesACT
campaigning for copyright reform via
@city_news #cookingforcopyright
bit.ly/1D4kn5R #australia

Sarah Agar
@SarahLouiseAgar

Great campaign for copyright reform
at fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
What will you be cooking this Friday?
#cookingforcopyright
�

27 Jul 10:24am

�

�

�

�

�

@joinfair

�

�

27 Jul 1:46pm

�

27 Jul 10:48am

�

�

�

Call out to people in our region to
bring in dearly treasured handwritten
recipes #cookingforcopyright @joinfair
twitter.com/rurallibrarian…
�

27 Jul 11:05am

�

�

�

State Library of Qld
@slqld

QUT Library
@qutlibrary

SLQ is #cookingforcopyright on 31
July. We want reform to make more of
our fabulous collections available
online. pic.twitter.com/R87KEWYj4E

What it means to be
#cookingforcopyright this Friday
goo.gl/vsFq9N #copyright @joinfair
�

27 Jul 9:39am

�

�

�

27 Jul 10:53am

�

�

�

�
Jan Barham
@janbarham

#cookingforcopyright - 31 July access to info denied, bake an old
recipe for reform @GreensNSW
@nswpla twitter.com/alianational/s…

FAIR
@joinfair

{{In the news}} ALIA CEO Sue
McKerracher is with #RedSymons
talking #cookingforcopyright Day!
#copyright reform
twitter.com/774melbourne/s…
�

27 Jul 7:20am

�

�

27 Jul 8:31am

�

�

�
�

�

Open Access in Oz

Canberra CityNews

@openaccess_oz

@city_news

Get #cookingforcopyright this Friday a tasty campaign with a serious
message fair.alia.org.au/sites/fair.ali…
pic.twitter.com/1v7pNheU3n
�

27 Jul 10:02am

Aust Lib & Info Assn

�

�

�

27 Jul 7:12am

�

People WANT you to read & share
what they've written. Continual
copyright on unpublished work is
crazy town! #cookingforcopyright
@joinfair
�

�

26 Jul 10:51pm

�

�

�
{{In the News}} ALIA CEO Sue

@QueenCassiecat

{{In the news}} ALIA CEO Sue
McKerracher is with #RedSymons
talking #cookingforcopyright Day!
#copyright reform
twitter.com/774melbourne/s…

Information Association
27 Jul 10:20am
�
�
8 days ago

�
Natasha Aldrich

@ALIANational

#cookingforcopyright ! ACT Libraries
campaigning for copyright reform!
ift.tt/1D0rlJb
pic.twitter.com/FRelJMEony
Australian Library and

�

McKerracher is with #RedSymons talking
Cooking for Copyright Day using vintage
recipes for copyright reform 774 ABC
Melbourne #cookingforcopyright
�

Like · Comment

�

�

Trish Hepworth
@TrishHepworth

Jenny Mustey

@aliangac @roaminglibrary and don't
forget to like #cookingforcopyright on
Facebook!
m.facebook.com/cookingforcopy…
#nls7 ;)

@rurallibrarian1

Looking forward to our afternoon tea
@CampaspeLibrary to help drive
change #cookingforcopyright @joinfair
pic.twitter.com/TK8MGAVQl3
�

26 Jul 9:19pm

�

�

�

�

�

Julie Gardner

Julie Gardner

@killerjoules

@killerjoules

more #cookingforcopyright. Canteen
biscuits from Mary Evatt- wife of Dr
H.V Evatt. Which canteen I wonder?
UN? pic.twitter.com/I5kstRKmUA
�

26 Jul 4:22pm

�

�

sunday arvo #cookingforcopyright.
Maderia cake, mother-in-law's recipe.
pic.twitter.com/dWsuP4eHGN
�

26 Jul 4:19pm

�

�

�

�

Matthew Rimmer
I will be #cookingforcopyright with
@qutlibrary on the 31 July 2015. We're
baking up a policy storm. #copyright
pic.twitter.com/MjBN5YK8WV
�

�

�

Brimbank Libraries
10 days ago
Freedom of Access to Information and
Resources (FAIR) are using vintage recipes
to push for copyright reform, with

�

Anne Reddacliff
@AMoodiLibrarian

@DrRimmer

25 Jul 6:27pm

�

26 Jul 5:53pm

�

Free Jane Austen! Cupcake(s) from
@SLSA recipe bit.ly/1IwgzMY
#cookingforcopyright @joinfair
@ALIANational
pic.twitter.com/u0xxb0nEt0
�

26 Jul 3:04pm

Cooking for Copyright Day on Friday 31

�

�

�

July. Find out more here:
https://fair.alia.org.au/cooking-

Kirsty Butler

copyright-day-31-july-2015 …

@Bo0k1sH

What's the weirdest thing you're
cooking for #cookingforcopyright
#NLS7sat #nls7 #fair
�

25 Jul 9:12am

�

�

Jesse Irwin
@ACatAteMyTweets

�

Like · Comment

�

Publishing recipes is sweet! There
were other options for
#cookingforcopyright, but we might
have got in trouble @joinfair #nls7
#nls7sat
�

25 Jul 9:00am

�

�

�

girl with fox tattoo

Julia Kuehns

@kimtairi

@jules_s_k

Cooking for copyright
#cookingforcopyright #nls7sat #nls7
@ALIANational campaign
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
�

25 Jul 8:59am

�

Remember #cookingforcopyright on
31 July #nls7sat @ALIAnls7 @joinfair
�

25 Jul 9:00am

�

�

�

�

�

Jaye Weatherburn
@jayechats

The Attorney-General will be swayed
by biscuits #cookingforcopyright
@joinfair @ALIANational @ALIAnls7
#nls7sat

@ALIASyd

Jaye Weatherburn
Shout out for #cookingforcopyright
@joinfair @ALIANational @ALIAnls7
#nls7sat
�

�

�

Nerida Quatermass

�

25 Jul 7:26am

Chloe A
@libchlo

Think I'll try the rolled oat biscuits for
#cookingforcopyright day. I love a bit
of well-organised & delicious librarian
rebellion! #nls7
�

�

�

�

�

�

�
Sarah Treweek

�

�

�

IP Justice
@ipjustice

Brilliant!! --> Cooking for Copyright bit.ly/1ﬁujh3 #CookingForCopyright

@SarahTreweek

#cookingforcopyright recipe number
24 carrot marmalade
(fair.alia.org.au/carrot-marmala…)
pic.twitter.com/V4ZL8ahKRM

�

25 Jul 6:40am

�

�

�

25 Jul 9:26am

�

�

�

Lots of people in the audience already
involved in the #cookingforcopyright
movement. Get involved! #nls7
pic.twitter.com/unaZjZvXMK

Suzannah Wood

Without copyright reform libraries
can't digitise much unpublished
material of signiﬁcance bit.ly/1Lgs5ee
#cookingforcopyright

Sarah Treweek

@Suzy_Wood

All of these #cookingforcopyright
photos are giving me powerful and
unspeciﬁed cravings for baked goods.
�

�

�

�

@SarahTreweek

#cookingforcopyright apple chutney
(fair.alia.org.au/apple-chutney-…) I
was dubious but its quite tasty
pic.twitter.com/DoE9PP40ki
�

24 Jul 8:09pm

�

�

�

25 Jul 8:58am

�

�

�

�

�
�
FAIR
@joinfair

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

Book Tees

{{If you've missed this}} Librarians
agitating for copyright reform on RN
Drive ab.co/1IfcF9e >
#cookingforcopyright #australia
�

�

24 Jul 6:36pm

�

24 Jul 5:00pm

Libraries ACT
@LibrariesACT

�

Amy Walduck
@amywalduck

�

24 Jul 6:26pm

�

�

25 Jul 8:59am

@NeridaQuatermas

@Suzy_Wood hope you'll be near an
event next Friday.We're
#cookingforcopyright @qutlibrary!

�

24 Jul 10:25pm

�

#cookingforcopyright campaign.
Innocuous source material for a
delicious petition! Huge media
saturation the real deal however
#nls7sat

@jayechats

25 Jul 8:58am

�

25 Jul 8:59am

ALIA Sydney

�

11 days ago
#cookingforcopyright this is #booktees
supporting your efforts. And this is only a
�

�

{{If you've missed this}} Librarians
agitating for copyright reform on RN
Drive ab.co/1IfcF9e >
#cookingforcopyright #australia
�

24 Jul 5:00pm

practice run.....wait until the what we'll

�

�

�

cook up on the 31st of July!

Cooking for Copyright
11 days ago

Central West Libraries
11 days ago

Don't forget to use the hashtag
#cookingforcopyright over the weekend!

Among the delicious food on offer at
Forbes Library yesterday in conjunction

Like · Comment

with a visit by author Brenda Inglis-Powell

�

was a Raspberry Shortcake made by own

State Library of NSW

Kathy Garland from the Cooking for

@statelibrarynsw

Copyright campaign. The verdict,

Cook this unpublished #recipe for
Raspberry Shortcake, show your
support #Cookingforcopyright
bit.ly/1OprAhk
pic.twitter.com/QGxqUry6DT

scrumptious! …
MuseumsMatter
@museumsmatteroz

Don't forget #cookingforcopyright
next Friday. fb.me/teRcXnST

�

24 Jul 6:04pm

�

24 Jul 1:08pm
Like · Comment

�

�

Cooking for Copyright is on 31 July! Why
not practice by making some Gingerbread
Nuts? #cookingforcopyright

�

FAIR

Aust Lib & Info Assn
11 days ago

�

�

�

Cooking for Copyright

�

@joinfair

@ALIANational

Cooking for Copyright is on 31 July!
Why not practice by making some
Gingerbread Nuts? bit.ly/1LGCYX0
#cookingforcopyright

Cooking for Copyright is on 31 July!
Why not practice by making some
Gingerbread Nuts? bit.ly/1LGCYX0
#cookingforcopyright

24 Jul 1:01pm

24 Jul 1:01pm

�

�

�

�

�
The cover of this handwritten recipe book

Trish Hepworth

Mitchell, nee Blunt, …

@TrishHepworth

@NSuttor @Anne_Rowlands
@fox_rainbow_ okay, coﬀee at
@nlagovau it is! Also are you guys
#cookingforcopyright? I think we
should.....

Krista Meulengracht
@krista_hayden

Looking forward to delicious librarian
acts of civil disobedience 31/7/15.
#cookingforcopyright #nls7
�

24 Jul 12:17pm

�

�

�

�

is inscribed ‘Mrs Mitchell / 1827 / Recipes’,
and dated 22 May 1827; Mary Thomson

�

�

24 Jul 12:19pm

�

�

�

�

�
Tracey McDonald
@McDonaldTracey

Be part of the yummy piece of civil
disobedience #cookingforcopyright
#nls7

Like · Comment

�

Like · Comment

�
�

24 Jul 12:01pm

�

�

�

Julia Kuehns
@jules_s_k

Who will be #cookingforcopyright ?
#nls7 #ws1 @ALIAnls7
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
�

24 Jul 11:52am

�

State Library of Qld
�

�

Elizabeth

Did you know copyright lasts
FOREVER for unpublished works?
Cook for Copyright reform on 31 Jul!
buzz.mw/b63j3_l
#cookingforcopyright
�

24 Jul 11:11am

@Schooldaysmag

�

�

�

@TrishHepworth

Bahaha, totes;) "@JacintaJSutton: As
charismatic as she is copyright savvy
@TrishHepworth #nls7
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/dWN11vg1si"

�

�

24 Jul 12:20pm

�

Love #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/SarahTreweek/s…
24 Jul 9:46am

Trish Hepworth

@slqld

�

�

�

�

�

Rare Cuts
@JacintaJSutton

As charismatic as she is copyright
savvy @TrishHepworth #nls7
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/IKNf1ljXR1
�

24 Jul 11:54am

�

�

�

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

Troy W
@tkzoidberg

We are #cookingforcopyright at
Moonee Valley Libraries on 31 July
@mvlibraries
twitter.com/mvlibraries/st…
@ALIANational @joinfair
�

23 Jul 4:35pm

�

Peter Martin

Not 1 but 2 #cookingforcopyright fruit
cakes! Grannies xmas cake & soldiers
cake tin recipes
pic.twitter.com/l3FohONiix
�

23 Jul 4:57pm

�

�

Friday 31 July is #cookingforcopyright
day: goo.gl/tQat5x Spread the word,
and the carrot marmalade.
pic.twitter.com/l4A6Bhi9bm
�

24 Jul 7:52am

�

�

Trish Hepworth

@1petermartin

�

�

@TrishHepworth

Ciao Mt Druitt you've been grand. And
remember everyone everyone
#cookingforcopyright July 31
pic.twitter.com/vdz5Rlf5WQ
�

23 Jul 6:19pm

�

�

�

�

�
GV Library
@GlbnValleyLib

Cooking for Copyright
12 days ago
We were just speaking with 3BA 102.3 FM
about #cookingforcopyright !!

Aust Lib & Info Assn

Libraries are cooking up a storm - for
copyright. #cookingforcopyright
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
�

23 Jul 4:00pm

�

�

�

{{In the News}} Cooking for Copyright
discussed on SBS Radio Filipino
bit.ly/1MlXJYO #cookingforcopyright
#australia
�

23 Jul 3:00pm

�
MV Libraries
@mvlibraries

Sam Merriﬁeld will host an afternoon
tea at 3pm on Friday 31st July to
support #cookingforcopyright. Find
out why:
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
23 Jul 10:45am

�

FAIR

@ALIANational

�

�

@joinfair

{{In the News}} Cooking for Copyright
discussed on SBS Radio Filipino
bit.ly/1MlXJYO #cookingforcopyright
#australia
�

23 Jul 12:59pm

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
Cooking for Copyright
12 days ago
Bliss at Moss Vale High School
Library

{{In the News}} ALIA CEO, Sue
McKerracher on ABC News 24 yesterday

13 days ago

speaking about copyright reform.

Moss Vale High School Library will be

#cookingforcopyright

FAIR

Aust Lib & Info Assn

@joinfair

@ALIANational

{{In the News}} ALIA CEO, Sue
McKerracher on @ABCNews24
speaking about #copyright reform.
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/RCzIpOw0Du

{{In the News}} ALIA CEO, Sue
McKerracher on @ABCNews24
speaking about #copyright reform.
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/GdCJle5i8s
�

23 Jul 9:13am

�

�

�

23 Jul 9:13am

�

�

�

�

celebrating Cooking for Copyright
#cookingforcopyright next Friday 31st

FAIR

July. Come and enjoy some of Ms Cripps
Like · Comment
home
baking and support #ALIA's #FAIR

compaign

Australian Library and

13 days ago

Information Association

Australian Library and Information

�

Association CEO, Sue McKerracher will be
on ABC News 24 later this afternoon
speaking about #cookingforcopyright

Like · Comment

13 days ago
ALIA CEO, Sue McKerracher will be on
ABC News 24 later this afternoon
speaking about #cookingforcopyright

�
Like · Comment

Like · Comment

�

�

Cooking for Copyright
13 days ago
Sarah Treweek has made Muddle Cake
with a few adaptions. It looks delicious!
Muddle Cake recipe: http://bit.ly/1HPEjGk

Huon LINC

Cooking for Copyright

14 days ago

14 days ago

Post your entries #cookingforcopyright

#cookingforcopyright

The apple chutney recipe is from the
Berrambool Recipe Book by Mrs Willie
Moffatt (Melbourne, c1915) which has

Like · Comment

newspaper clippings and manuscript

�

recipes pasted into it.
Could be an interesting one to make

Cooking for Copyright

tonight! #cookingforcopyright

15 days ago
Sarah Treweek has been busy
#cookingforcopyright What do you have

Like · Comment

�

cooking? Recipes: http://bit.ly/1RId7De
and http://bit.ly/1IdkjTE

Cooking for Copyright

Like · Comment

�

15 days ago
Jenny Mallin of A Grandmother&#39;s
Legacy shared with us her grandmother
Ophelia's recipe for Kitchedy Rice written

Cooking for Copyright

I would say around about 1875...

18 days ago

#cookingforcopyright

What are you planning on making this
weekend? An Apple Cake perhaps?

Like · Comment

�

https://fair.alia.org.au/apple-cake
Like · Comment

This recipe comes from a book of recipes

�

and knitting patterns, 1891-1835,

Cooking for Copyright

compiled by Annie Elisabeth ‘Bessie’

18 days ago

Sherrie (nee Hunter). Presented by …

Nicola Laurent made
#cookingforcopyright gluten free raisin
scones. Yum!

Like · Comment

�

Cooking for Copyright
18 days ago
Rolled Oat Biscuits:

Nicola Laurent

https://fair.alia.org.au/lamingtons-and-

@NicolaCLaurent

rolled-oat-biscuits

Morning tea at work. #HomeMade
#glutenfree raisin scones. Seeing all
the #cookingforcopyright tweets got
me inspired!
pic.twitter.com/ry2o9IZLd9
�

17 Jul 11:47am

�

�

Sarah Treweek is #cookingforcopyright
alright! Way to go Sarah!

Like · Comment
Like · Comment

�
�

�
Cooking for Copyright
18 days ago

Australian Library and
Information Association

Sarah Treweek has made a
#cookingforcopyright Pavlova. Find the

Cooking for Copyright
18 days ago
Have you tried #cookingforcopyright Oat
Cake recipe?
https://fair.alia.org.au/state-library-

19 days ago

Like · Comment

Cook up one of our Cooking for Copyright

�

recipes – or choose one of your old
favourites – and send us a photo.

recipe here:

victoria-recipes Here's ia picture of Sara

https://fair.alia.org.au/pavlova-and-

Treweek's wholesome breakfast oat

anzac-biscuits

cakes.

Australian Library and

We’ll put all the images together, create a
buzz on social media, and send them to

Information Association
20 days ago

Senator George Brandis, the Attorney

Sarah Treweek made a

General, who has the …

#cookingforcopyright cake! Recipe for
Victoria Cake here http://bit.ly/1M9FhDo
What will you be making?

Like · Comment

�

Learn why we're cooking here:
http://bit.ly/1JNvNx9

Like · Comment

FAIR

�

20 days ago
Sarah Treweek made a
#cookingforcopyright cake! Find the

West Gippsland Regional

recipe here http://bit.ly/1LhafI4 Learn

Library Corporation

why we're busy cooking here:

20 days ago

http://bit.ly/1JNvNx9

We have the wonderful Hilda Inglese
visiting our Inverloch and Leongatha

Like · Comment

libraries plus Yarragon Public Hall with

�

our mobile library to do a free pasta demo

Like · Comment

on Monday 27 July. When we told Hilda

�

Narre Warren & District Family

about @cookingforcopyright she was
happy to donate one of …

History Group
21 days ago
At last Saturday's meeting our members
decided to get behind the Cooking for
Copyright campaign. I guess they're
waiting for the page admin (me) to lead

Stella Orbit
@stellaorbit

the way. Don't cook biscuits or cakes but

�

13 Jul 7:38pm

had a go at the Rolled Oat Biscuits

Like · Comment

@GPR1981 meanwhile in the ACT
#cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/librariesact/s…

'cause …

�

�

�

�

noosalibraryservice • 22 days ago

Sarah Treweek

Like · Comment

@SarahTreweek

#cookingforcopyright challenge day 4
Victoria Cake (fair.alia.org.au/victoriacake). pic.twitter.com/jsSyQo49tc

Like · Comment

�

�

13 Jul 12:21pm

�

�

�

�

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

@ACatAteMyTweets looks fabulous!
#cookingforcopyright

A wonderful morning at our Book Cafe

�

13 Jul 12:11pm

today- this haunting read was one of a

�

�

�

dozen titles reviewed by the group
#eviewyld #allthebirdssinging #bikkies
#tea #bookcafe #librariesofinstagram
#readerreview #books #read

FAIR

FAIR
22 days ago

�

@joinfair

@SarahTreweek made John Hoyle's
Cinnamon Sandwich and shared her
photo bit.ly/1K0tIvf
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/HaD7DGBTk3
�

13 Jul 10:00am

�

�

�

Sarah Treweek made John Hoyle's
Cinnamon Sandwich and shared her
Australian Library and

photo with us.

Information Association
22 days ago
We want same copyright terms for
unpublished works as for published
works: http://bit.ly/1JNvNx9 Cooking for
Copyright
Help us make that change!
#cookingforcopyright

The National Library of Australia put us in
touch with Sydney-based John Hoyle,
Aust Lib & Info Assn

Australian cookery bibliographer

@ALIANational

extraordinaire. John has had a lifelong

We want same copyright terms for
unpublished works as for published
works bit.ly/1JNvNx9
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/igKQﬁmbqw
�

13 Jul 10:00am

�

�

interest in …

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn

Like · Comment

@ALIANational

@SarahTreweek made John Hoyle's
Cinnamon Sandwich and shared her
photo bit.ly/1K0tIvf
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/zYHxBQbDha
�

13 Jul 9:30am

�

�
Elizabeth
@Schooldaysmag

Like · Comment

As it's so chilly - a delicious, very easy
#soup to make from scratch
#cookingforcopyright bit.ly/1HVRdrK
pic.twitter.com/s4Qafs6ClU

�

�

�
�

13 Jul 9:00am

�

�

�
FAIR
@joinfair

We want same copyright terms for
unpublished works as for published
works bit.ly/1JNvNx9
#cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/Z3ELjq6Itp

Jesse Irwin
@ACatAteMyTweets

My #cookingforcopyright tea party! I
baked choc-banana bread, strawberry
cupcakes, and brownies :3 @joinfair
pic.twitter.com/2XNpTyTs2a
�

12 Jul 6:52pm

�

�

13 Jul 9:00am

�

�

�

�

�
amywalduck • 23 days ago

Elizabeth

christinevandor • 23 days ago

@Schooldaysmag

Chocolate Spice Biscuits to share for
#cookingforcopyright bit.ly/1G172dU
pic.twitter.com/0EYjiFcw1a
�

13 Jul 8:54am

�

Amy Walduck
@amywalduck

Yum, cookies! Practicing for the big
day on 31st July #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/ml1dfIXZmc

�

�

�

12 Jul 4:03pm

�

�

�

Trish Hepworth
@TrishHepworth

Spending this cold, sleety day out here in
the #centralwest looking for a yummy
recipe to cook #cookingforcopyright
・・・ I'll be #cookingforcopyright on
31st July 2015. Please join us! #copyright

Yum, cookies! Practicing for the big day

@TheFoodAvenue @MyPlateNow I
totally want to bend your ears about
this at some point
alia.org.au/news/13354/coo…
#cookingforcopyright
�

11 Jul 8:41pm

#library #libraries #librarians #cooking

�

on 31st July #cookingforcopyright
�

�

�

#baking #food #foodporn
�

Sandra Reynolds
@120dollarsfood

Trish Hepworth

@TrishHepworth I have spent the last
10 mins reading about
#cookingforcopyright. I regularly
publish reader recipes. 1/2 @nlagovau

@TrishHepworth

@melkettle @Cuﬀ_S you at all
interested in old handwritten recipes
and trying to liberate them?
#cookingforcopyright
Sarah Treweek

�

11 Jul 7:49pm

�

�

11 Jul 8:08pm

�

�

�

�

@SarahTreweek

#cookingforcopyright challange day 2
- spanish cream (fair.alia.org.au/applechutney-…) served w/ cherries and
strawberries
pic.twitter.com/0U164vrjC9
�

11 Jul 8:50pm

�

�

�

�

Michaela Hart

Australian Library and

@maudeygirl

Information Association

Gingernut recipe veganised and
deglutenised. #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/K6MADBM9pR

24 days ago
Sarah Treweek made John Hoyle's
Cinnamon Sandwich and shared her

�

11 Jul 8:29pm

photo with us.
Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

�

�

�

The National Library of Australia put us in
touch with Sydney-based John Hoyle,
Australian cookery bibliographer
extraordinaire. John has had a lifelong

#cookingforcopyright challenge day 2
- fruit cake fair.alia.org.au/soldierscake-… pic.twitter.com/56IO7m0kww
�

11 Jul 7:30pm

interest in …

�

�

Cooking for Copyright
24 days ago
Look at that base, it's a beginning to a
yummy #cookingforcopyright Raspberry

�

Shortcake. You can find that very recipe in
our album!

Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

FAIR
@joinfair

#cookingforcopyright challenge day 2
- cinnamon sandwich (w/
modiﬁcations cos I am terrible at
following a recipe!)
pic.twitter.com/MjLxyPhKJJ
�

11 Jul 4:19pm

�

�

This #cookingforcopyright Raspberry
Shortcake recipe has turned out great!
What are you making this weekend?
twitter.com/alianational/s…
Like · Comment

�

�

11 Jul 12:05pm

�

�

�
Like · Comment

�

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn

Aust Lib & Info Assn

@ALIANational

@ALIANational

Raspberry Shortcake. The verdict.
Awesome. #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/E1ysRtl1Vj
�

11 Jul 11:12am

�

Raspberry Shortcake for some hungry
teens #cookingforcopyright.
pic.twitter.com/csbJ57MVQQ
�

�

11 Jul 11:12am

�

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

Maling raspberry shortcake for
#cookingforcopyright. Base complete.
Easy. ALIAceo
pic.twitter.com/d49IIB5mgt

�

�

�

11 Jul 11:10am

Richmond-Upper Clarence

�

�

�

Regional Library
24 days ago
We are supporting

amywalduck • 24 days ago

#CookingForCopyright, a campaign for
Copyright law reform. The current law in
Australia limits copyright to 70 years
after the death of the creator for

Aust Lib & Info Assn

published works, but for unpublished

@ALIANational

works copyright lasts forever.

Raspberry Shortcake out of the oven
#cookingforcopyright. Looking good.
pic.twitter.com/napxDqTFZ0

Unpublished …
FAIR

�

11 Jul 11:11am

@joinfair

�

�

�

�

@SarahTreweek made Ag's Coconut
Biscuits and shared her photo with us
bit.ly/1NSJnNS #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/Eyb2OSHHIS
11 Jul 10:00am

�

I'll be #cookingforcopyright on 31st July

�

2015. Please join us! #copyright #library

�

#libraries #librarians #cooking #baking
#food #foodporn
�

Libraries ACT
25 days ago
Like · Comment

�

Cooking for Copyright Day!
In Australia, copyright is limited to 70
years after the death of the creator for
published works, but for unpublished
works copyright lasts forever. This means
old diaries, letters, photographs, even
recipes are locked away. …

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

@SarahTreweek made Ag's Coconut
Biscuits and shared her photo with us
bit.ly/1NSJnNS #cookingforcopyright
pic.twitter.com/qA5HlIn7ES
�

11 Jul 9:00am

�

�

�
Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

Cooking for Copyright
25 days ago

Are you #cookingforcopyright? Find
out more here: bit.ly/1JNvNx9 and

FAIR

What are you planning on making this

@joinfair

weekend? A raspberry shortcake perhaps?

Are you #cookingforcopyright? Find
out more here: bit.ly/1JNvNx9 and
on.fb.me/1Uz65Qg #australia
pic.twitter.com/Z7e1wqgKQE
�

10 Jul 4:30pm

�

https://fair.alia.org.au/raspberry-

on.fb.me/1Uz65Qg #australia
pic.twitter.com/gGjDieN2Hi
�

10 Jul 6:00pm

shortcake

�

�

�
This recipe book appears to have had
�

several anonymous authors over time but
contains a World War II ration card made

�

out to ‘S. …
Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

Museums Australia
25 days ago
Cooking for Copyright Day 31 July 2015
Copyright lasts 70 years after the death of
the creator for published works, but for

Why the campaign?
#cookingforcopyright Have you read
our FAQs?
Like · Comment
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy… >
�
#copyright #australia
�

10 Jul 3:00pm

unpublished works copyright lasts

�

�

�

forever. So old diaries, letters,
photographs, and even recipes are locked

Libraries ACT

away. If we had the …

@LibrariesACT

Cooking for Copyright
25 days ago

Have you heard about
#cookingforcopyright day? Help drive
change & participate on 31 July
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
pic.twitter.com/X8wYB6yThq

Like · Comment

LIS Student, Sarah Treweek just baked a

�

fresh batch of Ag’s Coconut Biscuits!
What have you got planned for
#cookingforcopyright ?
http://bit.ly/1NSJnNS

@KarenBeath

�

10 Jul 1:37pm

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn
�

�

25 days ago

�

�

�

�

Why the campaign?

The #cookingforcopyright campaign is
pretty great. Good way to raise
awareness, make change, and have
some fun.
�

10 Jul 12:26pm

�

#cookingforcopyright

Like · Comment

Leanne O'Donnell
�

Australian copyright law is a muddle. It’s
confusing to read, hard to interpret, and
it hasn’t kept up with new technologies.

�

�

FAIR

Some of the changes we’d like to see are

@joinfair

controversial, but putting the same

Why the campaign?
#cookingforcopyright Have you read
our FAQs?
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy… >
#copyright #australia

The Book Chook
25 days ago

Want to do something about copyright

0 +1s

0 replies

�

10 Jul 12:01pm

law? #cookingforcopyright via FAIR

�

�

10 Jul 11:00am

�

�

10 Jul 11:06am

�

@joinfair

�

Those look delish! @SarahTreweek
Way to go #cookingforcopyright!
@TrishHepworth
twitter.com/SarahTreweek/s…
�

10 Jul 11:06am

�

�

�

�

�

�
Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

FAIR

@maudeygirl Take a picture and share
it with us! Post them on our Facebook
page too! #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/maudeygirl/sta…

@joinfair

We can't wait to hear and see how it
turned out! #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/puyi_1/status/…

�

10 Jul 9:01am

�

�

�

�

�

�

10 Jul 11:10am

�

�

�

�

Want to do something about
copyright law? #cookingforcopyright
via @joinfair buﬀ.ly/1TmJjJV

FAIR

Those look delish! @SarahTreweek
Way to go #cookingforcopyright!
@TrishHepworth
twitter.com/SarahTreweek/s…

�

BookChook

Aust Lib & Info Assn

Have a read: Australian Copyright
Council guidance on copyright for
recipes bit.ly/1fsoZsi via
@AusCopyright #cookingforcopyright

�

@BookChook
Like · Comment

@ALIANational

FAIR

Turn up the heat on copyright reform.
Cook for copyright day - 31 July
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
#cookingforcopyright #AusLaw

�

�

@joinfair

@MsLods

10 Jul 12:17pm

�

�

0 shares

copyright …

�

10 Jul 9:00am

Have a read: Australian Copyright
Council guidance on copyright for
recipes bit.ly/1fsoZsi via
@AusCopyright #cookingforcopyright
10 Jul 1:00pm

Cooking for Copyright
@kainous

�

@ALIANational

�

Ken Sawdon

�

�

Copyright reform for unpublished
work:
fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopy…
#cookingforcopyright

Like · Comment

�

10 Jul 4:00pm

Karen Beath

FAIR
@joinfair

@maudeygirl Take a picture and share
it with us! Post them on our Facebook
page too! #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/maudeygirl/sta…
10 Jul 9:01am

�

�

�

�

�

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

FAIR
@joinfair

#cookingforcopyright recipes are
totally veganisable! You are right!
@SonjaBarfoed
twitter.com/SonjaBarfoed/s…
�

10 Jul 8:59am

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn

We can't wait to hear and see how it
turned out! #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/puyi_1/status/…
�

10 Jul 9:00am

�

@ALIANational

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright recipes are
totally veganisable! You are right!
@SonjaBarfoed
twitter.com/SonjaBarfoed/s…
�

10 Jul 8:59am

�

�

�

�
FAIR

Aust Lib & Info Assn

@joinfair

Eleanor

We can't wait to see what you
choose! #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/EleanorColla/s…

@EleanorColla

So many recipes to choose from!
Better get practice-baking
#CookingForCopyright
�

9 Jul 8:13pm

�

�

10 Jul 8:58am

Nerida Quatermass

We can't wait to see what you
choose! #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/EleanorColla/s…

@NeridaQuatermas

@joinfair #cookingforcopyright!

�

�

�

9 Jul 8:02pm

�

�

@ALIANational

�

�

�

Sonja Barfoed
Hurstville City Library,

Seri Crawley

Museum & Gallery
26 days ago
Show your support for Cooking for
Copyright & the copyright reform by
cooking up your favourite recipe, taking a

�

9 Jul 7:23pm

photo of it and posting it onto social

Michaela Hart

@puyi_1

Lots of #GLAMR people baking from
copyrighted recipes (many are
veganisable!) #cookingforcopyright
#BiblioDessert
twitter.com/ALIANational/s…

�

�

Have done Anzac biscuits many times
but will do it again following this
recipe #cookingforcopyright
twitter.com/lengward/statu…
�

9 Jul 6:32pm

�

�

@maudeygirl
10 Jul 10:50am

�

�

�

�

�

Will be baking #cookingforcopyright
�
biscuits for our @ausarchivists writing
session on Saturday. #convergence
#baking
�

9 Jul 5:18pm

�

�

�

#cookingforcopyright
� challenge day 1
- Ag's Coconut Biscuits. Ping
@TrishHepworth
pic.twitter.com/3UoCPtTcDY

�

@SonjaBarfoed

Sarah Treweek
10 Jul 8:58am
@SarahTreweek

�

�

�

media with the hashtag
#CookingForCopyright!
Aust Lib & Info Assn

Sarah Treweek

For more information, visit

@SarahTreweek

http://bit.ly/1CqsIAk

Dear Irene ... Lavender Blue
bit.ly/1UCYd0f Read this lovely story
by Kate Makowiecka of Murdoch
University #cookingforcopyright

Oh dear...I've just committed to
making carrot marmalade
#whatwasithinking
#cookingforcopyright
�

9 Jul 3:09pm

Trish Hepworth

@ALIANational

�

�

�

9 Jul 3:30pm

�

�

@jackielb79 @LibDanielleJ oh oh, do
yiu guys want to do
#cookingforcopyright? @joinfair'latest
campaign
alia.org.au/news/13354/coo…
�

9 Jul 3:20pm

�

�

@TrishHepworth

�

�

�

Cooking for Copyright
26 days ago
It's just fabulous when we find so much
enthusiasm towards
#cookingforcopyright Here's a picture of

Like · Comment

delicious scones made by Sarah. We

�

FAIR
@joinfair

Dear Irene ... Lavender Blue
bit.ly/1UCYd0f Read this lovely story
by Kate Makowiecka of Murdoch
University #cookingforcopyright
�

9 Jul 3:09pm

encourage you to post pictures of your

�

�

@SarahTreweek Share your recipe and
photo of your scones on our
Facebook on.fb.me/1Uz65Qg
@TrishHepworth #cookingforcopyright
�

9 Jul 2:51pm

�

recipe and dish on our Facebook page.

FAIR
@joinfair

�

�

�
FAIR
@joinfair

FAIR
@joinfair

@SarahTreweek That's the whole idea
#cookingforcopyright :) Keep them
fabulous pictures coming.
�

9 Jul 2:50pm

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn

@SarahTreweek If possible, share a
pic of the recipe you used as well!
#cookingforcopyright

�

�

9 Jul 2:42pm

�

�

@ALIANational

�

@SarahTreweek That looks fabulous!
Post your pictures on our Facebook
page as well! on.fb.me/1Uz65Qg
#cookingforcopyright

�
�

9 Jul 2:42pm
Like · Comment

FAIR

�

�

�
�

@joinfair

@SarahTreweek That looks fabulous!
Post your pictures on our Facebook
page as well! on.fb.me/1Uz65Qg
#cookingforcopyright
�

9 Jul 2:42pm

�

�

Ross Balharrie
@xmotorlib

@TrishHepworth @HughRundle
@alysondalby @toni_buchanan
#cookingforcopyright puttanesca on
it's way. Well when i return from blue
mountains!

�
Sarah Treweek
@SarahTreweek

LottieMiniSchnauzer
@LottieSchnauzer

Can I get an early mark on my
#cookingforcopyright ? #scones #yum
pic.twitter.com/lQfFqwwuVn

LOL all the librarians be
�

�

9 Jul 1:47pm

�

�

�

Association
27 days ago
Help make granny’s recipes legal!
Copyright lasts 70 years after the death of
the creator for published works, but for
unpublished works copyright lasts
forever. So old diaries, letters,
photographs, even recipes are locked
away. If we had the same …

Aust Lib & Info Assn

FAIR

Trish Hepworth

@ALIANational

@joinfair

@TrishHepworth

Help us drive change – be part of
#cookingforcopyright bit.ly/1JNvNx9
31 July 2015 #australia #copyright
pic.twitter.com/HU1iRw3qN5
FAIR
8 Jul 5:00pm
@joinfair

�

�

�

�
Cook, photograph & tag your fav
recipe to show your support for
#copyright reform!
#cookingforcopyright on Facebook
on.fb.me/1UyCPt1

Like · Comment

�

�

8 Jul 2:54pm

�

Help us drive change – be part of
Jenny Scott
bit.ly/1JNvNx9
#cookingforcopyright
@ADL_Archivist
31 July
2015 #australia #copyright
pic.twitter.com/V1B2GvTNSy
@ALIANational
fair.alia.org.au/schoolbiscuit… #cookingforcopyright
#copyright
8
Jul 5:00pm #archives #access
�
� �
8 Jul 4:33pm

�

�

�

�

Librarians! We're
#cookingforcopyright Join us as we
Aust Lib & Info Assn
campaign
for #copyright law reform!
@ALIANational
bit.ly/1JNvNx9
Cook,
photograph & tag your fav
pic.twitter.com/EtvToh8jhA
recipe to show your support for
#copyright
8
Jul 5:52pm reform!
�
� �
#cookingforcopyright on Facebook
on.fb.me/1UyCPt1�

�
�

8 Jul 2:54pm

�

�

�
FAIR

�

�

27 days ago
Australian Library and

We're #cookingforcopyright

Information Association
Join us as we campaign for copyright law

27 days ago

reform. Here's how you can help us turn

We're #cookingforcopyright

up the heat and make Granny's recipes
legal!
https://fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyrig
ht

FAIR is campaigning for copyright law
reform. Here's how you can help us turn
up the heat and make Granny's recipes
legal!
https://fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyrig
ht

FAIR
@joinfair

We're #cookingforcopyright Join us as
we campaign for #copyright law
reform. Join us! bit.ly/1JNvNx9
pic.twitter.com/p9v0Nx8lmN
�

8 Jul 2:47pm

�

�

�

Aust Lib & Info Assn
@ALIANational

We're #cookingforcopyright @joinfair
is campaigning for copyright law
reform. Join us! bit.ly/1JNvNx9
pic.twitter.com/2dF2kfn6Cy
�

8 Jul 2:45pm

�

�

Like · Comment

�

�

Royal Historical Society of
Victoria

Like · Comment

29 days ago

@Vegan4Animal

@4kqbrisbane

(URGENT – needed by 10 July). Do you

LGM chat with @ALIANational's Sue
McKerracher about copyright laws in
Aus & what writings these laws are
impacting #cookingforcopyright

have any unpublished recipes, written
before 1955?? Send them in for a great
cause…
The Australian Public Library Alliance, in
support of the activities of the Australian

4 Aug 6:05am

�

�

Vegan

4KQ 693AM Brisbane

COOKING FOR COPYRIGHT

�

�

Find Healthy Vegan Restaurants
(VegGuide.org) Worldwide!
#cookingtips #cookingforcopyright
#recipeoftheday #saturdaykitchen
#PETA
4 Aug 9:23am

�

�

FAIR
@joinfair

�

Libraries Copyright …
Like · Comment

#Australia: Librarians stir the pot for
#CookingforCopyright - Natalie
Bochenski
brisbanetimes.com.au/queensland/lib
… via @brisbanetimes

BIPC Newcastle
Why Australians are tweeting cake
photos for #cookingforcopyright |
Mashable (31 July)
mashable.com/2015/07/31/aus…
�

�

4 Aug 3:36am

�

�

From @TBOtweets. Australians
embrace #cookingforcopyright Twitter
campaign: goo.gl/RR2K5t
4 Aug 2:36am

�

�

�

alexthebakingboy • about 17 hours
alexthebakingboy • about 17 hours
ago

�

�

@MaxWalters_IP

�

TBO
@TBOtweets

Australians cook up Twitter copyright
campaign goo.gl/RR2K5t
#cookingforcopyright
4 Aug 2:19am

�

�

Max Walters

@remixtures

@BIPCNewcastle

3 Aug 8:50pm

4 Aug 6:02am

remixtures
�

@onetruecathal It's a Facebook album
of #cookingforcopyright photos. You
would need your own Facebook login
ID to access facebook. @cearta

ago

�

�

�

 fair@alia.org.au
 fair.alia.org.au/cookingforcopyright
 facebook.com/cookingforcopyright
 #cookingforcopyright

